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Third Camp Politics: An Interview with Phyllis and Julius Jacobson

Kent Worcester, Marymount Manhattan College

Phyllis Jacobson (1922-2010) and Julius Jacobson (1922-2003) were socialist
activists in New York City from the mid-1930s through the first years of the
twenty-first century. They were members of a radical generation that came of
age during the great depression and embraced the language of socialism, communism, and Marxism. They were also the children of working class Jewish
immigrants who grew up in the city’s outer boroughs. For their parents, the First
World War, the Bolshevik Revolution, and the general strikes and mass uprisings
that convulsed many countries after the war were all recent events. The near collapse of the global economy in the early 1930s confirmed for many of their
cohort the basic assumption that capitalism was inherently impermanent.
Adopting a socialist outlook in a period characterized by social upheaval and
economic crisis was easy; the challenge had to do with selecting a suitable group
or tendency from a fissiparous menu of options.
In contrast to many of their peers, both Phyllis and Julius were instinctively critical of the Communist Party and those sections of the left that
expressed political solidarity with the U.S.S.R. As teenagers they gravitated
toward the much smaller Trotskyist movement, which is where they first met. By
the time they were adults they had decisively broken with anything resembling an
orthodox Trotskyist position. They remained active on the radical left, however,
and helped carve out an independent socialist perspective that was grounded in a
democratic interpretation of Marxism. Their pro-labor, pro-human rights, antiauthoritarian, and anti-capitalist worldview continues to find expression in the
pages of New Politics, an independently published “journal of socialist thought”
that they launched in 1961 and edited for many years. During the first half of
their lives, they came of age, fell in love, and were active in a succession of
socialist organizations. During the second half, their lives revolved around their
magazine, book projects, friendships, summer travels, and their son. The interview that follows tracks their political trajectory from Trotskyism to third camp
socialism, and offers a window onto their lively and engaging personalities as
well as their principles and values.
Like many leftists of their generation, the Jacobsons were comfortable
referring to themselves as radicals, socialists, or even Marxists. But they often
used the term “third camp socialist,” which might not be familiar to some readers. Neither Trotskyists nor Communists were keen on this terminology. Trotsky
and his followers viewed the Soviet Union as a “degenerated workers state” and
saw it as an improvement on the capitalist West, despite its cruel bureaucratic
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excesses. They called for the “defense” of the Soviet Union. Communists, meanwhile, regarded “Trotskyites” and so-called “anti-Stalinists” as red-baiters who
were objectively working on behalf of the State Department, and later on the
CIA. In this context, the term “third camp” was used by people like the
Jacobsons to distinguish their preferred form of socialism from both the Soviet
model and either U.S.-style Democratic Party liberalism or electoral socialism,
otherwise known as social democracy. It was within this third camp milieu that
the phrase “neither Washington nor Moscow, but international socialism” was
first coined.
A key figure in this story is that of Max Shachtman (1904-1972), their
longtime friend and mentor. Along with James P. Cannon, Shachtman was a
leading Trotskyist during the 1930s and one of the movement’s public faces. He
had been active in the Communist Party in the 1920s and early 1930s, and was
close to Cannon for much of this time. By the late 1930s, however, Shachtman
had developed deep misgivings about Cannon’s approach to party building and
about the Trotskyist line on the degenerated-but-ultimately-progressive nature of
the Soviet Union. The Jacobsons were closely aligned with Shachtman during the
resulting 1939-1940 factional battle inside the Socialist Workers Party (U.S.).
While Shachtman’s supporters constituted a minority of party members, they
enjoyed the vocal support of a majority of the party’s youth wing. Expelled in
1940, Shachtman’s faction quickly launched the Workers Party (1940-1949) and
then the Independent Socialist League (1949-1958). Shachtman continued to
regard himself as a democratic socialist after the ISL disbanded, he became
increasingly supportive of U.S. foreign policy during the nineteen-sixties and
worked behind-the-scenes as an advisor to hawkish, pro-war forces inside the
ranks of organized labor and the Democratic Party.
Prior to Shachtman’s tack to the right, the Jacobsons collaborated with
the one-time Trotskyist spokesman in building the Workers Party and the ISL.
They contributed articles and essays to Labor Action, the tendency’s newspaper, as
well as The New International, its theoretical magazine. In addition to its regular
publications, the Shachtmanites hosted public meetings, conducted labor solidarity campaigns, sold pamphlets and books, maintained rank-and-file caucuses in a
number of workplaces, and sponsored candidates in a couple of NYC electoral
races in the mid-1940s. Julius and Phyllis participated in most if not all of these
activities. During the war, Phyllis worked as a machinist in Brooklyn, and was
active in her union and inside the organization. Her husband served in the U.S.
Army between 1943 and 1945, taking part in the Battle of the Bulge and the liberation of Paris. After the war, he played a key role in launching the party’s youth
wing, the Socialist Youth League, using the pen name Julius Falk. He was the
founding editor of the League’s magazine, Anvil (1952-1960), and subsequently
served as editor of New International, which folded at the end of the 1950s, when
the ISL dissolved itself into the Socialist Party. By this point the Jacobsons were
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personally familiar with a wide swathe of the non-Communist left in and around
NYC. Some of the writers and intellectuals who spent time in their company at
one time or another in the midcentury period included the literary critic Irving
Howe, the Marxist theorist Hal Draper, the labor journalist B.J. Widick, the novelist Harvey Swados, the painter and cartoonist Jesse Cohen (“Carlo”), the civil
rights activist Bayard Rustin, the political scientist Bogdan Denitch, and the bestselling author and speaker Michael Harrington.

Figure 1, Julius and Phyllis Jacobson, New York City, c.19421
Following their break with Shachtman, the Jacobsons launched New
Politics, in hopes of providing a “forum permitting and encouraging a free play
of discussion, controversy and counterposition of ideas … [and] an opportunity
for all socialist views from the left to right to confront not only the political reality but also each other and their critics” (“Why We Publish,” issue #1). The
impressive momentum achieved by the civil rights movement, and the emergence of campus-based and anti-war movements, put wind in their sails. From
the journal’s inception, Julius served as the editor-in-chief in tandem with a small
editorial board and a larger number of sponsors. Phyllis’s name was officially
added to the editorial board in 1968, but she had been closely involved with its
development from the outset. Forty-five issues of NP appeared between 19611978 before the Jacobsons suspended publication. Detecting a revival of interest
in leftwing ideas, Phyllis and Julius relaunched the journal in 1986. The print ver-
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sion currently appears twice a year, and the editorial board maintains a website
and multi-authored blog at www.newpol.org. In the early 1980s the Jacobsons
coedited a book, Socialist Perspectives (1983), which represented a trial run for the
new series. Julius had previously put together two collections of articles taken
from NP, The Negro and the American Labor Movement (1968) and Soviet Communism
and the Socialist Vision (1972). A third collection, Autocracy and Insurgency in
Organized Labor (1972) was edited by Burton Hall, a pen name for the magazine’s
longtime contributor Herman Benson. Additional bibliographic resources are
listed in the “Notes” section that appends the interview.
This interview is taken from three taped conversations with Phyllis and
Julius Jacobson that the author conducted in November 1992, September 1994,
and November 1994. It incorporates, with permission, a small amount of material from an interview conducted by the labor historian Jon Bloom in November
1983. Eleven of Julius’s articles and reviews are posted on the Marxists Internet
Archive, at www.marxists.org /history/etol/writers/Jacobson, and New Politics
maintains a collection of articles and reviews by Phyllis, at
www.newpol.org/content/phyllis-jacobson-1922-2010.
Section 1: Joining the Movement

WORCESTER: Tell me how you came to join the movement.

JULIUS JACOBSON: I was brought up in New York during the depression.
Virtually everyone was a radical then – a Communist, socialist, social democrat,
or Trotskyist. You were something. My parents were born in Latvia and met each
other in England. They later migrated to the United States. We lived in the
Bronx. It was a period of rent strikes, housing evictions, and demonstrations.
That was the atmosphere when I grew up.
I joined the Young Pioneers, which was the junior section of the
Communist Party, but I broke away at the age of thirteen. That was young, but it
wasn’t all that unusual. What was unusual was to break away from the Young
Pioneers and to join a Trotskyist organization, after which, of course, I was persona non grata. The other children already had the mentality of older Stalinists. I
lost all my friends. My Aunt Bessie, who was a third period Stalinist – she was
out of her mind…
PHYLLIS JACOBSON: …she truly was…

J. JACOBSON: Anyway, she loved me dearly, but would not talk to me, which
will give you a flavor of those years. At that point I went into the Socialist
Party’s Young People’s Socialist League, as a member of the Trotskyist faction.
Two years later we split from the Socialist Party, which I think was a mistake.
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The split came about as a result of Trotsky’s pressure. I don’t think that either
[James] Cannon or [Max] Shachtman were for it. But we did have differences
with the Socialist Party over the question of the Spanish Civil War, and in those
days everything became a split issue.

P. JACOBSON: Yes, well, I came out of a different background than Julie did.
My father was born in a part of Austria that had previously been Poland and
came here as a very young man. Like many Europeans of his generation, he was
a social democrat. He worked as a waiter. My sister and I grew up in a household
where you had to be a union person and a socialist. That was the temper of the
times. I joined the Young People’s Socialist League when I was in high school. I
must have been about fourteen. The high school I attended, in Bensonhurst, had
a large number of Communist teachers. Many later on were victims of
McCarthyism. But some of them were absolutely intolerant of opposing ideas.
And when I went to Brooklyn College, there were a number of professors who
were close to or members of the CP.
Some of the faculty were really terrible. It became a battle of wits. You
had people like V., who would say, “If there’s any member of the Trotskyite flea
circus here, I suggest they leave.” This was a professor of English, one of the
country’s foremost Shakespeare scholars. But you have to understand that at
Brooklyn College in that period – I was there from 1938 to 1942 – many students were involved in radical activities. When you went to school on Wednesday,
which was the day for extra-curricular activities, you walked through a gauntlet of
political clubs and sects, some of which I’m sure you’ve never heard of. And
everyone took it all very seriously. Students read the material; they were up on
exactly what was going on. That was the nature of the period.
We had a fairly large group at Brooklyn College as such groups went.
We must have had about thirty members, and a fair number of sympathizers. We
had very good meetings. Shachtman would regularly speak on campus, as did
other party leaders.
The war broke out while I was still at college, and when I left school, I
went to work in a factory. The factory was in Hoboken, and I worked alongside
a CPer, who would hand me pamphlets by Clara Zetkin on the woman question.
This guy turned out to be Murray Handwerker, who went on to become the
owner of Nathan’s Famous. His father founded Nathan’s but had disowned his
son, because he joined Nathan’s workers on the picket line when they were
organizing.
After a while I got a job at Sperry, which was difficult, because it
turned out that I scored too high on the test. That was a problem for many
comrades. When you went to these large factories they gave you some sort of
test, part of which was written and part of which concerned manual dexterity
and so on. It was hard to suppress what you knew, so most people scored a little
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high, and they were very suspicious if you scored well on the test. I don’t know
what lies I told them; I certainly didn’t tell them I had gone to college. But I was
hired at Sperry and went to work in the shop, which was a lively place. I started
out as an inspector but after a very short time I became a first piece inspector,
which was interesting, because what I had to do was to check the first piece of
work that came off a machine to make certain the machine was set up properly.
I had to read blueprints, and had to work with inspection materials, dial indicators, and so on. At first the other workers didn’t very much like the notion of
having a woman as a first piece inspector. But I didn’t earn as much as they did.
I still remember that I earned 85 cents an hour, while a man doing the same
work earned $1.25. And we had to work nine hours a day, six days a week.

J. JACOBSON: When I graduated from high school, things were very rough. I
used to work part-time jobs at the weekend and so on. At that point the Socialist
Workers Party (SWP) had opened up a print shop and it was determined that I
would go through the training program offered by the New York School of
Printing. After three or four months at the School I went to work as a compositor at the party print shop. As a compositor I made up the pages of the Socialist
Appeal, the New International, the pamphlets, and so on. The shop consisted of a
group of around 6 or 7 comrades. We had 2 linotypists, 2 pressmen, a compositor, and someone doing the secretarial work. It was organized as a regular shop.
P. JACOBSON: There was a strike in the party print shop!

J. JACOBSON: Don’t be hilarious. But we were making around eight dollars a
week, or something like that. It wasn’t very much, but, after all, we were considered professional revolutionaries. At a certain point, however, a number of us
felt we should get something a little more substantial than what we were getting,
that the party could afford another 2 or 3 dollars. We met with Shachtman, and
presented our grievances. Max said, oh no, the party can’t afford it. We argued
back and forth. I don’t remember if it ever got to the point where we downed
tools, but we certainly threatened, and there were all sorts of negotiations and
finally we won our demands.
As far as dues were concerned, we had a progressive tax system…
P. JACOBSON: …based on what you earned…

J. JACOBSON: …where you had to tell the party how much you earned and pay
a percentage of that.
P. JACOBSON: Everyone accepted that.

J. JACOBSON: It was the least you could do. But, more importantly, you had to
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be active in the movement – three, four, five nights a week.

WORCESTER: This was just before the 1939-1940 split between the Cannon
camp and the Shachtmanites.

J. JACOBSON: It was Trotsky who really wanted to split the organization. He
would not tolerate the Shachtman minority. The Shachtman position, which
repudiated the idea that the Soviet Union should be defended in any way,
involved a fundamental issue. To Trotsky it meant repudiating the idea of Russia
as a degenerated workers’ state. And he was right. That was the implication of
our point of view, although Shachtman never rejected the idea of Russia being a
genuine workers’ state until after the split. The longer the faction fight went on,
the weaker Cannon’s position became. The debates were one-sided, and history
was on the side of the Shachtmanites. The entire youth section, which was the
most dynamic part of the movement…

P. JACOBSON: …were Shachtmanite. It was very sad for us, because you have
to remember that despite the fact that we were very critical of Cannon, we were
very saddened, because Cannon was a very important figure in the movement.
Aside from everything else, he was a very romantic figure. He was a wonderful
speaker who could quote Keats, Shelley, the great poets. He was a nineteenth
century type of orator, unlike Shachtman or C.L.R. James, who were also important speakers. And it saddened us to see that Shachtman, who was brilliant, could
make him look foolish.
J. JACOBSON: It was painful.

P. JACOBSON: Because he knew nothing about theory.

WORCESTER: But he knew something about America.

P. JACOBSON: Yes he did. He knew something about the labor movement.
However, it has to be said that there was something tremendously anti-intellectual about the Cannon group.
Section 2: The Workers Party during the War

J. JACOBSON: So that was one big change, but some things stayed the same.
When the Workers Party (WP) was organized, we called ourselves a party, and we
thought of ourselves as a small mass party. It was an illusion that was very hard
to sustain, because the reality was that we were not a party. We were not recruiting large numbers of people, even though we were very active in the factories
during the war. For an organization our size we had a real impact, particular in
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the United Auto Workers union, and somewhat in the United Electrical Workers
(UE), and more generally as a political force inside the labor movement. But the
fact is that we did not emerge out of all this as a party. We did recruit, but we
weren’t able to hold on to a lot of the people we recruited from the shops. And
by 1947 or 1948 it dawned on us that it was very demoralizing to call ourselves a
party and yet not to be a party. This was the point at which we transformed ourselves into the Independent Socialist League. What it meant was acknowledging
the reality of what we were, and what it meant in terms of becoming a somewhat looser organization.
There were some things we did as the Workers Party which we never
would have done operating as a league. For example, in the early years we had a
policy of sending our members, mostly young people, into industry. And it was
wrong, because a lot of people weren’t psychologically prepared for it. People
were talked into leaving white collar jobs, or college, to take jobs in shops.

P. JACOBSON: One of the aims of the industrialization policy was to catch up
with what the Communist Party had done much earlier. After all, the CP had
been very successful in sending their people into the factories and helping to
organize the CIO. We also told people that they had to leave New York and go
to Cleveland, or Detroit, or Buffalo, which is what people did.
WORCESTER: What were your expectations about the war, and about the
direction in which the country would go after the war ended?

J. JACOBSON: Our point of view shifted. When the war broke out we adopted
a misguided point of view, which was that in the course of the war America
would become a fascist state, that it could not fight a democratic war in a democratic way, and that the consequences of such a war would be such that we
would end up with a dictatorship. And that become one of the reasons for our
opposition to the war.
WORCESTER: Did you see Roosevelt as a potential fascist?

J. JACOBSON: It wasn’t so much Roosevelt as a transformation of the whole
society. We anticipated that under the pressure of war there would be a suppression of trade unions…
P. JACOBSON: …of free speech…

J. JACOBSON: …and that there would be a militarization of American life.
Once everyone realized that it was going to be a long war, that Germany was not
about to be thrown back, we expected that in the context of the war against fascism we would wind up becoming a fascist society ourselves. We had meetings
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on this subject, and drafted resolutions. We denounced the war. That was one
difference between us and the SWP. The SWP had a similar point of view. But
they also had a policy of “preserving the cadre.” And so they laid low.

WORCESTER: What did opposition to the war mean in practice?

J. JACOBSON: It meant, for one thing, the way in which we characterized the
war. We always used to put the question in the following terms: if you were a
member of Congress, how would you vote when it came to war appropriations?
This was a sort of fancy way of looking at the problem. But the idea was, it was
a way of testing your position. And we said no. We held the view that the revolutionary left held during World War I. And in that of course we were wrong.

WORCESTER: Why?

J. JACOBSON: Well, for one thing America did not become a fascist society.
Also, we didn’t take into consideration the stark differences between Nazism and
the German system in World War I. It was wrong to see this kind of equivalency
between the contending forces.
P. JACOBSON: That could only be rationalized by saying that bourgeois democracy would not remain democratic for very long.

J. JACOBSON: We said sure there’s a difference. We did not claim that bourgeois rule was the same as fascism. But we also said that you had to look at it
dynamically, and recognize that in the course of the war bourgeois democracy
would not be able to survive.

P. JACOBSON: There’s something else to consider. When your generation
thinks about opposition to a war, you think of Vietnam. And opposition to the
Vietnam War meant refusing to serve in the army. But that was never true for us
during World War II. Quite the contrary. Everyone served. Shachtman was furious later on, during the Korean War, when young people in the movement did
everything they could not to serve. His attitude was quite despicable. He said
they were cowards and yellow-bellies. He equated it with homosexuality. He was
very homophobic.

J. JACOBSON: Another important difference between the world wars was that
even before World War II started it was obvious that Germany had the aim of
colonizing the countries it defeated in battle. And that was not an operative factor during World War I. Germany didn’t try to make a colony out of France, and
France didn’t intend to make a colony out of Germany. But this time things
were different.
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I still don’t think that the pro-war position was correct either. Even at
the time, if you had put a pistol to my head and said you have to make a choice,
who do you want to win, the Allies or the Axis, I would have said the Allies. But
opposition to the war meant supporting the class struggle. During the war you
had authentic social democrats who wanted to reduce the level of struggle. That
became a big consideration. “Well, a strike – how’s that going to affect production?” “You want to make an issue of the segregated army, but how’s that going
to affect morale?” And that was not a consideration for us. The way we developed the antiwar point of view, in publications and in person, was you prosecute
the class struggle, and the struggle for social justice. You make no concessions.
WORCESTER: Did you run across fascists in the United States?

J. JACOBSON: We used to fight with them. Before I joined the army, I worked
alongside them at GE, in the repair shop. Everyone there was a skilled worker,
and many of them were German-Americans. Things were so bad that when I
used to wash up after a day’s work I carried a knife with me.

WORCESTER: Labor Action, the Workers Party weekly newspaper, was distributed in the tens of thousands during the war.

P. JACOBSON: It was given out at factory gates, and in housing projects. One
of the things we did was go around to various places to try to meet as many
people as possible. The idea was that it was possible to build a mass party. A primary locus of activity was giving Labor Action out at factory gates. Harvey
Swados writes about this in his novel Standing Fast [1970].

WORCESTER: What kind of people were coming around the party during the
war?

P. JACOBSON: During the war we attracted people through our activity in the
shops. It was very sad. A lot of them were drawn to the Workers Party through
the activity of those who were in leadership roles in rank-and-file opposition
groups, but there was no real life for them. One of the advantages for the CP
was that they started with a movement which was large enough to provide new
members with some sort of social life. We couldn’t compete in that regard. We
had one member, Max, who was an important figure in the UE. He was very
smart and enormously successful. He really knew how to explain to workers
about how the unions and companies operated. He organized a huge opposition
caucus and was able to bring all kinds of people around the Workers Party.
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J. JACOBSON: The people he brought around were working people and they
weren’t intellectuals. They would prefer to go on a Saturday night to a bar and
have a beer, while we preferred to go to Greenwich Village and listen to jazz

music. They would come around but the movement became like a revolving
door. And that went on for years.

P. JACOBSON: Of course, during the war it was the women members who basically had to maintain the organization in a very practical way. But they also
worked. I can’t think of one person who stayed at home. Never.

WORCESTER: Did you consider yourself a feminist? Were you comfortable
with the term?

P. JACOBSON: Oh yes, absolutely. As a matter of fact I kept my own name. I
did not use Julie’s name. My name was Phyllis Garden. I used my own name at
work. It wasn’t until the 1960s when some bookkeeper where I was working
said, “Look, you’re going to get in trouble because they’re going to find a maiden
name and a married name and you’ll have trouble with Social Security.” So for
that purpose I started to use my married name.

J. JACOBSON: We had reasonably decent attitudes. It’s not that the attitude was
bad, but the behavior was bad.

P. JACOBSON: Yeah. We did know some outstanding feminists who were not
necessarily in our movement but who were radicals. There were a number of
such women in New York. But there were very few women in the leadership of
the WP.

J. JACOBSON: Women were always the ones who had to type up the resolutions.
P. JACOBSON: Secretaries.

J. JACOBSON: It was assumed that at every meeting, you needed someone to
take the minutes, and it was assumed that the minutes would be taken by a
woman.

P. JACOBSON: They played the same role as the women in the New Left, until
the women in the New Left became bold and said, “we’re not going to make
coffee anymore.”
WORCESTER: How would you respond to the idea that groups like the
Workers Party served as a kind of vehicle for immigrant intellectuals who even-
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tually assimilated into American society?

P. JACOBSON: If you think of people in the 1950s, people who had been
around our movement who wound up as, say, academics, it was not only because
the movement funneled them into the mainstream of American life. What was
really going on was that in the 1930s and 1940s there were very few stable jobs.
If you were a college graduate, you were lucky if you got a job standing behind a
counter in a department store. Most of the young comrades were unemployed.

J. JACOBSON: And they weren’t equipped to work in factories.

P. JACOBSON: That’s right. Our old friend Dave was very lucky because he
worked for the City of New York, and he was rich by our standards. He made
something like $30 a week. That was a great deal of money.

Section 3: After the War

J. JACOBSON: Like many others, I was eventually drafted into the army. I came
back in March of 1946, and went back to work for GE, where I worked for
about eight months before I quit to become a Socialist Youth League (SYL)
functionary. What happened was that in 1945 the WP decided that this was the
time to organize a socialist youth group. And the feeling was that the high
schools were the places to organize. Needless to say, this was done with minimal
success. When I got back in ’46, Shachtman urged me to take the job as youth
organizer. I told him that so long as you have the illusion of recruiting working
class kids out of high school, you’re not going to get anywhere. The only kind of
youth movement you could build would be middle class, involving college kids.
I would feel that way even today, that a leftist group would have trouble
holding onto adult workers or teenagers from working class backgrounds. It’s a
very difficult thing for a worker without a profound ideological commitment to
join a sectarian group and to remain in it for an extended period of time. We
had nothing to offer them. We had our ideas, our idealism, and that would only
have a certain attraction for a limited period of time.
WORCESTER: What kind of work were you able to find after the war?

P. JACOBSON: We lived very frugally because Julie worked for the organization
for the longest period of time. I did some part-time work, such as reading
scripts for the movies. Don’t ask.
WORCESTER: I think I have to.

P. JACOBSON: I worked at that for years.
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J. JACOBSON: It all started because a friend of mine had starting reading stuff
for one of the movie companies. It turns out that what they did was to read
almost every novel that came out and lots of non-fiction as well, and hired readers on a freelance basis to give a synopsis of the material, and to say whether it
would be suitable for a film.
WORCESTER: Presumably most of this material was not suitable.

P. JACOBSON: That’s right. And it struck me that it was a perfect activity
because I could devote myself to the organization and work at this part time. In
fact, Irving Howe and I were doing it at the exact same time for two different
companies. We would call each other every day to find out who got what book,
and then if we both got the same book we would simply use the other’s material.
You generally received galleys, which were not pleasant to read. Julie was working for the organization, and he was only getting five bucks a week. In order to
recruit students, he signed up as a student at various institutions around the city.
He really enjoyed the class he took at Columbia in mathematical logic.

J. JACOBSON: I liked it very much, and registered for the next advanced class,
but it took up too much of my time, and I had to drop the class. The professor
wanted to know why I was giving it up, I did so well.

WORCESTER: I read somewhere that after the war, Trotskyists became professors, and Communists became landlords.

P. JACOBSON: It’s true! Businessmen!

J. JACOBSON: We were successful in building the Socialist Youth League in this
period. I don’t know that we ever had more than a couple hundred members
nationally, but those couple hundred…
P. JACOBSON: …were very active.

J. JACOBSON: Oh, it was fantastic. We were instrumental in putting out a publication called Anvil. There was a broadly similar publication out of Chicago called
Student Partisan, which was founded in 1949. The two publications soon merged,
and the new journal was titled Anvil and Student Partisan, although we usually
referred to it as just Anvil. I finally left the SYL in 1950. I figured I was too old
for it. But I served as the editor of Anvil’s first few issues.
P. JACOBSON: And so you were.

J. JACOBSON: Well, I was twenty-eight years old at the time, and so it was time
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for me to move on. And the next assignment for me was to become the managing editor of the New International.

P. JACOBSON: For many years we lived in a two-room apartment opposite the
White Horse Tavern on 11th and Hudson, in the Village. And then Julie and
Herman Benson finally started a little machine shop of their own. Shachtman
had this brilliant idea of making money for the movement by starting a long
playing record society. The long playing record society was an imaginative
Shachtman lunacy. He was very interested in the whole technology of hi-fi, and
he saw this as a great opportunity to sell records. But of course you needed a
staff, so the staff consisted of Max, his girlfriend, and me. Ben and Julie had a
shop in one part of the building, on 14th Street, and the other part was the long
playing record society. Of course the whole thing was totally loony. And then
Shachtman decided to go one step further, by setting up hi-fi equipment for
friends and comrades.
J. JACOBSON: He was a natural schemer.

P. JACOBSON: Our office was located at 108 West 14th Street, and the party
headquarters was at 114 West 14th Street, and so we would run back and forth
between the headquarters and the hi-fi office.
WORCESTER: Where did you advertise this long-playing record society?

P. JACOBSON: I don’t know that we did. We must have done something right
because for a while it was making money. But it was an enormous amount of
work.
WORCESTER: So when did you realize that…

P. JACOBSON: …the revolution wasn’t coming?
WORCESTER: The revolution wasn’t coming.

P. JACOBSON: Very early on. Right after the war.

WORCESTER: Did you have a sense of comrades who were drifting out of the
movement, and buying housings in the suburbs?

P. JACOBSON: Absolutely. Not so much that some were moving out to the suburbs, but also that some people were making scads of money. I mean really big
money. We were both scornful and angry. Because they were getting to be dark
days. People drifted, unlike the group that started Dissent, who said “we’re leav-
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ing, we don’t agree with you, and we’re going to start our own thing.” At least
they remained political people.

J. JACOBSON: By the late 1950s, when we went into the Socialist Party, there
was really nothing left.
P. JACOBSON: It was all gone.

J. JACOBSON: It sort of peaked during the war.

WORCESTER: Were you caught up in the fashion for Freudian ideas that
caught on after the war?
P. JACOBSON: Yes, in the movement that was a very big thing.

J. JACOBSON: Everyone in our movement was interested in one aspect or
another of psychoanalysis.

P. JACOBSON: And every other person around the movement was in therapy.
But it meant they had less money to give, because they had to pay their therapist.

J. JACOBSON: I’d say in New York City there were maybe 80 or 90 members
who were regularly going to therapy. Half the New York membership or something. It was almost considered a normal thing to do.
WORCESTER: When did you buy your first television set?

P. JACOBSON: We didn’t get a TV until, well, our son must have been about
twelve years old before we got a television set. It was in the mid-1960s.

WORCESTER: Was Shachtman a universally popular figure in the organization?

P. JACOBSON: Yes, he was. He was universally popular. He performed very well
in public settings. Someone like Hal Draper was disadvantaged in this respect.
He was remote. He was a wonderfully educated, brilliant guy, who had few real
friends in the movement.
J. JACOBSON: He was alone.

P. JACOBSON: Draper’s great fortune was that he was married to Anne, and
Anne was an extremely warm, friendly person. Shachtman, on the other hand,
was a dynamic figure. He had a mordant wit, and was an absolutely marvelous
speaker. He was also a terribly undisciplined person. He couldn’t really write
properly. He wouldn’t do the sorts of things he should have done, such as write
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pamphlets and books. He couldn’t. He enjoyed talking, and manipulating an
audience. He enjoyed displaying these flashes of brilliance. James Cannon was a
much better leader of an organization. But Shachtman would suck you in.

J. JACOBSON: And you’d forgive him. He would do and say things that you
would cut someone dead for, but if Max did it, you excused him. People allowed
him to get away with things. He was a politician, and generally he was very sentimental.
P. JACOBSON: He was very warm.

J. JACOBSON: He was warm, he’d joke and cuss.

P. JACOBSON: If you ever saw him read a newspaper, he’d sit with the Times,
he eyes would go over it, and he would absorb it almost by osmosis. He was also
a bibliophile. His library consisted of…

J. JACOBSON: …stolen books.

P. JACOBSON: Stolen books. If he came to our house, he would steal books.
He would take them from everybody. He was very light-fingered. He felt that
you had to give him things as his due, because after all he sacrificed himself for
the movement.
Section 4: From Max Shachtman to New Politics

WORCESTER: Max Shachtman seems to have been largely responsible for the
group’s move into the Socialist Party (SP) at the end of the 1950s.

P. JACOBSON: We joined as individuals, and a number of people did not enter.
I don’t know that Julie ever entered. But I did. And Hal Draper didn’t join the
SP. Once we got into the Socialist Party, the right-wingers in the SP discovered
that they had a made a huge error, that Shachtman had already developed a point
of view that was far to the right of theirs. While they wanted to maintain an
independent Socialist Party, Shachtman basically wanted to dissolve the SP into
the Democratic Party. And the left-wingers, who mostly welcomed our entry into
the Socialist Party, were really appalled. At some point we got word that
Shachtman was trying to start a new magazine with Norman Thomas and Eric
Fromm. They were…
J. JACOBSON: …a strange trio…
P. JACOBSON: …an odd couple.
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J. JACOBSON: The idea that Shachtman was going to work in a responsible way
and collaborate with Thomas and Fromm was absurd.

P. JACOBSON: But other people, such as ourselves, were also thinking about
starting a new publication. What was needed was a publication in which our
views could be expressed that could reach beyond the usual milieu.

WORCESTER: When did you realize that there was going to be a New Left?

P. JACOBSON: We knew, of course, that there was already a growing civil rights
movement. You could see that something was developing and we wanted to be a
part of that.

WORCESTER: What kind of political perspective was this new journal going to
promote? Were you thinking of a specifically Marxist journal?
P. JACOBSON: No.

J. JACOBSON: Third Camp.

P. JACOBSON: Third Camp and broad. We envisioned a Debsian kind of magazine. We were willing to work with social democrats and so forth. It was at this
point, when we were formulating our plans that we went to Norman Thomas.
Julie and I called his secretary. We decided at this point that truly in the Debsian
spirit we would like to approach Norman Thomas. It was around this time that
Shachtman showed up at our tiny apartment on 11th Street and had dinner. He
asked us why we were starting a magazine. He said, “Why do you want to do
this? You know we have this wonderful project [with Thomas and Fromm].”
And we said, “Well, you never told us you were doing it? How come you didn’t
inform us?” So he said, “You idiot, don’t you realize, you [Julius] were going to
be the editor.” The man was the most incredible liar. “In any case, why do I have
to inform you? I have you in my pocket.”
J. JACOBSON: “My vest pocket.” I mean that we will never forget.

P. JACOBSON: A vest pocket is after all a very small place. Anyway, that ended
that. After that dinner, Shachtman started a real campaign against our project,
bad mouthing us to Thomas and saying what terrible people we were. But
Thomas being Thomas…
J. JACOBSON: …was crucial to the project.

P. JACOBSON: Yes, we needed him very badly.
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WORCESTER: Why was that?

P. JACOBSON: Because Norman Thomas was such a towering figure in the
socialist movement, and the left more generally.

J. JACOBSON: We were really interested in a broad magazine. Thomas’ participation was a way of saying that this was not going to be another New
International.
P. JACOBSON: Right. It’s not the same old-time stuff.

WORCESTER: When did you decide to make a decisive break with the explicitly
Marxist approach of New International?

J. JACOBSON: It wasn’t a break. What carried over was the idea of a Third
Camp. But it wasn’t the Third Camp as developed by a revolutionary socialist
Marxist tendency. It was time to create a publication in which those views could
be expressed in…
P. JACOBSON: …an open forum.

J. JACOBSON: In an open forum with others.

P. JACOBSON: We realized that the time was different. After all, we ended up as
a sect with practically no members. We ended with zilch. We had nobody coming
around. In any case, Norman Thomas welcomed us. He was very old, and we
could see that he was very tired. But we started the discussion and Thomas sat
there with an odd smile on his face, listening to what we had to say. He looked
as though he was asleep some of the time, but he wasn’t sleeping for a second.
He had all his wits about him. We told him what we wanted to do, and urged
him to give us his support. We told him that we wanted to have a broad publication, and Thomas said yes.
He also cast aspersions on Shachtman and his way of dealing with people. He was not at all happy with Shachtman’s machinations. What he was saying
in effect was, “I may look like an old fool, but you better believe that I’m not.”
And that did it.
J. JACOBSON: With that we made a formal announcement.

P. JACOBSON: I was a member of the Socialist Party’s National Committee,
and there was a meeting around this time in Philadelphia. At some point I asked
the National Committee to let our new journal, which we decided to call New
Politics, have access to the Socialist Party mailing list. Shachtman started making
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one of these absolutely Shachtmanesque speeches. “Why should we give them
the mailing list? Who are these people who come in the dead of the night?” One
of the old right-wingers in the Socialist Party took the floor, and said, “What are
you talking about? These are your comrades. Phyllis and Julie Jacobson. What
dead of night are you talking about?” The right-wingers were very offended.
And so we did get the list. And of course that was a very good start because the
SP had an extensive list at that point. And then we started promoting the magazine.

J. JACOBSON: Some of the early issues were quite good. Hal Draper wrote
some very good articles for us. And the first issue of New Politics sold 3,000 or
4,000 copies.

P. JACOBSON: Yes. It was very thick. Julie always believes the bigger the better.
But raising money was hard. We were always falling behind in terms of the publishing schedule, because we could not raise the necessary funds. Now mind, it
was a quarterly, which is very difficult to sustain. One of the great difficulties
had to do with getting proper distribution. Our distributor at the beginning was
Eastern News. They placed it on some newsstands. The newsstand at 42nd Street
near 5th Avenue used to sell a hundred copies per issue.
J. JACOBSON: But the way things worked out, the journal came out roughly
three and a quarter times a year…

P. JACOBSON: …instead of four. And I kept writing these wonderful letters to
the post office, because they wanted to take away our second class mailing rights.
We wrote fabulous double-talking letters, about why we were always late, but we
held onto our rights.
WORCESTER: Was the journal read by members of SDS [Students for a
Democratic Society]?
P. JACOBSON: Oh, I’m sure there were SDS members who read it.

J. JACOBSON: But the rank-and-file of SDS were not very big on reading intellectual journals. That was one of the tragic flaws of SDS. It was an anti-ideological movement in many ways.
P. JACOBSON: But the whole development of SDS…
J. JACOBSON: …was a missed opportunity.
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P. JACOBSON: Of course, the Shachtmanites played an absolutely scandalous
role vis-à-vis SDS.

J. JACOBSON: The hostility of the Shachtmanites, and the coldness of Michael
Harrington and others, was such a put-off. Ironically, the one person in our
movement who was really able to establish a rapport with SDS, and with the
New Left, on a political and personal basis, was Hal Draper.

P. JACOBSON: Draper really did. He established a very good rapport with these
young people.

J. JACOBSON: But for us, we wanted to put out an intellectual publication, and
we had a completely different attitude about the New Left in comparison to people like Shachtman, Harrington, and Howe. But we couldn’t really make contact
with them, for various historical and political reasons.
WORCESTER: Did you have any kind of interaction with SWP members? Do
you know if someone like James Cannon, for examples, saw the journal?

P. JACOBSON: Never. They subscribed. The party would get two copies of
each issue, and to this day they receive two copies.

J. JACOBSON: That was a different world from us. We had no contact with
them at all.

WORCESTER: How did you feel about the contrast between the early 1960s, a
period in which socialist-humanist ideas flourished, and the late 1960s, when
many young people were embracing all kinds of revolutionary fantasies?

P. JACOBSON: It was very demoralizing. We realized our time was up by the
late 1970s, when we couldn’t get people to write for the journal. In a period of
ten years the culture went from extreme revolutionary optimism to a lack of
interest in politics.

J. JACOBSON: When the Vietnam War ended, and the antiwar movement fell
apart, it became clear that it was a one-issue movement, and you no longer had
that issue. As a result, there was a tremendous wave of demoralization. And the
journal was affected by it. We felt that we had to give it up, even though, when
we folded, we had 330 library subscriptions.

P. JACOBSON: We did have writers who were attracted by the magazine and
wanted to contribute to it. But most of the unsolicited submissions were unusable. The other thing is that while some people seemed to appreciate New Politics
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in the 1970s, it never developed the kind of rapport with its writers that it does
right now. We have a number of contributors who have become really dear
friends of the magazine, such as Mark Dow, for example, Phil Smith, Steve
Steinberg. They’ll call and say “I want to write an article.” Unfortunately, we
weren’t able to convince Hal Draper to contribute to the magazine when we
started it up again. We had offended Hal, politically, in the 1960s, because we
thought it was wrong to start a new sect. We did not think it was the season for
that particular vegetable.
WORCESTER: You’re referring to…?

P. JACOBSON: The Independent Socialist Clubs, which later became the
International Socialists (IS). This was in the late 1960s. We thought that launching a new socialist group was not a great idea, and we did not want to join. He
was very angry because we did not join his effort.
WORCESTER: Do you want to say something about where the journal is currently headed? Has it met your expectations since the magazine’s relaunch?

P. JACOBSON: I would say that it has more than met my expectations. There’s
nothing as gratifying as having good writers calling up asking to write on particular topics. But putting it out on a regular basis is still difficult. It’s hard to find
the necessary resources. You cannot stop promoting the journal.

J. JACOBSON: It’s a matter of capitalist economics. You need capital. And we
just don’t have it. With the money we raise, we can just about come out and
maintain what we have, but it’s impossible to expand. I figure if we received a
lump sum of $25,000 or $30,000, we could expand the magazine to the point
where it would become self-sufficient.
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We live in a perilous world. The current Israeli war of terror against the civilian
population of Lebanon indicates just how perilous. Israeli aggression and its
associated war crimes would not be possible in the absence of US militarism. The
US invasion of Iraq has made the world even more dangerous than it was prior to
the 9/11 attacks on America.
Competing with US militarism for world hegemony is political Islam. Lacking the
muscle of the US does not inhibit this totalitarian strain in its violent intent. In some
regions political Islam has attained state power, as in Iran, where it inflicts its vile
belief system on society.
World peace is under constant siege from these two expansionist forces. The US
seeks to extend its military hegemony throughout the globe. Political Islam seeks to
extend its totalitarian ideology over the same ground. This will always lead to
competition between the two and increase the threat to those not of their hue.
Those opposed to such expansionism must devise strategies for a specific
expansionism of their own.
Expansionism per se is not the problem. What is being expanded is. A democratic
counter expansionism that seeks to extend universal human rights to every corner
of the globe is hardly expansionism in the standard negative sense. It is rights
rather than power driven. Its advocates are sometimes accused of fundamentalism;
taking up fundamentalist positions on human rights, free speech and secularism.
This is an inversion of the truth. Human rights, a commitment to free speech,
opposition to the imposition of the great idea, the right to dissent from that idea all of these are what defundamentalise human society and make it safer.
In seeking to devise no grand definitive belief system in which all must acquiesce,
the principles of democracy, human rights, individual liberty, secularism and free
speech do not constitute a meta-narrative which seeks to impose itself on global
society. They simply permit a framework which every human being can avail of. If
people choose not to that is a matter of individual conscience. But the individual
alone has to be free to make the choice and must never be subject to the diktat of
another on such matters. If a person does not wish to exercise the right to free
speech, sexual freedom, political liberty, freedom from religion, free enquiry, fair
enough. They have a right to desist. But that is where their right ends. They cannot
deny another access to that right. People can believe what they want but should
never be compelled to believe something. Democratic expansionism, unlike
fundamentalism does not compel people to believe, merely to respect the right of
others to hold a different belief. Moreover, no person can be tortured; no person
can be raped; no person can be enslaved - regardless of what beliefs they hold.
These are inviolable and non-negotiable rights, not adhered to by the forces of US
militarism and political Islam.
The dominant global cleavage of our time is between the forces for democracy and
those determined to curb freedom. In this epic struggle the US is not positioned on
one side and the forces of Islamic totalitarianism on the other. The US has for long
backed totalitarian regimes throughout the world. Its current backing of Israel in
the Middle East belies the Neoconservative paradigm of extending democracy
across the globe. US militarism and political Islam are the twin poles of terror that
lay global siege to a democratic ethos.
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For these reasons it is a worthwhile exercise for those interested in extending and
deepening democracy to give their support to the manifesto of the Third Camp. It
poses an honest, intellectual and ethical challenge to the twin poles of terror.
Through no choice of its own it is part of a zero sum game which goes with the turf.
It battles against US and Islamic authoritarian expansionism with a democratic
expansionism of its own. Where it goes forward the twin poles of terror must pull
back. Where it cedes ground the twin poles of terror will advance and viciously
contest the space vacated by democracy, posing a major threat to world peace in
the course of doing so. Democracy must do its utmost to hold the ground it takes in
order to offset the calamitous outcome that beckons.
The Third Camp manifesto rejects in equal measure the suicide bombers of political
Islam and the infanticide bombers of US militarism. It defends the liberties and
rights that citizens in Western societies have gained and enjoy and which should be
extended to all citizens of the globe. These are currently under sustained attack. If
US militarism succeeds with its internal programmes dissent and opposition will
enter an ice age in the West. Secular totalitarianism is not any more preferable than
religious totalitarianism.
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Ashraf Ismail has pointed out how the current war in Lebanon and the associated
criticism by Israel of Iran has in fact served to 'greatly enhance Iran's prestige in
the region … While the Arab states look like traitors, Iran looks like a champion of
the most celebrated of all Muslim causes.' This mirrors the encroachments on the
civil liberties in the West and is devastating for human progress. Progressives in
Iran must be supported in their efforts to unmask the hideousness that lies beneath
this veil of the new Muslim champion.
Holding first and foremost that each person is a citizen of the world the Third Camp
offers a vision of globality rather than nationality. Despots and tyrants should not
be allowed to shelter under the self-serving cover of nations or the equally pseudo
philosophy of cultural relativism where they can practice barbarism unhindered.
In signing any manifesto there is always an element of compromise. Democracy
makes the world diverse. Democratic sentiments coming together create a synergy
that holds because of their differences rather than in spite of them. Many shades of
opinion make up the Third Camp Manifesto. To expect that it goes as far as we
would all wish is neither realistic nor democratic. Iran for example should be
expelled from the International community. But it is not alone. Israel too should
face a similar fate. But the Manifesto while not arguing for Israeli expulsion does
not prohibit those who sign it from campaigning for such an outcome or equally
stringent measures. This much is evident from the Third Camp call made by Asqar
Karimi for the government of Israel to be indicted for war crimes.
Furthermore, there are practical as well as ethical reasons for seeking the expulsion
of Iran. The country because of the belligerence of its clerical ruling class has upped
the stakes in a nuclear environment. If it persists in pursuing the nuclear option,
there is a likelihood that it will be militarily attacked by the US or Israel. Were the
country populated only by Mullahs and Muftis, such attacks would generate little
opposition. As Salman Rushdie says when tyrants fall only hypocrites grieve. But
there is strong opposition in Iran to the totalitarian theocracy. There are innocent
men, women and children who must be protected from any war their leaders and
the US/Israeli axis contrive to create. Having Iran banned from the international
community is one way of bringing pressure to its theocratic leadership to desist
from its pursuit of the nuclear option; an alternative to its population being
subjected to a military attack by the US and Israel. The world has witnessed
already what such a cruel alliance can inflict on the innocent. Its war on children
must never be allowed to become extended to Iran.
Nuclear disarmament is a noble goal for humanity to strive for. It is a difficult task.
In a world where nuclear power has for many come to equate with sovereignty all
nations are tempted to steal a march on others. It is grossly unfair that the US
should be in possession of a nuclear armoury and Iran not. But it would be more
unjust to the people of the world if that disequilibrium was to be addressed through
allowing Iran such weapons also. More weapons of mass destruction rather than
fewer are not the way ahead. No nation should acquire them. Those who have them
should be pushed back. When was any problem ever solved by increasing its size?
That there is a need for a Third Camp Manifesto is self evident. Marx said we face
either socialism or barbarism. Those traditionally looked upon as being the dykes
through which the tides of barbarism shall not flow, the Left, have been reduced in
both quantity and quality. Radical ideas have been placed in the hands of the
incompetent authoritarians of the Irrelevant Left whose hatred of democracy and
devotion to centralism have long been repellent. Its radical soullessness, in part
occasioned by its abandonment of core universal values in deference to cultural
relativism, has led it to a racist embracing of reactionary theocrats.
Solid radical ideas have acquired the appearance of the ridiculous by sheer dint of
their association with the Irrelevant Left. Its fantasy fighters from its make believe
revolution prance along a stage like characters from The Life of Brian or Citizen
Smith, reinforcing a view in the public mind this is the sum total of Left politics. If
the Irrelevant Left did not exist the security agencies of both US militarism and
political Islam would have created it. British intelligence agencies long ago
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dismissed it as a pond of quacking ducks. They perform an indispensable service,
albeit largely unintentional, for such agencies in dissuading people from embracing
left ideas. They have failed to inspire sufficient confidence as a way out of the dead
end politics where the sects alone thrive but never move out of. Like flies around a
dead carcass, the sects are busy but that is the height of it. They need the carcass
of the Left experiment to feed upon, not a living Left project which might actually
achieve something.
The effort to prise radical ideas from the corrosive grip of the Irrelevant Left has
exhausted many activists. How many young people have we seen end up on the
political scrap heap after even the briefest of flirtations with the cretinous
commissars? The incessant position taking and sect like fissions have forced other
activists to look elsewhere. In their haste they have leaped into lending their name
to ventures such as the Euston Manifesto. Can Oliver Kamm's case for a Left neoconservatism really leave democratic socialists with anything but a bad taste in
their mouths?
The Third Camp Manifesto is far from perfect. We should be thankful for that small
mercy. Those who insist on perfection and impose their perfectionist narrative on
the world in order to achieve it are invariably the harbingers of disaster. The
Manifesto is an experiment in democratic expansionism. And what else can
democracy do but expand?
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The Left and Max Shachtman Part 1
Submitted by AWL on 2 April, 2009 - 10:56 Author:
Ernie Haberkern
Two distinct currents emerged after 1940 from the
Trotskyism of Trotsky. The “official” “orthodox”
Trotskyism of James P Cannon, E Mandel, Michel Pablo,
Gerry Healy, Ted Grant, etc.
The other was mainly associated with the name of Max
Shachtman. (The British SWP is a hybrid, owing more to
the former than the latter). The Shachtman current
mutated into a number of tendencies– Shachtman himself
ended his days as a sort of American Fabian– but it’s
history remains a matter of great importance for those
engaged in the work of renewing Trotskyism in the post
Stalinist world. Ernest Haberkern* examines “Max
Shachtman and His Left: A Socialist’s Odyssey Through
the ‘American Century’” by Peter Drucker. (Humanities
Press, New Jersey, 1994 £14.95). The second part will
appear in our November issue.
Biographies are hard to do well.
On the one hand, like a novelist, you are telling a story.
There is a beginning, a middle and an end. You have to
get the reader interested in the drama.
On the other hand, unfortunately, real lives, unlike
fictional ones, aren’t usually well-plotted. There are

subplots that just fizzle out; loose ends that are never
wound up; and odd twists and turns that don’t seem
consistent with what led up to them. And a biography,
unlike a work of fiction, is also a reference work. The
reader expects, and has a right to expect, that the
important details are all there and are accurately reported.
Accuracy in the details is as vital in a biography as it is in
a dictionary or a telephone book.
In the first task, this biography succeeds. The book is a
good read. The reader’s attention is caught and held by
the intrinsic interest of this history. It is the history of the
resistance of a section of the American left during World
War II and the early Cold War — the period when the
foundations of the modern security state were laid and the
American Republic radically transformed in order to
defend “the Free World.” First from the threat of Nazism
and then from the threat of Stalinism. Peter Drucker’s
portrait of this band of American dissidents is as dramatic
and compelling as the subject itself.
It is the author’s failure to measure up to the second task
that undermines the book. Details are wrong or out of
focus. Difficulties and contradictions are glossed over. If
the story seems to hang together, it is also a little glib. It
seems to hang together just because the details have been
slighted. The reader is left with the uneasy feeling that
while the experience has, like the carnival, been
enjoyable, not all the acts were what they seemed to be.

Max Shachtman’s private property?
The title of the book itself is a distortion. Neither the
Workers’ Party (WP) nor the Independent Socialist
League (ISL) could be rightly called “Max Shachtman’s
Left.” No political tendency on the American left, and
few internationally, were as free of, as hostile to, the
politics of the leadership cult as the Third Camp tendency.
In America you would have to go back to the pre-World
War I Socialist Party to find an equivalent in this respect.
The “cult of personality” became, especially after
Trotsky’s death, a characteristic trait of all the other
groups that claimed his legacy. Norman Thomas, to take
an example from the opposite wing of the American antiStalinist left, never felt bound by the decisions or debates
of his movement. He was Mr Socialism and, as its
Presidential-Candidate-For-Life, determined what the
party’s real position was. This was not a personal failing.
It should not be taken as any special criticism of Thomas
whose positive role in the ’30s, ’40s and ’50s has been
underestimated in my opinion. The concept of the
socialist sect as the emanation of its leader was allpervasive. You didn’t have to make any effort to fall into
this pattern; you just had to do what came naturally in the
era of fascism and Stalinism.
The WP and the ISL never referred to themselves as
“Shachtmanites.” That was an insult, a belittling term of
contempt, used by their opponents. And this insistence on
democratic procedure, on a refusal to grant any member

privileged status was inextricably tied to the tendency’s
politics. It followed directly from their rethinking of the
tradition of the Comintern and the Trotskyist movement
that derived from it. And no one was clearer or wrote and
spoke more eloquently on this question than Shachtman.
Drucker, following the regrettable practice of academic
historians, never makes explicit his own political hostility
to the politics of the Third Camp and especially its
rejection of the ersatz “Leninism” of the Third
International.1 It may even be that in describing this
tendency as “Shachtman’s Left” he doesn’t understand
how wrong he is. It is probable that he is incapable of
conceiving of an organisation that is democratic and
revolutionary. At one point he pretty much says that as
long as the “Shachtmanites” were revolutionary, they
were “Leninists” and when they stopped being
“Leninists” they stopped being revolutionaries.2 In
reality, the rejection of ersatz “Leninism” was part of the
tendency’s politics from the beginning. I do not think this
is conscious falsification by Drucker. I think he is
genuinely confused. As confused as Trotsky was on this
point.
This excuse will not suffice to explain the other main
distortion in Drucker’s presentation. In describing the
political tendency that defined itself by its adherence to
the political position of the Third Camp as “Max
Shachtman’s Left” Peter Drucker glosses over the fact
that the major decisions and theoretical documents of the

tendency were not only not authored by Shachtman but
were opposed by him. Some he later accepted with more
or less grace. Others he simply ignored.
In his conclusion, to take the most serious example of this
obfuscation, Drucker refers, somewhat offhandedly, to the
theory of bureaucratic collectivism which “Shachtman
developed in 1940 and 1941” as “only one highlight”
illustrating the original contributions he made to Marxist
theory and politics in the early 1940s.3
Now, in fact, the theory of “bureaucratic collectivism”
and the Third Camp politics that lay behind it are the
main reasons why anyone is at all interested in this
particular branch of the American Trotskyist movement.
They are also the main reasons why people are interested
in Max Shachtman. The Workers’ Party, the Independent
Socialist League and the Independent Socialist Clubs of
the 1960s were never large organisations and where they
exercised serious influence on larger and more influential
movements — in the trade unions, especially the UAW,
in the 1940s; in the civil rights and peace movements in
the 1950s; and in the New Left of the 1960s — it was
because of their distinctive political ideas on the nature of
socialism and the practical political conclusions those
ideas led to. Certainly, this tendency’s intellectual
influence, which was considerable, stemmed from its
critique of the Soviet Union. In both respects it continued
the tradition of Leon Trotsky more successfully than that
of other tendencies that claimed his mantle.

To take the most prominent example: Drucker and other
historians rightly recognise the role played by the
Workers’ Party in the trade unions during World War II
as its most significant practical achievement. This small
group filled the vacuum created when every other
political tendency on the left abandoned the fight not only
for trade union rights but for democratic rights in general.
No, abandoned is the wrong word. The left during the war
meant the Communist Party and its supporters. They were
the drill sergeants who disciplined the troops in the
assault against those “subversives” whose whingeing
threatened the war effort.4
Even the majority Trotskyists who began with more trade
union influence were sidelined. In part, this was a result
of government persecution but it was also a function of
their politics. If, as the “orthodox Trotskyists” of the
Socialist Workers’ Party believed, the future of socialism
was at stake when the Nazi invaders threatened the
collectivised property won by the October Revolution,
how could they vigorously pursue the class struggle
against the Soviet Union’s most important military ally?
They could do it in theory but not in practice.
The theory of bureaucratic collectivism was not one
contribution of the Third Camp tendency, it was the
theoretical basis of the politics that defined that tendency.
And Max Shachtman spent most of his political life
attacking that position; first from a pro-Soviet point of
view similar to that of Trotsky’s and then from a pro-

west, anti-communist point of view. The man who was
responsible for the theory was, as Drucker’s own research
documents, Joseph Carter.
There are all kinds of secondary and personal reasons
why Carter’s contribution has been denigrated and
Shachtman’s inflated. There usually are when you are
dealing with real life rather than fiction. For one thing,
Carter was a serious thinker who as far as one can tell
suffered from a writer’s block and had very little
charisma. Max Shachtman, on the other hand, was a
prolific and facile writer and by all accounts (I never met
him myself) had far more charisma than was good for
him.
More important was the fact that Shachtman was already
a person of some standing in the Trotskyist movement.
His book on the Moscow trials, which is still worth
reading today, was not just a sectarian pamphlet of no
interest to those outside a charmed circle. The left, and the
American intelligentsia in the 1930s was on the left,
followed the debate over the trials with passionate
concern. That Shachtman was chosen to write this major
public account said something about his importance in the
movement; as did the fact that in the first debate over
“The Russian Question” it was Shachtman who wrote the
brief for the Trotskyist majority against the dissidents like
Yvan Craipeau, James Burnham and Joseph Carter.
When, in 1940, Carter first proposed the heretical notion
that Stalinism was a new class society neither capitalist

nor socialist his supporters, people like Hal Draper and
Emanuel Geltman, were young, new recruits. Valued
comrades, of course, but not on the same level as
Shachtman. George Novack, a supporter of the Fourth
International who spoke as a critic of Shachtman, was not
too far off the mark when he wrote in his introduction to
the 1973 edition of Trotsky’s In Defence of Marxism5
that the theoreticians of bureaucratic collectivism had, in
1940, “captured” Max Shachtman.
The fact that Shachtman could be challenged on this
question, that a heated debate could take place on the
issue, and that the organisation could eventually overturn
Shachtman’s position without the debate degenerating
into the abusive brawl and split that were typical of the
Trotskyist movement, is itself a symptom of how radical
the break had been with the past practice of the
Comintern.
The truth is that the “theoreticians of bureaucratic
collectivism” didn’t quite capture Shachtman. Drucker’s
treatment of this episode is very confusing. It deserves
quoting in full as an example of how the author’s
plausible story falls apart under scrutiny.
Shachtman’s conclusions, laid out in the December 1940
New International, were that the Soviet Union was not a
workers’ state — there could be no workers’ state without
workers’ political power. It was not capitalist. It has a
new bureaucratic ruling class that had to be overthrown in
order to create workers’ democracy or move to socialism.

Even though every vestige of working-class political
power had disappeared in the USSR, the collectivised
property created by the revolution survived. Shachtman
therefore called the USSR “bureaucratic collectivist”: the
economy and the state were the collective property of the
bureaucracy. Though bureaucratic mismanagement
undermined this new form of property, it was showing its
superiority for economic and human progress over the
anarchy of capitalism. It enabled Shachtman to
characterise the USSR as a transitional society, a peculiar
product of the epoch in which the world was moving from
capitalism to socialism. Marxists therefore had to defend
it against any attempt to restore private property.
While the book under review is liberally peppered with
footnotes, this crucial semi-quote is not referenced. It
couldn’t be. It doesn’t exist. It is an amalgam of two
different and opposed statements. But, to be fair, this isn’t
entirely Drucker’s fault.
What happened was this. In December of 1940,
Shachtman wrote an article attacking Carter’s position
because Carter argued that the working class had nothing
to defend in the collectivised property of the Soviet
Union. As long as the working class was deprived of all
power in the state, and even of such means of self-defence
as the independent trade unions it had been able to build
in capitalist societies, collectivised property was for the
working class simply an instrument of its exploitation.
Shachtman did not in this article use the term bureaucratic

collectivism. He called the new system bureaucratic state
socialism. This was not an exercise in sectarian hairsplitting. Shachtman used a different term because he was
openly defending a different position. However, he soon
began to adopt the new coinage without reservation. As
Carter pointed out this only concealed the fact that
Shachtman was defending as much of Trotsky’s old
theory as could be defended. Trotsky’s old slogan “defend
the workers’ state” became “defend historically
progressive collectivised property.”
Twenty years later, in 1962, Shachtman printed a
collection of his articles. The first article was titled “Is
Russia a Workers’ State?” It purported to be a reprint of
his 1940 article. But it was a bowdlerisation of that
article. The term “bureaucratic collectivism” replaced
“bureaucratic state socialism” and the passage extolling
the historical achievement of collectivised property even
under bureaucratic mismanagement was excised. By 1962
Shachtman was already far along the way to becoming
just another “socialist” defender of American foreign
policy. He certainly wasn’t about to emphasise his earlier
views. (Although I know of no passage where he
repudiated his defence of the historically progressive role
of collectivised property.) He couldn’t reprint Carter’s
articles not only because they weren’t his but because he
no longer agreed with their hostility to capitalist
imperialism.
In his book, Shachtman stole Carter’s term and buried his

politics. Doesn’t Drucker realise what happened? The
passage above amalgamates the 1940 article with its
bowdlerised 1962 reprint. Drucker must have read both.
Didn’t he see the contradiction? In his mock quote, the
term bureaucratic collectivism and the defence of
collectivised property appear together. That combination
doesn’t occur in either of Shachtman’s versions.
There are other examples of serious confusion.
“Defeatism” and “Defencism”
Throughout the debate over “the defence of the workers’
state” from 1937 up to 1949 when Shachtman finally
abandoned his position — while still refusing to vote for
Carter’s alternative — the ghost of Lenin’s anti-war
polemics of 1914-1916 lurked in the corridors. In 1951
Shachtman summoned up this ghost in order to defend his
turn toward the right. Drucker makes a muddle of this
whole episode.
Shachtman began with a modest proposal to support “a
labor government” even if it “should not yet be a socialist
government.” Since the Labour Party was at the time in
power in Britain and militarily aiding the corrupt and
brutal dictatorship of Syngman Rhee in Korea as part of
the United Nations (read American imperialist) force,
Shachtman was proposing to abandon the Third Camp
position in favour of support to the imperialist camp led
by America. Everyone who recognised this immediately
and according to Hal Draper, who was present, everyone

was shocked. Draper said out loud what the rest were
thinking. He added language which confined support to a
government “which takes over the nation and defends the
interest of the working people on the basis of a genuinely
democratic course in foreign and domestic policy which is
not in fact subordinated to the interests of capitalism and
imperialism.”7
What does Drucker make of this discussion? He claims
Shachtman began by proposing to “support in war any
government that adopted a democratic foreign policy.”
But this is exactly the condition Shachtman didn’t make!
Draper proposed it in opposition to his motion and
Shachtman voted against it. Drucker concludes there
wasn’t much difference between Draper and Shachtman.
That is certainly true in Drucker’s book because he has
eliminated the difference!
Now this is not a debate over a trivial or irrelevant issue.
Today the overwhelming majority of the left, prominent
veterans of the movement against the Vietnam War, are
urging NATO (i.e. US) intervention in Haiti and Bosnia
using essentially Shachtman’s 1951 arguments. What was
involved in this debate was the basic anti-imperialist
position of the socialist movement. Drucker not only
misreports the facts. He doesn’t appear to be cognisant of
what the debate is about.
Shachtman was not a man to take defeat lying down. He
counter-attacked in an article entitled “Socialism and
War.” In this article Shachtman argued that the old World

War I position no longer held. To “wish defeat” as Lenin
had in that war where both sides were equal evils made
sense. In a struggle between Stalinist Russia and capitalist
democracy it didn’t.
In a four part article Draper outlined what Lenin’s slogan
had meant in World War I, why it was mistaken then, and
why it was leading Shachtman astray in 1951. How does
Drucker deal with this material?
Draper tried to clarify the issues at stake with a series of
articles on “revolutionary defeatism”, the old principle
that communists should fight against war and capitalism
even by means (e.g. strikes in vital industries) that might
risk their own country’s defeat. Draper suggested that the
idea of “defeatism” had always been confusing and that
Shachtman was turning its ambiguities upside down in a
way that undermined opposition to US wars. The idea was
controversial when Lenin first put it forward during the
Russo-Japanese War of 1904-1905. Trotsky and
Luxemburg opposed it during the First World War on the
grounds that socialists should prefer the war to end
without victory or defeat for any of the capitalist powers.8
Now Drucker is under no obligation to agree with Hal
Draper’s historical account. On the contrary, he has an
obligation to consider with a jaundiced eye all the
participants in a heated debate. But, there is also an
obligation on the part of the historian to make clear what
the parties are saying. And this Drucker doesn’t do. His
account slanders not only Hal Draper but Leon Trotsky

and Rosa Luxemburg. And he doesn’t do justice to Lenin
or Shachtman either. Fortunately, Humanities Press will
shortly be publishing Draper’s series of articles in book
form so I need only give a short account here.
What Draper demonstrates is that Lenin initially meant by
“defeatism” support for the other side in the war. That is
what it mean in 1904 when Lenin and other leading
figures of the Second International (not all) openly
supported the Japanese as a “progressive” force against
“reactionary” Czarism. At the start of World War I,
Lenin, in a rage over the betrayal of the patriotic
socialists, called for the defeat of Czarism. It sounded
about as “hard” as you could get. Unfortunately, as both
friends and enemies were quick to point out, the worst of
the German socialists were saying the same thing. They
thought the defeat of the Russian Czar was a blow for
freedom too. Lenin responded by qualifying the term out
of existence until he finally dropped it in 1916. The
version of the “defeat” slogan Drucker describes as the
old communist position was neither. It was the weakest of
Lenin’s reformulations of the “old position of the
communist movement” that Lenin had just invented and
that was his and his alone.
Shachtman, of course, was interested in reviving this
confused slogan in its original version. Lenin’s original
“lesser evil” slogan seemed to justify Shachtman’s move
towards the defence of democracy. Which was only the
mirror image of his defence of collectivised property in

1940.
Trotsky in 1916 pointed out exactly what was wrong with
Lenin’s slogan. The pity is that a self-confessed adherent
of the Fourth International should slander Trotsky, whose
position was the clearest in 1914-1917. When Lenin
charged Trotsky, in the heat of the battle, with defending
the “neither victory nor defeat” slogan, it was a low blow.
Drucker does not have Lenin’s excuse. The slogan
“neither victory nor defeat” was raised by pacifists and
Mensheviks. Trotsky and Luxemburg both opposed it.
“Neither victory nor defeat” meant return to the status
quo. Neither side should benefit. It meant in practice, as
Trotsky argued eloquently, appeasing the great powers in
the interests of peace. It was the exact analogue of
Chamberlain’s appeasement policy in 1938 or “peaceful
coexistence” in the 1950s and 1960s. Trotsky was not for
appeasing either imperialist camp; neither was he for the
victory of either imperialist camp; he was for the victory
of the working class over both.
Drucker concludes by accusing Draper and Shachtman’s
other opponents of basically agreeing with Shachtman.
“Everything Shachtman said about not helping the other
side to victory was ‘absolutely correct’, Draper said, and
‘should have held good in 1914…’.”9
What should have held good in 1914? Drucker doesn’t
explain this truncated quote. The implication is that
Draper like Shachtman was for backing away form
Lenin’s “hard” anti-war stand. In fact, Draper, like

Luxemburg and Trotsky, rejected the choice of supporting
either side in an imperialist war.
That was where Lenin’s slogan led even if Lenin didn’t
want to follow the thought out to its conclusion. Indeed,
Lenin tended to blow up when his opponents accused him
of meaning by “defeatism” support for the rival
imperialist power even though that was what it had meant
in 1904. Shachtman by this time did want to move in that
direction. Revolutionary socialists, however, were for
strikes, demonstrations, what have you, in 1951 as in
1914, not because they were for the victory of the other
side but because they were for the victory of the working
class.
Lenin was honestly confused. Shachtman, as his
subsequent career indicated, was not confused. He was
looking for “revolutionary” arguments to support his own
government.10 In 1951 his evolution was just beginning.
People were right to give an old comrade the benefit of
the doubt. Why not call a spade a spade in 1994? Why
amalgamate the anti-imperialist Draper with the socialpatriotic Shachtman?
l The second part of this review will deal with the
respective attitudes of Shachtman, the “bureaucraticcollectivists” and the Trotskyists to the Stalinist
movement; Drucker’s account of Shachtman’s drift to the
right in his later years; and Drucker’s interpretation of
socialism and the choices faced by Shachtman and his
contemporaries.

Notes
1. It would be a digression here to describe in any detail
the origin and meaning of “ersatz Leninism.” I would
only point out here the irony of it all. This “Leninism”,
which Lenin never heard of and which had nothing to do
with his political career or thought, was invented by G.
Zinoviev for the specific purpose of dishing Trotsky.
Since Trotsky had never understood what Lenin was
trying to do organisationally, he could only throw up his
hands, admit that Lenin had been right on this point while
he had been mistaken, and pass on to his own followers
Zinoviev’s proto-Stalinist ideas on party organisation.
2. Peter Drucker, Max Shachtman and His Left,
Humanities Press, New Jersey (1994), p.272. (Hereafter
shortened to MSAHL.) Peter Drucker, Max Shachtman
and His Left
3. Ibid., p.316
4.It is to the eternal shame of the American historical
profession that no one, left or right, has written up this
story. The imprisonment of Japanese Americans in
concentration camps, the witch-hunting of even the
mildest dissent, the vicious race campaign that softened
up the American people to the point that they could
blandly accept the mass murder of civilian populations in
Dresden, Hiroshima and Nagasaki — to name a few — all
remain confined to monographs. And the complicity of
the left is almost unmentioned. It is as if “deNazification” in Germany had been confined to a couple

of small books on one or two incidents published by small
presses.
5. Leon Trotsky, In Defence of Marxism, Pathfinder
Press, New York (1973)
6. MSAHL, p.132
7. Hal Draper, letter to Peter Drucker of July 10, 1989
8. MSAHL, p.248
9. Ibid.
10. MSAHL, p.155
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The left and Max Shachtman, part 2

Post-Trotsky Trotskyism
Two distinct currents emerged after
1940 from the Trotskyism of
Trotsky. One was the "official",
"orthodox" Trotskyism of James
Cannon, Ernest Mandel, Michel
Pablo, Gerry Healy, Ted Grant, etc.
The other was mainly associated
with the name of Max Shachtman.
(The British SWP is a hybrid, owing
more to the former than the latter).
The Shachtman current mutated
into a number of tendencies —
Shachtman himself ended his days
as a sort of American Fabian — but
its history remains a matter of great
importance for those engaged in
the work of renewing Trotskyism in
the post-Stalinist world. This is the
second part of Ernest Haberkern's
examination of Max Shachtman
and His Left: A Socialist's Odyssey
Through the American Century' by
Peter Drucker. (Humanities Press,
New Jersey, 1994 £14.95).

James P Cannon as theoretician of
bureaucratic collectivism
WITHOUT doubt, the politically critical
issue for Drucker, the issue around which
die book is organised, is Shachtman’s treat
ment of the Stalinist movement outside
Russia. The last chapter of the first part,
titled “The Third Camp”, and the whole of
the second part constitute a debate
between Drucker and Shachtman over the
question. Drucker never quite states in so
many words his belief that it was Shachtman’s mistake on diis matter diat provided
the ideological bridge to a pro-west posi
tion. He lets the story tell itself — by
carefully editing it.
In these sections of the book, Drucker’s
tendency to describe as Shachtman’s orig
inal contribution what was in reality first
proposed by others (in tills case again begin
ning with Joseph Carter) and initially
opposed by Shachtman, leads him outside
the boundaries of historical truth. It is not
that he fails to mention the facts which
contradict his portrait. He mentions
(although sometimes only in reference
• Ernest Haberkem is the Director of the Center for
Socialist History. lie has edited a collection of essays
by Hal Draper which was published by Humanities
Press under the title of Socialism from Below.
Humanities Press will shortly publish a second collec
tion called Neither Socialism nor Capitalism:
Theories of Bureaucratic Collectivism, jointly edited
by Haberkem and Arthur Lipow. Currently, comrade
Haberkem is completing the fifth volume of Hal
Draper’s Karl Marx’s Theory of Revolution.
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Shachtman and his comrades were outspoken opponents of the Korean War
notes) the debates and articles in which
Carter, Draper and Geltman criticised
Shachtman when he treated the Stalinist
parties in France, Yugoslavia, China and
Indochina as if they were basically reformist
working-class parties or national liberation
movements. It is just that in his extensive
commentary and analysis, Drucker ignores
this evidence and consistently describes
Shachtman as generating the basic politics
of the Third Camp unaided out of his own
head.
To anticipate the concluding section of
this review, the only explanation is that
Drucker agrees with Shachtman’s original
analysis. Shachtman’s capitulation to the
“theoreticians of bureaucratic collectivism”
is his fall from grace. But how do you square
that hypothesis with the fact that the real
originators of the Third Camp view did not
follow Shachtman into the abyss? Joseph
Carter simply dropped out of politics for
personal reasons (nothing mysterious, no
gossip, he just pooped out); Emanuel Gelt
man, although he left the Trotskyist
movement before Shachtman did, devolved
like die rest of the Dissent editorial board
into a garden variety, semi-socialist, left-lib
eral who, of course, opposed the Vietnam
War (and the Bay of Pigs invasion); Hal
Draper, who in the late ’40s and early ’50s
wrote most of the theoretical articles for the
Independent Socialist League, the major
body of work on bureaucratic collectivism
and the Third Camp, was Shachtman’s
major adversary up until the time when
Shachtman’s views were no longer of any
interest to anyone on the left. If Third Camp
politics tended to lead one to support Amer
ican imperialist democracy against Stalinist
totalitarianism then it should have been

Draper, not Shachtman, who fell. The facts
just don’t fit the script Drucker wants to
write.
What was the fight all about? Drucker at
one point accuses Shachtman of fearing “a
Stalinist victory in the United States and
the consequent destruction of workingclass organisations, freedoms and living
standards.” Again, there is no reference
given and I know of no place where Shacht
man or anyone else made such a claim.
This is a straw man. The position Shacht
man was argued into by Carter, Draper and
Geltman was that the Stalinist parties rep
resented
an
anti-working
class,
anti-democratic movement which was also
anti-capitalist. It was the politics of the Stal
inist parties, not their prospects in any
given country, that made it necessary to
treat them as political opponents rather
than as somewhat unreliable comrades in
the struggle for human freedom.
What really disturbed the opponents of
the Third Camp, and disturbs Peter Drucker
today, was the practical conclusion they
drew from their theory. Inside the labour
movement political collaboration with the
Communist Party or its sympathisers was
impossible. Unlike even the most conserv
ative or bureaucratic union leader they
were not fundamentally loyal to the move
ment.
The “Shachtmanites”, however, were not
the first to make this point inside the Trot
skyist movement. One of the clearest
expositions of this basic conclusion from
the “theory of bureaucratic collectivism”
was given in 1940 by James P Cannon.
Drucker reports the incident but not in
connection with his exposition of the
“Shachtmanites”’ union politics? I
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In 1940, Trotsky urged his American fol
lowers organised as the Socialist Workers’
Party to propose an alliance with the Stal
inists on the basis of their common
opposition to “imperialism.” This was a
serious question. The SWP in 1940 had sig
nificant support in the Teamsters (they ran
its most important section), in the Min
nesota Farmer-Labor Party and elsewhere;
they were not an isolated sect whose views
were of no interest to anyone but them
selves.
The difficulty was that the Communist
Party’s “anti-imperialist" rhetoric in 1940-41
was an all too transparent cover for its pro
war position. If Lenin had been confused
about his “defeat” slogan in 1914 and
Shachtman was unravelling politically when
he picked it up in 1951, the Communists in
1940 were clear about what they were
doing. They had no problem with foment
ing strikes in crucial industries, such as
aircraft, because in 1940 they were actively
supporting the other side just as Lenin had
been for supporting Japan in 1904.
And the best trade unionists were horri
fied.
They
instinctively
supported
Roosevelt’s tentative steps towards war and
his aid to beleaguered Britain. To explain to
the good people in the unions that civil lib
erties and trade union gains could not be
sacrificed to the “war effort”, that neither
British nor American imperialism were
fighting for anything but their own imper
ial ends, was an uphill battle. It required
skill, tact, and above all honesty. It would
be suicide to ally yourself in any way with
people who were using “anti-imperialist”
rhetoric demagogically in aid of the
despised Berlin-Moscow axis.
Cannon defended his refusal to support
Trotsky’s foolish proposal with essentially
the same arguments Carter, Draper, Geltman and, eventually, Shachtman were to
use in the Cold War. He argued that “even
the conservative labor fakers” were to be
supported against the Stalinists. Why?
Because they, from self-interest, were loyal
to the unions. Cannon was not questioning
the personal loyalty of the CPers — any
more than the “Shachtmanites” did later.
Their self-sacrifice and devotion were well
known. The question was “to what were
they loyal, in what cause were they sacri
ficing themselves?”
Trotsky backed down. He shifted his
ground and criticised the American Trot
skyists for their failure to confront the
prejudices of the pro-New Deal unionists.
It was, of course, these left-leaning activists
and officials that really concerned SWPers
in the union movement, not the “conserv
ative fakers.” The discussion then turned to
a practical discussion of how to accom
plish the difficult task of explaining anti-war
and anti-Roosevelt politics to left and liberal
unionists.
Exaggerations about “conservative labor
fakers” aside, Cannon had come to the same
conclusion as the “theoreticians of bureau
cratic collectivism” not by theorising but by
following the instincts of a serious, hon
est, loyal trade unionist of long standing,
gggj Those instincts served him, in this instance,
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better than Trotsky’s theorising.

To the right?
IN his penultimate chapter, which he titles
“To the Right”, Drucker paints a portrait of
Max Shachtman in the 1950s as a man
demoralised, used up, and drifting to the
right. He implies, although he does not say
openly, that Shachtman’s acceptance of the
proposition that the Stalinist parties repre
sented a social and political force at once
reactionary and anti-capitalist was respon
sible for his political and personal collapse.
And Shachtman, given Drucker’s organisa
tional views, was the ISL. Drucker,
therefore, simply ignores the ISL in this
period. The history is reduced to a silly tale
of how Shachtman won over a new gener
ation of young civil rights activists by his
personal charm. Politics had nothing to do
with it.

“However confused
Shachtman’s theoretical
position may have
become in the early ’50s
it did not prevent him
from touring the
country as an articulate
and passiona te defender
of civil liberties and
opponent of American
imperialism.”
But Shachtman was not the ISL. And its
activities in this period were not confined
to the civil rights movement whose activists
did have a special relationship with
Shachtman — for political not personal rea
sons.2 The ISL and its youth affiliates were
also the most influential political tendency
in the civil rights and peace movements at
this time as well.
Drucker acknowledges that in World War
II the WP filled a political vacuum. He fails
to recognise that the same was true in the
Cold War period too. And for the same rea
son. Their politics addressed issues that
others could only hope to avoid. In the
trade unions and in liberal political circles,
the ISL provided the only significant oppo
sition to McCarthyism, the arms race, and,
especially, the Korean War.
Of course, the Communist Party and its
supporters also protested the politics of
the Cold War. And, at least up until 1956,
they were the largest tendency on the left
by far. But they were also obviously parti
sans of the other side. Given what they
were apologising for they suffered the same
degree of isolation among honest trade
unionists and left-liberals as they had dur
ing the period of the Hitler-Stalin pact. And
for the same good reasons. People who
could have been expected to leap to their

defence held back not only out of fear of
persecution but out of an inability to defend
their politics. By opposing American impe
rialism while remaining silent on the crimes
of the other side the Stalinists and the
Fourth Internationalists who trailed along
after them simply took themselves out of
the game. I suspect that Peter Drucker, as
a member of the Fourth International, finds
this fact hard to face up to. But as an his
torian he cannot avoid dealing with it.
The ISLers, and the pacifists and left
socialists who increasingly looked to them
for political ideas, became the centre
around which radicals gathered. It was
because they filled this political vacuum
that a new generation of radical activists in
the civil rights movements and the peace
and civil liberties movements were attracted
to them.
In the early 1950s, the entire youth move
ment of the Socialist Party (regularly called
by itself and others the Socialist Party of
Norman Thomas) joined the ISL. They
joined because it alone on the anti-Stalinist
left stood up against the Korean War. Today
that sounds easy. After the fiasco in
Indochina, cold-war liberalism went into
decline. In the 1950s, however, the best ele
ments in the trade union movement and in
American liberalism supported the war
even as they denounced the “excesses” of
McCarthyism.
And Max Shachtman was one of the most
prominent spokesmen of the ISL in this
period. Whatever political doubts he may
have entertained, however confused his
theoretical position may have become, nei
ther prevented him from touring the
country, speaking to unionists, civil liber
tarians, liberals, and students as an articulate
and passionate defender of civil liberties
and opponent of American imperialism.
The shock which, as Drucker reports,
greeted Shachtman’s open break with his
past, his support of the Bay of Pigs invasion,
would not be understandable if he had not
been up until then one of the most inde
fatigable and brilliant expounders of Third
Camp politics.
Drucker implies that Shachtman adopted
his new line on the nature of the Commu
nist Parties in 1949 because he wished to
accommodate himself to the McCarthyite
purge of the Communists in the CIO. In par
ticular, Drucker implies that Shachtman
did this because he feared defence of the
Communists’ rights would jeopardise the
ISL activists in the UAW who supported
the Reuther Caucus. But he does not men
tion that those ISLers who did not want to
support Reuther shared the same view of
the Communist Party and its role. And, in
fact, the ISL newspaper, which was widely
circulated among UAW members, contin
ued to denounce the witch-hunt in the
unions and Reuther’s part in it. Just because
the ISL thought that the Reuther caucus
was the better choice on trade union issues
and the Communists disloyal to the work
ing class and the unions did not mean that
its members concealed their views. In fact,
they argued that the expulsion of the Com
munists from the union and their removal
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Shachtman
from office by bureaucratic means would
weaken the union and the Reuther caucus
itself.
Drucker does not quite come out and
say that Shachtman and the ISL after 1949
changed their line and supported the expul
sion of Communists. He does not say that
because as Richard Nixon once said “that
would be a lie.” But he does suppress the
whole history of the ISL’s leading role in the
fight against McCarthyism long after they
adopted their 1949 position on the nature
of the Stalinist movement.

Reactionary anti-capitalism
THE examples I have given here could be
multiplied. Without going into detail (which
would take a book twice as long as the one
being reviewed) I can only mention a few
more. Drucker’s treatment of the “Shachtmanites” on “Leninism”, for example,
which raises an extremely important ques
tion of contemporary relevance, is also
largely unsubstantiated. He has Shachtman
and “other Independent Socialist leaders”
abandoning the Leninist touchstone “that
revolution was necessary even in post-war
capitalist democracies like the United
States.”5 The “other leaders” are unnamed
and no reference is given. This comes pretty
close to slander.
Lenin himself has grounds for legal
action. At one point, Drucker repeats the
standard bourgeois academic caricature of
“Leninism” as the doctrine that socialism
has to be brought to the workers by an
elite “vanguard” of intellectuals.4 Lenin
denounced this tendentious distortion of his
use of a quote by Karl Kautsky almost as
soon as it was made. It’s true that this par
ticular canard is so ingrained in the popular
consciousness that it will take a major intel
lectual campaign involving several hundred
volumes of research by socialists to eradi
cate it. But do socialists have to reinforce
this kind of disinformation?
The basic problem with this political
biography, however, is more fundamental.
What the Trotskyist movement in the ’40s
and ’50s faced was the rise of a mass, pop
ular, anti-capitalist movement that was also
reactionary. A movement hostile to democ

racy, the legacy of the bourgeois revolution
and bourgeois liberalism, and, above all,
hostile to the organised working class. Stal
inism forced the Trotskyist movement, and
finally everybody else, to face this phe
nomenon. But Stalinism was only one
manifestation of the phenomenon and its
collapse, or partial collapse, does not elim
inate the phenomenon itself.
In 1968, Hal Draper published a pam
phlet, The Two Souls of Socialism, that
looked at the origins of the socialist move
ment from this perspective. Far from being
unique or unusual or peculiar to Stalinism,
the concept of socialism as an autocratic
utopia brought from above to a more or less
grateful people was the dominant concept
in the movement. From this point of view
Stalinism, especially in its Asian varieties,
has turned out to be the greatest utopian
experiment in history.
Marx and Engels were peculiar in their
notion of socialism as a movement by the
people organised to win freedom for them
selves. They were the ones who were out
of step. That their socialism was widely, if
superficially, adopted in the late nineteenth
and early twentieth centuries is a tribute to
the inherent attractiveness of the idea and
the growing self-confidence of the organ
ised working class.
The widespread repudiation of Marxism
either openly or through reinterpretation is,
in turn, a function of the demoralisation
and disorganisation of the working class
brought about by two world wars and the
economic, political and social disasters that
accompanied and followed them. It is this
relative weakness of the working class com
bined with the continuing hatred of the
overwhelming majority of the world’s peo
ple for capitalism that has given a new lease
on life to the reactionary anti-capitalism
that permeates the history of the socialist
movement.
It was just this spectre of a reactionary
anti-capitalist movement that haunted
Shachtman, as it haunted Trotsky, and con
tinues, apparently, to haunt Drucker. For all
three the fear is that the existence of such
a social alternative means that the working
class has no political future. Whatever the
logic behind such a view, it is clear that the
fear is accentuated when the working class
is weakened or temporarily defeated. The
choice then seems to be: support “democ
racy” even in its attenuated form under
modern capitalism or throw in your lot
with the bureaucracy in the hopes that the
“progressive” dynamic behind collectivised
property will eventually transform the sys
tem.
In both cases the great danger is that the
working class, which you have now
decided is not capable of a really indepen
dent politics, will in its blind struggle for
“more” weaken the side which you have
determined is the only hope. And you will
be the one who has to oppose the people
fighting the system you have chosen as the
lesser evil.
The history of the Trotskyist movement
since 1940 is the history of people who
have tried first one of these choices and

then the other.
Trotsky, and Shachtman for a long time,
tried to avoid this dilemma by insisting that
Stalinism was a peculiarly Russian system.
It was an historical accident. It would have
to disappear.
Drucker would like to persuade himself
that they were right. That is why he defends
the Shachtman of 1940 and tries to fix the
blame for Shachtman’s lamentable end on
his opponents who did not end up as apol
ogists for imperialism. It isn’t logical, it
doesn’t fit the facts and that’s why the book
ultimately fails. But frightened people aren’t
logical. They grasp at straws.
The left today would like to forget about
Stalinism. It was a bad dream. Or, as we
Americans say, “that’s history!” Why waste
your breath arguing with the surprisingly
large number of people who see hope in
the Red-Brown coalition in Russia, or Fidel’s
Cuba, or even the “hard-liners” in China
who resist the spread of wage-slavery by
defending slavery without unnecessary
modifiers? Stalinism, for good or ill, has
been defeated by triumphant capitalism.
Let’s concentrate on the real enemy.
For a very short period after the collapse
of the Soviet Union such arguments had
some force. But the predictions of a sta
ble, prosperous, liberal, eternal, capitalist,
New World Order have proved as reliable
as the economic projections of Stalinist
central planners. The social forces that cre
ated Stalinism and fascism haven’t stopped
operating even if neither Stalinism nor fas
cism are likely to return in the same form.
The left cannot pretend that the world has
reverted to 1900.
As Trotsky and Shachtman at their best
realised and argued, so long as the working
class does not provide an independent polit
ical choice we face a bleak future. That can
be taken either as a counsel of despair or a
call to action. 3
Notes
1. It is interesting to note here that Drucker
completely passes over a very important episode in
this development; Shachtman’s advocacy of American
military’ intervention in Hungary in 1956. It was an
important turning point in the debate. It is another
instance of Drucker’s curious “softness” when it
comes to Shachtman’s renegacy. But is there also a
political problem?
It is easy enough to decry Shachtman’s support of
American imperialism when it intervened on the side
of the bad guys. As it did in Vietnam or Cuba. But
how do you deal with the problem when American
imperialism has the opportunity to intervene on
behalf of the good guys?
1 suspect Drucker isn’t sure himself how to answer
that question.
2. MSAHL, p.272
3. The political relationship was based on
Shachtman’s belief that the Democratic Party could
be re-aligned through the Civil Rights movement. The
idea was attractive to civil rights activists but not to
people in the peace movement. In my opinion as a
participant in the Socialist Party in the early ’60s, this
was the bridge to the right not simply for Shachtman
but for a whole wing of the socialist and, more
importantly, civil rights activists. The conflict over
Vietnam threatened to split the Democratic Parry not
realign it. And that prospect frightened civil rights
activists who had never heard of Trotsky or the
“theory of bureaucratic collectivism.” To pursue this
question further would lead to a book-length
digression of “What happened co the Civil Rights
movement and the New Left?"
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Reason in revolt

The two Trotskyisms
during World War Two

Left: the “orthodox
Trotskyists” try to annex
some of the Russian Army’s
glory. Right: those same
Trotskyists knew who Stalin
was.

History of the Trotskyist movement
By Sean Matgamna
By the eve of Leon Trotsky’s death in August 1940, the American Trotskyist organisation, which was by far the most important group in the Fourth International, had split. Two
currents of Trotskyism had begun the process of complete
separation, but only begun.
It would take most of a decade before the evolution of two
distinct species was complete.
For brevity they can be named after their chief proponents,
James P Cannon and Max Shachtman. Trotsky’s political relationship to those two currents is one of the things that will
concern us here.
There is no question where he stood in the actual split and
the events that led up to it — solidly with Cannon. Indeed, he
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was the main writer on that side of the divide. On the underlying political issues, as we shall see, the picture was far less
clear-cut.
And why was this the starting point of two distinct Trotskyist tendencies? From the very beginning of his exile from
the USSR in 1929, Trotsky and his comrades had had many
disputes about the exact nature, the class content, and the historical implications of Stalinism and of the USSR over which
it ruled.
Trotsky broke with the biggest group in the Left Opposition outside Russia — the German Leninbund — in 1929 over
their conflicting attitudes to Russia’s conflict with China over
the Chinese Eastern Railroad. Trotsky was vehemently on the
Russian government’s side.
In October 1933, in a polemical exchange with Leninbund

leader Hugo Urbahns, Trotsky had dealt comprehensively
with more or less all the political issues concerning Stalinism
and its place in history with which he dealt in 1939-40.
1940 was the definitive branching-off of the two Trotskyist
roads for two reasons. It was the end of Trotsky’s life, his last
word on the subject. And it marked a decisive turn for Stalinism — the beginning of the Russian expansion that would by
1945 see Russia gain control of half of Europe.
Trotsky’s views on Stalin’s Russia, and the programme he
had put forward for the liberation of the Russian working
class, had evolved and changed as the Stalinist system had
evolved and changed. Until 1933 he had thought that the Stalinist aspects of the Russian state could be “reformed” out of
existence.
He had postulated, however, a special type of reform. He

The two Trotskyisms during World War Two
expected the bungling and irrationally-run Stalinist system to
encounter disaster. The bureaucracy would begin to break up;
then the party which Stalin had strangled would separate out
from the bureaucracy; bring back the Left Opposition, which
was confined in internal exile; reconstitute Bolshevism; and
take power.
In 1933 he had shifted towards the belief that a “political”
revolution would be needed to break the Stalinist dictatorship, though at that stage he still wrote of a resurgent Bolshevik party carrying out a “police action” against the
bureaucracy. In 1936 he had deepened and sharpened what
he meant by “political revolution”, defining it, de facto, as a
full-scale working-class revolution against “the sole commanding stratum”.
In 1936, too, he defined the conundrum of the USSR and
state ownership thus: “The means of production belong to the
state. But the state, so to speak, ‘belongs’ to the bureaucracy”.
In 1937, in disputes with two members of the American
Trotskyist organisation, James Burnham and Joseph Carter
and with the French Trotskyist Yvan Craipeau, he had uncoupled the politics of “defence of the USSR” (against an expected
assault from the West) from the characterisation of the system
as a “degenerated workers’ state”. Assume for the sake of argument, Trotsky had written, that the bureaucracy had become a new ruling class: “When we are faced with the
struggle between two states which are – let us admit it – both
class states, but one of which represents imperialist stagnation and the other tremendous economic progress, do we not
have to support the progressive state against the reactionary
state?”
The direction of evolution of Trotsky’s politics on the USSR
through the 1930s was unmistakable. He moved closer and
closer to abandoning the “degenerated workers’ state” categorisation. At the beginning of the 1930s he was in public a
critical defender of the Russian state. By the end he was denouncing the Russian bureaucracy as worse than all the historical ruling classes, and publicly calling for a new revolution
against it.

MORE UNBRIDLED

Trotsky’s defence of Russia, and his insistence that it was a
“degenerated workers’ state”, were not the result of his being
“soft on Stalinism”.
In 1938, in the programme he wrote for the founding conference of the Fourth International, Trotsky said of Stalinism that
it was worse than (pre-World-War) Nazism: “Stalin’s political
apparatus does not differ [from fascist countries] save in more
unbridled savagery”.
From the writing of The Revolution Betrayed (1936) onwards,
Trotsky consistently referred to Stalin’s Russia as an oligarchic
“totalitarianism”. Indeed, he wrote, “The regime had become
‘totalitarian’ in character several years before this word arrived from Germany”.
At the end of the 1930s Trotsky began to shift from his “fallback” basis for “defence of the USSR” — that, whatever the
Russian system was, it was economically progressive. Towards the end he indicated that it was only potentially or conditionally progressive.
In his Open Letter to the Workers of the USSR in April 1940,
Trotsky wrote:
“The conquests of the October Revolution will serve the
people only if they prove themselves capable of dealing with
the Stalinist bureaucracy, as in their day they dealt with the
Tsarist bureaucracy and the bourgeoisie...
“The infamous oppressive regime of Stalin has deprived the
USSR of its attractive power. During the war with Finland,
not only the majority of the Finnish peasants but also the majority of the Finnish workers proved to be on the side of their
bourgeoisie. This is hardly surprising since they know of the
unprecedented oppression to which the Stalinist bureaucracy
subjects the workers of nearby Leningrad and the whole of
the USSR”.
And in The USSR in War (September 1939): “In order that
nationalized property in the occupied areas, as well as in the
USSR, become a basis for genuinely progressive, that is to say
socialist development, it is necessary to overthrow the
Moscow bureaucracy”.
Even if it was not strictly speaking a ruling class, he wrote
(May 1939), the Stalinist oligarchy “contains within itself to a
tenfold degree all the vices of a possessing class”.
In the long essay The USSR in War, which he finished in
mid-September 1939, he broke radically new ground. For the
first time he accepted that the USSR, as it was, without any
further counter-revolution to overthrow or modify the regime
of the Stalinist counter-revolution against the working class,
might have to be reconceptualised as a new and hitherto and
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unknown type of class-exploitative society.
If the world war produced not the overthrow, one way or
another, of Stalinism, but the spread of Stalinist-type regimes
across the world, then “it would be necessary in retrospect to
establish that in its fundamental traits the present USSR was
the precursor of a new exploiting régime on an international
scale”.
When some of his American comrades and its factional allies recoiled from such an idea, saying it was “revisionism”, he
replied in October 1939 with Again and Once More on The Question of the USSR, in which he dismissed such condemnation as
nonsensical know-nothing dogmatising.
“Some comrades evidently were surprised that I spoke in
my article of the system of ‘bureaucratic collectivism’ as a theoretical possibility. They discovered in this even a complete
revision of Marxism. This is an apparent misunderstanding.
The Marxist comprehension of historical necessity has nothing
in common with fatalism.... [If the working class fails to take
power], fascism on one hand, degeneration of the Soviet state
on the other outline the social and political forms of a neo-barbarism...”
Stalin simultaneously broke new ground when, on 17 September 1939, with the prior agreement of Hitler, he invaded
Poland from the east. His army and Hitler’s met as friends
and allies in the middle of Poland, dismembering the country.
“Defence of the USSR” had been seen in terms of a Russia
prospectively under attack, on the defensive. Here the USSR
was expanding its territory as Hitler’s partner in imperialist
rapine and plunder.
Was Russia, then, imperialist? The disputes that erupted
around that question were heated, but more about terminology than substance.
At the very start of the Left Opposition against the rising
oligarchy, Lenin, from his deathbed, had indicted the Georgian Stalin, whom he urged the party to dismiss as general
secretary, for his “Great-Russian chauvinist” treatment of
Georgia.
The majority of the peoples of the USSR were not Great Russians, but members of distinct nations. The Bolsheviks, in 1917
and after, had had to tear down the walls of what had been
known as the Tsarist “prison-house of nations”.
As Stalinism developed, the rigid bureaucratic centralising
power subordinated all segments of the apparatus to
Moscow’s control. It thereby made the formal autonomy of
the smaller nations in the USSR meaningless. Stalin re-erected,
and higher than before, the walls of the old Great Russian
prison-house of nations.
All proposals to smash the bureaucracy and revive Bolshevism in the USSR implied freeing the channels of self-determination for the smaller peoples in the USSR.
In 1939 Trotsky called for the independence of a soviet
Ukraine. The implications of that call ran right through
Stalin’s USSR “empire”.
Trotsky published bitter criticism of Stalin’s invasion of
Poland. To those who said Stalin had saved half of Poland
from Hitler, he replied that the difference was only between
Hitler’s slavery and Stalin’s “semi-slavery”. The invasion was
above all an “extension of the territory dominated by bureaucratic autocracy and parasitism”.
Trotsky refused to use the term “imperialism”, but in fact
the terms of his refusal conceded that Stalinist expansion
amounted to imperialism “in the widest sense of the word”.
“History has known the ‘imperialism’ of the Roman state
based on slave labour, the imperialism of feudal land-ownership, the imperialism of commercial and industrial capital, the
imperialism of the Tsarist monarchy, etc. The driving force
behind the Moscow bureaucracy is indubitably the tendency
to expand its power, its prestige, its revenues. This is the element of ‘imperialism’ in the widest sense of the word which
was a property in the past of all monarchies, oligarchies, ruling castes, medieval estates and classes. However, in contemporary literature, at least Marxist literature, imperialism is
understood to mean the expansionist policy of finance capital...”
When Stalin invaded Finland in November 1939 (after
Stalin’s demand for Russian military bases in Finland was rejected), Trotsky again denounced the invasion; but, considering the conflict inseparable from the world war, he favoured
the victory of the USSR in Finland. He feared that the Finnish
conflict would lead to British and French intervention.
Over Finland, far more than in relation to Poland, Russian
expansion was entwined with the question of “defence of the
USSR”. Could people who said “defence of the USSR” second-guess the military actions of the leaders of the USSR?
Trotsky was highly critical. Cannon was inclined to accept

that the military defence of the USSR was the business of those
who would know best, the Russian government.
Despite Trotsky’s continuing “defence of the USSR” in late
1939 and 1940, he had taken the giant step of accepting that
the USSR, as it was, could be reconceptualised as a new form
of exploitative class society.
What if capitalism was in terminal decline (Trotsky was
sure it was), and the working class should fail to replace capitalism with socialism, and Stalin’s Russia and Hitler’s Germany proved to be the prototypes of a new world society?
That, said Trotsky, would be a slave society. Then the socialists would have to elaborate “a new ‘minimum’ program... for
the defence of the interests of the slaves of the totalitarian bureaucratic society”.
If Stalin’s system on a world scale would be an exploitative
slave society, what was the Stalinist one-sixth of the world, in
the USSR? Logically, there was only one answer to the questions posed by Trotsky’s reasoning: Russia was already that
exploitative slave society. Trotsky said explicitly that, looking
back, the socialists might have to accept that the USSR was already in 1939 the “precursor of a new exploiting régime on an
international scale”.
Was there some additional quality which the Russian Stalinist system would get from participation in a worldwide network of similar states? Yes, there was: stability. But in terms
of the social structure, and the roles of social groups in it, especially of the working class, Stalinist Russia would remain
itself.

NOT STABLE

Why then did Trotsky reject defining the USSR as already a
form of the new order which he saw it as maybe pioneering?
Because it was not stable, not a coherent “order”. “Might
we not place ourselves in a ludicrous position if we affixed to
the Bonapartist oligarchy the nomenclature of a new ruling
class just a few years or even a few months prior to its inglorious downfall? Posing this question clearly should alone in
our opinion restrain the comrades from terminological experimentation and overhasty generalisations”.
The USSR would give way either to a workers’ revolution
or to capitalist restoration. The great test would be the world
war which was already being fought, and which would reach
Russia ten months after Trotsky’s death. The war would decide the fate of the USSR.
To understand fully why Trotsky refused to “affix to the
Bonapartist oligarchy the nomenclature of a new ruling class”,
we need to stand back from the immediate situation of 1940.
In refusing at the start of World War Two to classify the
USSR as a class-exploitative society, Trotsky stood on the selfsame ground as when he rejected the Stalinist theory of socialism in one country in 1924 and after.
One focus of the disputes around the doctrine of socialism
in one country was, properly, its immediate political implications. Socialism in one country? So there would be no other
working-class revolution in the whole epoch in which socialism was being constructed in the USSR. The Communist Parties throughout the world would no longer work to make
revolutions in their own countries. They would function as
frontier guards to “defend” and serve the interests of the state
in which socialism was being built.
There was also a more profound theoretical reason for rejecting socialism in one country. The programme of workingclass communist revolution is grounded on on the level of
production attained by capitalism on a world scale. Only that
level of production, and what could be developed out of it,
would provide a minimum social and economic basis for a socialist society and for abolishing classes.
In a “socialism” in a backward country, confined to its own
resources and inevitably severing at least some of its connections with the world market, we would see, as Marx had reasoned: “A development of the productive forces is the
absolutely necessary practical premise [of communism], because without it want is generalised, and with want the struggle for necessities begins again, and that means that all the old
crap must revive”.
In the mid 20s Trotsky put forward an ambitious programme of economic development, which the Stalinists and
Bukharinites rejected. But the idea that the USSR, in isolation,
in parallel to capitalism, could build itself all the way to socialism was a new version, on a gigantic scale, of the projects of
19th century utopian socialists who would set out to create
new societies in the wilderness of Texas or some such place.
Marxists argued that socialism would have to develop
within capitalism, and be won by one of the classes within
capitalism. It could never come from outside advanced capitalism, in parallel to it.
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For Trotsky in 1939-40, the idea of the USSR being a new
form of class society implied that it was not a freak of history,
an “accidental” combination of circumstances, but a relatively
stable, “historically established” system.
Trotsky in the late 1930s took it as a fact that capitalism had
ceased to develop on a world scale and was in regression —
that, short of socialist revolution, a series of world wars and
“the eclipse of civilisation”. It was only in such a world of declining capitalism that Stalinism could survive and prosper.
Admitting the theoretical possibility, Trotsky refused to
take the step away from his general conceptions of necessary
social evolution, which he saw as implied by admitting that
the USSR was already solidly established as a new exploitative class society.
That Russia was still a “degenerated workers’ state” was
not something Trotsky put forward as a long-term perspective. He did not envisage indefinite Stalinism in one country,
or in many backward countries. Anti-capitalist Stalinism
could not successfully compete as a development parallel to
and on the fringes of advanced capitalism, any more than a
working-class “socialism in one country” could.
In The USSR in War Trotsky rejected the idea that the USSR
could go on as it was for more than “a few years or even a few
months”. (At the end of World War Two, the Cannonites
would dispose of things like that with a joke about “Shachtman’s promissory note”).
In the American Trotskyist discussion of 1939, James P Cannon was even more clear-cut than Trotsky in his rejection of
the very possibility that Russia could survive and expand
without that fact compelling reconsideration of what it was.
“Stalin could take the path of Napoleonic conquest not
merely against small border states, but against the greatest
imperialist powers, only on one condition: that the Soviet bureaucracy in reality represents a new triumphant class which
is in harmony with its economic system and secure in its position at home, etc. That if such is really the case, we certainly
must revise everything we have said on the subject of the bureaucracy up to now...” (Letter to Trotsky, 8 November 1939).
Trotsky’s time-frame in his argument about the unviability
of the USSR developing as an alternative economic model in
parallel to capitalism was vastly mistaken — out by half a century. But his fundamental reasoning was not mistaken.
The USSR, after competing with a revived capitalism for
decades, and being drawn into arms competition with the
USA which it could not sustain, went down to defeat and destruction.
The dispute in the American Trotskyist movement which
saw the organisational separation of the two incipient political currents of post-Trotsky Trotskyism was nothing like as
clear-cut as it is almost universally summed up as having
been. A summing up of 1939-40 that telescopes the details so
that later positions are read back onto those of 1939-40 obscures the complexity of the issues, and of Trotsky’s thinking
at the end of his life.
The faction fight in the American Trotskyist movement was
focused politically on “defence of the USSR” in the Finnish
war, and organisationally on the “Cannon regime” in the
SWP, which the opposition defined as Zinovievite (akin to the
Communist International in its early years of bureaucratisation).
With not many exceptions, the minority, the future “heterodox Trotskyists”, including Max Shachtman, agreed with
Trotsky that Russia was a “degenerated workers’ state”.
Shachtman had “doubts”, but Trotsky too had doubts, and expressed them.
The minority agreed that against a big imperialist onslaught
the Trotskyists should and would “defend the USSR”.
Much was made polemically of divisions on the Shachtman
side. There were internal divisions on Cannon’s and Trotsky’s
side too. Those on that side agreed with Trotsky on “defence
of the USSR” and on the class nature of the USSR, but, some
of them, not with Trotsky’s reasoning. As we’ve seen, Trotsky replied in rebuttal when some of them had rushed to call
him “revisionist”.
At the start, when Poland was invaded, Cannon expressed
the view that such things were technical questions of defending the USSR, and it was no business of the Trotskyists to comment on the military technicalities. Albert Goldman, who
would shift radically in the mid 1940s, moved a motion to
“approve of Stalin’s invasion of Poland”, which Cannon as
well as Shachtman opposed.
At one point, Trotsky gave credence to stories in the proStalinist wing of the emigre Menshevik press of workers and
peasants roused to action against the capitalists and landlords
by the advance of the “Red” Army, and therefore thought that
the Stalinists might be stimulating an anti-capitalist revolu-
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tion in the areas they were invading. The minority said that
this implied a concept of “bureaucratic revolution”.
Trotsky responded as if someone had thrown acid in his
face, with bitter denial and anger. Whatever might be said
about what he wrote on Poland and Finland, Trotsky neither
meant nor accepted any implication of progressive Stalinist
“bureaucratic revolution”. Yet for decades after the belief
would dominate the Cannonites that from the mid-1940s the
Stalinists had made “bureaucratic revolutions” in many countries.
In defending the idea that Russia remained a species of
workers’ state, Trotsky rested his argument on the fact that
nationalised property survived in the USSR, and that all the
possibilities that gave the bureaucracy for developing the
economy had been the work of the Russian workers who
crushed the bourgeoisie and the landlords in 1917-18.
The bureaucracy did not do that work of crushing the bourgeoisie, and could not have done it. It had seized the results of
the workers’ revolution in a political counter-revolution.
Statified property on the USSR’s scale or anything near it
existed nowhere else in the world, and in practice (Trotsky
thought) it could not and would not exist anywhere else without a workers’ revolution. A structure like the USSR’s could
develop only after a workers’ revolution and then a decline
of the revolutionary energies of the working class, leading to
political regression.
The events of the 1940s and 50s would cancel out that reasoning about the USSR, and thereby cancel out Trotsky’s theory of the “degenerated workers’ state”.
The USSR expanded enormously, transforming countries in
eastern and southern Europe into replicas of itself. Independent Stalinist movements did the same when they took power,
at the head of peasant armies, in Yugoslavia, China, and
North Vietnam. In the 1960s countries where Stalinists did not
rule — Egypt, Syria, Burma — created statified economies.
(The Grant faction of “orthodox Trotskyists”, today’s Socialist Party and Socialist Appeal, decided in the mid-60s that
Syria and Burma were “deformed workers’ states”).
Trotsky saw the nationalised economy as the empirical evidence for his “degenerated workers’ state” theory. But it was
a matter of the economy not just “in itself”, but as seen in the
perspective of the workers’ revolution and its “political” defeat by the bureaucracy. He saw it as necessarily linked to the
October Revolution.
And then nationalised economies similar to the USSR were
created in the Stalinist transformations of the 1940s and later.
The working class played no part in most of those revolutions,
and an essential part in none. In China the victorious Maoists
and their peasant armies confronted the workers of the cities
as a hostile, repressive force.

EITHER-OR

Those developments placed the Trotskyists at another fork
in the road. One of two things:
Either the fact that now Stalinists (and, later, non-Stalinist
formations) could create as much as “remained of the workers’ state” in the USSR, without any of the framing preconditions which Trotsky thought essential, would be seen as
destroying the theory of the “degenerated workers’ state” in
Russia.
Or, the new totalitarian states would be seen only in terms
of nationalised economy, and Trotsky’s theory of Russia
would be “developed” to name them, too, as workers’ states
(“deformed workers’ states”).
Eventually, the “empiricists” and the “economic determinists” would come to dominate the Cannonite camp, the Fourth
International of the years after 1948.
As late as the Second Congress of the Fourth International
in April 1948, the “orthodox Trotskyists” defined the Stalinist
regimes in Eastern Europe as “state capitalist police states”,
in effect as fascist states. But then, when Tito’s Yugoslavia and
Russia fell out, only weeks later, it took the leaders of the
Fourth International just three days from when the break became public to start issuing a series of open letters to the “Yugoslav comrades”.
The Cannon-Pablo-Mandel tendency made a stark revolution within their “orthodox Trotskyism”, shedding much that
Trotskyism meant in Trotsky’s time. After a few years of operating with the perspective that the Third World War would
come soon as a “War-Revolution”, from the mid 50s they settled in to the idea that Russia was “in transition to socialism”,
protected within the great power system by the balance of nuclear terror, and into the belief that the Stalinist bureaucracy
was inseparably committed to the nationalised economy.
Thereby they came to accept a version of “socialism in one
country” — the possibility of the long-term, albeit “de-

formed”, construction of a
social alternative to capitalism
by
development
in parallel.
From
the
1940 split and
Trotsky’s
death, the two
currents diverged bit by James Cannon and Max Shachtman
bit.
When Hitler invaded the USSR in June 1941, the Shachtman
group did not come out for the “defence of the USSR”. Stalin,
they said, had only swapped imperialist partners, from Hitler
to Churchill and, soon, Roosevelt. In this imperialist war the
workers should not take sides. The Shachtmanites, as “revolutionary defeatists”, loudly opposed the USA in the war.
Before the 1940 split they had identified Russia as imperialism, and the Stalinist expansion of the 1940s, which would
throw the Cannonites into political contortions, presented no
such problem to the Shachtman group.
The two groups diverged further on some issues where I
think Cannon was right: over the place of China in the World
War, and over what Cannon and his comrades called the
“proletarian military policy”, which called among other
things for trade-union training schools for working-class military officers. (The Shachtmanites said that was a capitulation
to American defencism).
The Cannonites had a more eventful war. They came out
passionately for the defence of the USSR in June 1941. When
in August 1941 Britain and Russia invaded Iran, they uninterestedly classified it as legitimate defence of the USSR.
Then, as Hitler seemed to move to inexorable victory, defence of the USSR dropped from their press. Their comments
on the USSR were about how the crimes of Stalinism had
made defeat inevitable.
“Defence of the USSR” became prominent again after the
tide began to turn at Stalingrad late in 1942. By then, Russia
was the very prestigious ally of the USA, and “Uncle Joe”
Stalin a popular hero in America and Britain.
Ridiculously, trying to annex a bit of the USSR’s wartime
glory for themselves, the Cannonites developed the line that
Stalin’s Russian army was, somehow, “Trotsky’s Red Army”.
Trotsky, by contrast, had seen that the Red Army, with its
command structures, was one of the root sources of the bureaucratism that came to engulf the workers’ state.
In mid-December 1942, the SWP brought out a very onesided selection of Trotsky’s articles on Poland and Finland,
under the title In Defence of Marxism. In the same month they
added “Defence of the USSR” as a ninth point to their paper’s
previously eight-point policy platform, and started to print
every week, on top of the editorial page in their paper, a quotation on the USSR from Trotsky in 1931.
In 1943 they followed up with a book of Cannon’s writings
during the the 1939-40 dispute.
For decades, those two books would be international pillars
of their version of Trotskyism, as it took shape in the 1940s. Essentially, they came to run the Fourth International as a onefaction organisation.
In Defence of Marxism include Trotsky’s The USSR in War and
Again and Once More, quoted above; and an introduction by
Joseph Hansen and George Novack asserting that the characterisation of the USSR and commitment in all circumstances to
its defence was part of the “programme of the Fourth International”.
In July 1944, the Russian army was close to Warsaw, and
then stopped advancing and waited six weeks while the Germans slaughtered a large-scale Polish uprising whose decision to rise was based on the knowledge that the Russians
were near. Cannon, who at the time was in jail for a year, upbraided the editors of The Militant for criticising the Russians
for their behaviour. Military tactics were for the Russians to
decide! The Trotskyists were defencists!
The main texts in this supplement come from that time. In
1943 Max Shachtman translated a very important 1923 work
of Trotsky’s, The New Course, and put a long introduction with
it, discussing the Stalinists counter-revolution and Trotsky’s
final position. The Cannonites gave the job of reviewing it to
a comparatively inexperienced comrade, Harry Braverman
[Frankel], who would in the 1970s become well-known for his
book Labour and Monopoly Capital.
Shachtman replied, at length. This debate is an important moment in the crystallising out of the two Trotskyisms.
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Defending the Soviet Union
By Harry Braverman [Frankel], from Fourth
International, May 1944

The collection of articles entitled The New Course was Trotsky’s opening gun in the struggle against the Stalinist bureaucracy.
In 1923, the year of the writing of these articles, the Russian Bolshevik Party was passing through a profound internal crisis. It was not the first struggle inside the Bolshevik
Party which had grown and developed through many previous internal disputes over questions of program, strategy,
and tactics. The 1923 conflict, however, differed from all the
previous ones in culminating in the triumph, not of the proletarian-Leninist tendency, but the Stalinist tendency of capitulation to alien class influences that were pressing heavily
upon the party.
After 1923 the European revolutionary wave began to recede, leaving as a deposit moods of pessimism, exhaustion
and despair which enveloped the proletarian vanguard and
which found their expression through the weakest section of
the party. It was in this atmosphere that the Stalinist vice
began to close upon the Bolshevik Party, squeezing out its
democratic life and transforming it into an instrument of the
narrow, opportunist, and eventually counter-revolutionary
clique of Stalin.
It was this growing bureaucratisation of the party against
which Trotsky took up the cudgels in 1923. With The New
Course, he began his fight, lasting almost two decades, against
the degeneration of the first workers’ state.
A new edition of this famous series of articles has been put
on sale by Max Shachtman who deserted Trotskyism and
broke with the Trotskyist movement in 1940. Attached to
Trotsky’s 112 page classic, there is a 128 page “explanatory”
document by Shachtman. We have here another instance of
that common, current black-market device, the tie-in sale,
which compels a buyer to purchase inferior, shoddy or
worthless goods in order to obtain the articles he really desires. In order to get beef these days a working class housewife is often obliged to buy tripe as well. Trotsky’s essays
supply Marxist insight and are a matchless example of consistent and principled polemic; Shachtman’s essay is the antipode: it is tripe.
One reads occasionally in the Stalinist, or Social Democratic press that there are “two Trotskyist papers” or “two
wings” of the Trotskyist movement in this country. This deliberate misrepresentation is akin to references often made in
the bourgeois press to “two kinds of communism.” In reality,
of course, there is only one “kind of communism” just as
there is only one party in this country which teaches and applies the program of Trotskyism. Trotsky himself made sure
in his lifetime that there would be no confusion on this point.

TROTSKY’S OWN ESTIMATE

On more than one occasion he took the opportunity to explain what he thought of Shachtman’s politics and program.
“Our old Mensheviks were real heroes in comparison with
them,” he wrote of the Shachtmanites. After the split with the
petty bourgeois opposition led by Burnham and Shachtman,
Trotsky took particular pains to clarify his attitude toward
these people. He wrote:
“Only the other day Shachtman referred to himself in the
press as a ‘Trotskyist!’ If this be Trotskyism, then I, at least.
am no Trotskyist ... Had conscious agents of the class enemy
operated through Shachtman, they could not have advised
him to do anything different from what he himself has perpetrated.”
No one can deny Shachtman the right to abandon Trotsky’s ideas, any more than ex-colleague Burnham could be
denied the right to abandon the socialist movement, after he
together with Shachtman split with American Trotskyism.
The “right” of betrayal and renegacy has always been freely
exercised by petty bourgeois intellectuals, particularly in periods of reaction. But then, they should not masquerade, like
Shachtman, in the trappings of Trotskyism while propagating the polar opposite of the program of Trotskyism.
Lenin pointed out that the enemies and opponents of the
great Marxist teachers have invariably sought after their
death to “emasculate and vulgarise the real essence of their
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revolutionary theories and to blunt their revolutionary
edge.” Shachtman is merely another recruit to this legion of
emasculators, vulgarisers and falsifiers.
With typical impudence, Shachtman pretends that Trotsky’s class analysis of the Soviet Union as a degenerated
workers’ state “is not even a decisively important part” of
Trotskyism. This is like saying that a man could function
without a heart.
In addition, Shachtman states:
“Our criticism of Trotsky’s later theory of the ‘workers’
state’ introduces into it an indispensable correction. Far from
‘demolishing’ Trotskyism, it eliminates from it a distorting
element of contradiction and restores its essential harmony
and continuity.” (Op. cit., p.344.)
Every word here is false. The truth is that Trotsky devoted
the main energies of the last period of his life to analysing
the various stages of the development of the Soviet Union.
His study of the degeneration of the Stalin regime ranks
among his greatest theoretical contributions to Marxist
thought. Even a conscientious opponent will admit that it is
an integral part of Trotsky’s theory of the permanent revolution and of the Trotskyist program. He affirmed and reaffirmed this literally in scores of articles and books. Thus, in
the programmatic document The Soviet Union and the
Fourth International it is flatly stated:
“The condition for further successes is the correct evaluation of the world situation, including the class character of
the Soviet Union. Along this line, the new [Fourth] International will be subjected to tests from the very first days of its
existence.”
Leon Trotsky properly attached crucial importance to the
class nature of the Soviet Union. It is only necessary to recall
that the entire struggle against the Burnham-Shachtman faction as well as their break with the Trotskyist movement revolved in the main around the question of the USSR.
Answering at that time the attempts of Burnham (supported by Shachtman) to smuggle into the program of the
Fourth International the anti-Marxist motion that the regime
of Stalinism represented the rule of a new exploiting class,
Trotsky wrote that “the perspective of a non-worker and
non-bourgeois society of exploitation, or ‘bureaucratic collectivism,’ is the perspective of complete defeat and the decline of the international proletariat, the perspective of the
most profound historical pessimism.” (Leon Trotsky, In Defence of Marxism.)
The revisionist theory that a new social formation can come
to replace capitalism concerns not only the USSR. Trotsky
made this quite clear. He wrote: “It concerns the whole fate
of the world proletariat and mankind.” And he asked:
“Have we the slightest right to induce ourselves by purely
terminological experiments in a new historic conception
which occurs to be in an absolute contradiction with our program, strategy and tactics?” (Loc. cit., pp.1-2.)
Burnham’s theory of “bureaucratic collectivism” (borrowed from Bruno) is now coolly offered as an “indispensable correction” to Trotskyism. Shachtman tries to palm off as
a restoration of the “essential harmony and continuity (of
Trotskyism)” what was flung back in Shachtman’s face by
Trotsky himself as an absolute contradiction of “our program, strategy and tactics,” or, if you prefer, the “whole of
Trotskyism.”
Small wonder that in 1940 Trotsky characterised Shachtman and his tendency as that of “ideological charlatanism,”
“petty-bourgeois counterfeits of Marxism,” “outright theoretical betrayal.”
Let us review briefly the ABC of Marxism. Marxists view
classes as the product of historical development, in other
words, all classes have a past and a future, as well as the present Shachtman’s “new exploitive class” is, in Shachtman’s
own words, “without a past and without a future.” (Max
Shachtman, The Struggle for the New Course.)
Lenin insisted that the roots of all class rule are to be found
in the productive foundations of society. He said: “The rule
of the class is determined only by the relationship to property.” To explain the rule of his “new class” Shachtman
points not to the foundation but to the political superstructure. It thus turns out that Shachtman’s “indispensable correction” applies not only to Trotsky but to Lenin and Marx as
well. But Shachtman simply forgets to mention such trifles.

“Wherein does the rule of the class (the proletariat) express
itself?” asked Lenin. And he answered: “The rule of the proletariat expresses itself in the abolition of landed and capitalist property.” Not the introduction of nationalised property
and planning but the abolition of the old property forms sufficed for Lenin.
How does Shachtman get around this? Very simply. He
denies that his new class needs either to abolish previous
property forms or institute new ones of its own.
Shachtman’s class that has no past and no future possesses
for its “fundament” not property relations but the “ownership” of “political power.” Needless to add, this “ownership”
in its turn has neither a past nor a future. Such tripe is, according to Shachtman, “the veriest commonplace of Marxism.”
According to Marxists the historical justification for every
ruling class is the ability under its particular system of exploitation to raise the development of productive forces of
society as a whole to a new level. Does Shachtman grant this
ability to Stalinism, i.e., his own “new exploitive class”?
What then remains of the Marxist conception of class?

NEW CLASS

The gist of Shachtman’s 128-page argument boils down to
a representation of the crimes of Stalinism as the birthpangs
that marked the rise of a new class to power.
No more, no less. It is an elementary principle of Marxism
that ruling classes rise in society through the operation of
forces beyond the control of men’s consciousness, reason or
will. The rise of new ruling classes can be retarded or facilitated but never prevented – until and unless these classes
have exhausted their historic mission. In the light of this,
what is Shachtman’s version of the evolution of the Soviet
Union if not an attempt to supply an historical justification
not for the ascendancy of a new class but actually for the
abominations of the Kremlin?
It is not for nothing that Trotsky told Shachtman in 1940
that an attempt to revise the principled position of the Fourth
International on the class nature of the USSR was a mockery
of Marxism. In fact, according to Trotsky, to say that the Stalinist bureaucracy was a new exploitive class is to declare that
the class struggle for socialism was only a Utopian dream.
Here is what Trotsky wrote:
“The historic alternative, carried to the end, is as follows:
either the Stalin regime is an abhorrent relapse in the process
of transforming bourgeois society into a socialist society, or
the Stalin regime is the first stage of a new exploiting society.
If the second prognosis proves correct, then, of course, the
bureaucracy will become a new exploiting class. However
onerous the second perspective may be ... nothing else would
remain except only to recognise that the Socialist program,
based on the internal contradictions of capitalist society,
ended as a utopia.” (Loc. cit., p.9.)
Shachtman’s choice of the 1923 writings of Trotsky as the
springboard for his polemic against Trotsky’s position on the
USSR is deliberate.
The very date of the writing of these essays and the circumstances surrounding their publication precluded the possibility of their containing a fundamental analysis of the
Stalinist degeneration in the Soviet Union. In 1923 Thermidor was still in the year of its birth. Lenin was still alive. The
fate of the German revolution still hung in the balance. Moreover, the major political differences between the Stalinists
and the Left Opposition had not yet ripened. Stalin had not
yet promulgated the theory of socialism in one country,
which was to form the crux of the epic struggle. The events
of the Chinese Revolution of 1925-27 and the Anglo-Russian
Committee were still in the future.
It is no slur upon the value of Trotsky’s 1923 writings to
say that they do not contain a finished analysis of events
which had not yet occurred at the time. Shachtman, however,
finds The New Course indispensable for his purposes not for
what it does say, but primarily for what it does not and could
not of necessity say.
Could Shachtman have published The Revolution Betrayed
and attempted to refute it? Or perhaps The Soviet Union and
the Fourth International, and attempted to refute that? He
might at least have attempted to review In Defence of Marxism
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which contains the most finished and the most recent analysis of the Soviet Union made by Trotsky, and is, in addition,
addressed in person to Shachtman and Co. Shachtman’s perspicacity, lamentably limited though it may be, extends at
least far enough for him to foresee the consequences of such
foolhardy enterprises. Discretion is indeed the better part of
valour, for Shachtman.
The Trotskyist movement holds that the Soviet Union remains a degenerated workers’ state, basing that analysis upon
the property forms of the Soviet Union: the existence of nationalised property and monopoly of foreign trade. This position is a line of demarcation between Trotskyism and all
hostile and alien tendencies in the labour movement.
In order to give a picture of the Soviet Union to advanced
workers, Trotskyists have often drawn an analogy between
the first workers’ state and a trade union. Just as trade unions
have become corrupted and degenerated, losing their internal democracy and giving up militant struggle in defence of
the interests of the membership, just so, the Soviet Union, subject to far more enormous pressures, has been altered. But the
degenerated workers’ state, and the degenerated trade union
remain class organisations and a struggle must be conducted
to reform them and to defend them against the capitalists.
Shachtman discusses the trade union analogy only to abandon this time the Marxist position on trade unions. We quote
Shachtman verbatim:
“The trade unions remain trade unions, no matter how bureaucratised they become, so long as they fight (ineptly or skilfully, reformistically or militantly) in the defence of the
workers’ share of the national income, or at least against its
diminution. Once they give up that fight, they may call themselves what they will, they may have ever so many workers in
their ranks (as many company unions have), but they are no
longer class organisations. John L Lewis’ organisation is still
a trade union; Robert Ley’s is not.”
This point of view is clear, it is consistent, it is harmonious
with the Shachtmanite point of view on the Soviet Union. It
likewise happens to be the traditional position of the ultraleftists. Lenin polemicised against it in The Infantile Disease of
Left-Wing Communism. It is precisely on this theory that the
Stalinists constructed their thesis of “social fascism,” and their
designation of the AFL as a “fascist” organisation.
“The trade unions remain trade unions, no matter how bureaucratised they become, so long as they fight (ineptly or skilfully, reformistically or militantly) in the defence of the
workers share of the national income or at least against its
diminution.” But what of those unions that have abandoned
the fight? What of those bureaucratised leaderships which
have offered their co-operation to the war administration and
fight for the diminution of the workers’ share of the national
income? What of the Stalinist controlled unions? Shachtman’s
answer is clear: “They are no longer class organisations.” By
this criterion, the trade union movement of the United States
(and not only the United States) has all but disappeared!
Notice the examples given: “John L. Lewis’ organisation is
still a trade union: Robert Ley’s is not.” A typical Shachtmanite evasion! In order to find an example of a union that is “still
a union” Shachtman cites the one union which has conducted
four general coal strikes in the midst of the war! Shachtman is
willing to admit it is still a union. This generous fellow would
give ice away at the North Pole. Somebody should inform him

that any schoolchild would readily agree that the United Mine
Workers is “still” a union, while the Nazi Labour Front is not.
But the question remains: what is the Hod Carriers Union,
which holds conventions every 99 years? Or the Stalinist-run
UE, which fights for incentive pay, not against it? Or anyone
of a dozen others.
When a union is involved in a strike against the bosses, all
labour must rally to the defence, even though a bureaucracy
dominates the particular union. People who advocate defeatism for the striking union are traitors to the labour movement. That is the role of Shachtman, who denies defence to
the Soviet Union in its struggle against Nazi imperialism.
Among the primary results of the Nazi-Soviet war has been
the elucidation of the attitude of the Soviet masses towards
the state which emerged from the October revolution. Of the
attitude of the Soviet workers and peasants to the Stalinist bureaucracy there can be no doubt. Stalin has betrayed their
democratic hopes by making a prison house of the Soviet
Union. He has betrayed their revolutionary aspirations by his
continual abasement before world imperialism. The hatred of
the masses for the Stalinist caste, so long expressed through
the struggle of the advanced workers under the banner of the
Trotskyist Left Opposition, will break out into the open at the
first decisive turn in the European situation.
But what of the attitude of the masses towards the Soviet
state? The remarkable spirit and fighting energy, not only of
the Red Army, but of the whole people, demonstrate their
conviction that something important remains in the Soviet
Union which must be defended; something which they feel
belongs to them.
The morale of the Red Army is the envy of the putrefying
bourgeois military staffs everywhere. None of them can duplicate it because its secret lies in that event which they all hate
so thoroughly; the October revolution of 1917.
Shachtman attempts to dismiss the morale of the Soviet peoples as of little significance. In 1940, during the Soviet-Finnish
war, he was quite concerned about it. At that time, the Soviet
workers, repelled by Stalin’s counter-revolutionary policy, by
the spectacle of the friendship and collaboration between
Stalin and Hitler, and more important, not yet actually feeling the pressure of the bourgeois military intervention against
the first workers’ state, prosecuted the war with indifference.
At that time, Shachtman, like any shyster lawyer, considered
testimony relating to the morale of the Red Army to be perfectly admissible evidence as to the “character of the war.” He
and his followers quoted derisively Trotsky’s prediction as to
the morale of the Soviet people in the event of war. That forecast is well worth repeating now.
“Within the USSR war against imperialist intervention will
undoubtedly provoke a veritable outburst of genuine fighting enthusiasm. All the contradictions and antagonisms will
seem overcome, at any rate relegated to the background. The
young generations of workers and peasants that emerged
from the revolution will reveal on the field of battle a colossal
dynamic power. Centralised industry, despite all its lacks and
shortcomings, will reveal great superiority in serving war
needs. The government of the USSR has undoubtedly created
great stores of food supplies sufficient for the first period of

war. The general staffs of the imperialist states clearly realise,
of course, that in the Red Army they will meet a powerful adversary, the struggle with whom will require long intervals
of time and a terrific straining of forces.”
These are the words at which Shachtman scoffed during the
Finnish events. Where is the “genuine fighting enthusiasm?”
he then taunted. Have you seen that spirit yet? The Soviet
masses have given their answer.
During the factional struggle in the SWP in 1939-1940
Shachtman’s petty-bourgeois opposition insisted that its sole
political point of difference with the majority of the party was
over the unconditional defence of the Soviet Union. The class
nature of the Soviet Union, they explained, was no concern of
theirs “at the moment”, and was only dragged into the dispute by Trotsky for “factional, demagogic purposes.” “Is it
not demagogy for Trotsky to direct polemics against Eastman
and Hook, or Bruno instead of against our ideas?” claimed
Burnham and Shachtman. Today, Burnham writes from the
standpoint of an avowed enemy of Marxism, while Shachtman espouses the former position of Burnham, who in turn
borrowed it from Bruno. Today Shachtman even adduces as
his main “proof” of the existence of a new class the argument
adduced originally by Bruno, namely, Stalin’s purges and
frame-up trials of 1936-38. A modest disciple never fails gratefully to acknowledge his teacher. Shachtman ungraciously ignores his true preceptors: Burnham and Bruno.
Equipped with the compass of Marxism, Trotsky charted
in the struggle of 1939-40 not only our own course, but the future course of the Shachtmanites. That is why he was able to
write an annihilating answer to Shachtman’s “theoretical”
document long before Shachtman set it down on paper! Trotsky’s writings In Defence of Marxism require no “corrections.”
Trotsky’s characterisations of Shachtman as a “charlatan”
and a “betrayer” are as true today as when Trotsky wrote
them in 1940.

of his polemics was not always their prominence or importance, the extent of the front along which they attacked Trotsky’s views, the weightiness of their criticism. Wherever
Trotsky was given an opportunity to elucidate his views, to
expand upon them from a new angle, to fortify them in a new
way, he seized upon it. The critic did not need to be Stalin or
Radek. Even if he was so obscure, and his criticism so trivial
or absurd, that the mere mention of his name by Trotsky sufficed to save him from oblivion, Trotsky did not for that reason disdain to deal with him. Ample evidence of this is to be
found throughout Trotsky’s writings. The evidence relates
not only to polemics about his theory of the permanent revolution but more generally to any of the important views he
held.
Similarly with those who were his students and his followers in every country. One example is The New International,
which, month in and month out, from its first issue onward,

emulated Trotsky by its systematic defence of the principles
and program of Marxism against all critics, honest or mendacious, big or small, partial or total. It is, after all, only by this
method that the Marxian movement can maintain theoretical alertness, preserve its pre-eminence over all other currents in the working class, and imbue its followers with
informed confidence, in contrast to the blind faith, nurtured
ignorance or confusion, and slick demagogy that hold together other movements.
What is said above applies not only to debate of Marxists
with non- or anti-Marxists, but to discussions within the
Marxian movement itself. There we have too often heard that
a discussion is a “luxury.” It is as much a luxury to the movement as the circulation of the blood is a luxury to the human
body.
In the 1939-40 discussion in the Socialist Workers Party,
Trotsky repeatedly challenged the then opposition (now the

DEFENDED

Why we needed a new theory

By Max Shachtman, New International, August
1944

Leon Trotsky’s name will be forever linked with the Russian
Revolution, not of course as a Russian revolution but as the
beginning of the international socialist revolution in Russia.
He fought for this revolution with pen and sword, from his
study and from his armoured train in the Red Army. Between the start of his fight, under Tsarism, and its end, under
Stalinism, there is a continuous line, the line flowing from
Trotsky’s great contribution to Marxism, the theory of the
permanent revolution.
Except for the first period of the Bolshevik revolution,
when the theory was not — and could not be — attacked, it
might be said that all of Trotsky’s literary-political activity
revolved around the elaboration of his theory, and its defence
from critics. Which critics? The guide in choosing the objects
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Workers Party) to debate first and foremost the question of
the class character of the Soviet Union, he taking, as is well
known, the standpoint that Russia is a degenerated workers’
state.
It goes without saying that he did not for a moment consider it a “closed question” precluding all discussion, although it is no less true that on this question his own position
was firm and aggressive. For reasons that were then, and
often since, advanced, the opposition did not wish to debate
on this ground.
If the writer may speak personally for a moment: I not only
did not wish to debate the view that Russia was still a workers’ state, but I could not if I would. Like so many other members of the opposition (and not a few of the majority), I had
developed some doubts (as an otherwise dull commentator
correctly observed) on the correctness of our traditional position, without being able to say to myself, and therefore to
others, that this position was fundamentally false and that
an alternative position had to replace it. Inasmuch as only a
dilettante, but not a serious politician, can be “sceptical toward all theories,” or engage in a dispute on the basis of
“doubts,” let alone make them a polemical platform, it was
manifestly impossible for me, and not me alone, to take up
Trotsky’s challenge.
Doubts are a bridge you cannot stand on for long. Either

you go back to the old views or move on to new ones. Along
with several other comrades who sought to probe the question seriously, thoroughly and in an unclouded atmosphere,
I helped work out, in 1940-41, a critique of Trotsky’s theory
of Russia as a degenerated workers’ state. We arrived at an
analysis and conclusions of our own, summed up in the
phrase “bureaucratic collectivism,” a new class, exploitive
state in Russia which is neither bourgeois nor proletarian but
is basically different from any other class regime preceding or
contemporary with it.
We proceeded to set forth our views in dozens of articles in
our press. Stalin’s assassin deprived Trotsky of the opportunity, which he would undoubtedly have taken, to subject
these views to criticism. But the “official” Trotskyist press,
The Militant and the Fourth International? For three years it
maintained complete silence. It did not, you see, deign to
reply, unless a reply means repeating that we are “petty
bourgeois,” “counter-revolutionists,” “enemies of the Soviet
Union,” “renegades from Marxism... common thieves” and
the like — “arguments” which had failed to convince us
when they originally appeared in the Daily Worker.
Yet not only we, but all those interested in Trotsky’s views,
especially those who supported them, had a right to expect
an objective reply to our point of view from the SWP spokesmen. Our theory is the first serious attempt to present a

Calling for a new start, 1940

Labor Action, December 16 1940

The utter collapse of the two old Internationals, even before the outbreak of the Second
World War, has only been spectacularly emphasized since the war began.
Also emphasised, over again, is the burning need of reconstructing the world vanguard
of the working class, of regrouping all the revolutionary Marxists who have remained true
to their principles, and of organising them on the basis of the fundamental program of the
Fourth International. Now, more than ever before, can it be said that without this program,
the downward march of mankind into the abyss of barbarism will remain unhalted, its upward march to the new order of world socialism, of freedom, peace, abundance; security
and brotherhood of the peoples will not be crowned with triumph.
Not since the last war has the spirit of nationalism been so prominently engendered in the
minds of the people. Nationalism, chauvinism, defense of the fatherland are the indispensible weapons in the bourgeois artillery of the war. As always, the war is accompanied by
a strict censorship resulting in severe interference in international contact.

INTERNATIONAL

But the war has also demonstrated the international character of modern economy and has
demonstrated that the solution to the problems posed by the war and moribund capitalism is the International, the world revolution. If nationalism is the weapon of reactionary
capitalism, internationalism is the weapon of socialism.
Not since the last war has the need for internationalism become so vital an instrument of
the struggle against war and capitalism. Ours is the party of world revolution.
It is the task of the Party to demonstrate this, first by an internationalist attitude on the
development of events, by active propaganda and agitation for the solidarity of all workers the world over, and by a common effort with Fourth Internationalists throughout the
world in struggle against the imperialist war. For this, it is an imperative necessity that our
party maintain active contact with Fourth Internationalists in every country and work in a
single effort to accomplish our socialist goal.
The events of the past year, filled with many working class defeats, have not been without their injurious effects upon the Fourth International. The war brought with it not only
a certain dispersal of our movement, and an enormous accentuation of difficulties for it,
but also the destruction of an organised, authoritative central body speaking for the Fourth
International as a whole.
The split in the American section of the International has had direct and immediate repercussions in the International as a whole and in its central institutions in particular. The Socialist Workers Party, led by the Cannon group, followed the split with a call for an
“Emergency International Conference”. This Conference was called in direct and flagrant
violation of the Statutes of the Fourth International solemnly adopted at its Founding Congress. The call for the Conference was not supported by any of the important sections of the
International outside of the Cannon-group and a dozen comrades in Mexico and Canada.
The duly elected Bureau of the International was neither consulted about the Conference,
nor informed that it would take place.
The majority of the members of this Bureau were not invited to the conference. They
were, indeed, excluded from it by virtue of the monstrous condition placed upon their attendance, as well as upon the attendance of the Workers Party, namely, that they commit
themselves in advance to support of the decisions taken by the Cannon group. Members of
the International Bureau, who were expelled from, the SWP by the Cannon group, had their
expulsion ratified by the same Cannon group sitting as an “international conference”. The
judges, the prosecutor, and the appellate judges were all the same people!
Throughout the existence of our movement, we have repeatedly condemned the Stalinists for their cynical violation of their own Comintern statutes. We cannot do less when the
same, or even worse, violations occur in our own International. For to condone them means
to deprive ourselves of the right to indict Stalinism.
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rounded analysis of the Stalinist state from the Marxian
standpoint, which, while basing itself in many respects on
the invaluable contributions of Trotsky, is at the same time a
criticism of Trotsky’s conclusion. Our theory, furthermore, is
a unique contribution to the question and not a rehash of old,
refuted and discredited doctrines. We do not contend that it
cannot be successfully disputed, only that it has not been. The
SWP did not even make an attempt to do so.

“THE NEW COURSE” APPEARS

When we finally published the first English edition of Trotsky’s classic, written in 1923, The New Course, and added
to it, as is our custom, an essay by the editor, it explained to
the new reader the historical circumstances of the work, its
significance in the light of subsequent events, plus a critical
re-examination of Trotsky’s later theory of the “workers’
state.”
We felt that the SWP would now have to reply. Some of us
thought it would assign a responsible, theoretically and politically equipped spokesman, to review the book as it deserves to be reviewed. Others thought that at most it would
assign the job to some unschooled lad equipped with an advanced case of psittacosis and a penchant for abuse. Obviously, some of us were wrong. Under the characteristically

In the fight of the Left Opposition in Russia, however, the expelled or suspended oppositionists were at least given the formal right to appear before the International; to state
their appeals against the decision of its Russian section. In the case of the “emergency conference” of the Cannon group, the expelled minority was not even given this right.
The Cannon conference could not and did not represent the Fourth International. The
Executive Committee elected by it has even less claim to such representation. It is a falsehood to say that a single one of the European sections mandated a representative to this spurious conference. It is false to say that a single one of the South American sections mandated
a representative. It was a conference of the Cannon faction, plus a delegate representing
two others in Canada, and a delegate representing ten others in Mexico.
Whatever claims to authority this conference, and the committee elected by it, might have
made at the time, the last vestige of any authority for it to speak in the name of the Fourth
International has disappeared with the tragic death of comrade Leon Trotsky. We cannot
tolerate by silence the attempt of the Cannon group, representing at best only one tendency
in the Fourth International, to usurp the authority of our world movement or to speak in
its name.
The undersigned comrades represent the majority of the International Bureau of the
Fourth International, as duly elected by the authorised and representative institutions of the
International. These comrades supported, as is known, the viewpoint of the minority of the
Socialist Workers Party, now organised as the Workers Party. This viewpoint has also been
endorsed by the Brazilian Section of the International, the Uruguayan section, by two important sections in Asia which have recently come over to the program of the Fourth International, and by groups of comrades and individuals in other sections throughout the
world.
However, despite our formal authority, the realities of the situation prevent us from arrogating to ourselves, as the Cannon group has done, the right to speak in the name of the
Fourth International. We must establish the tragic fact that while the movement for the
Fourth International exists and will grow, that while sections exist — the Fourth International as an organised, centralised, authoritative and representative body does not now
exist. We see our primary task to be the painstaking work of reconstituting the International as it should be constituted. This involves the work both of restoring relations with
other sections and groups throughout the world, and clarifying and elaborating our fundamental international program in light of the developments in the world situation and in
the working class movement.

PRINCIPLES

Towards this end. the undersigned comrades have constituted themselves as a Committee for the Fourth International.
It invites all true Fourth Internationalists and revolutionary Marxists throughout the
world to follow suit by establishing everywhere similar committees, entering into closest relations with each other, collaborating politically and organisationally to the maximum extent possible, and preparing for the convocation of an authentic and representative world
congress of the Fourth International.
Our movement has suffered severe blows. We have felt the first blows of the imperialist
war reaction and repression, and been buffetted by the first waves of social-chauvinism.
We have had defections — the withdrawal of the Burnhams, the shift to reaction of the
Rivcrao, the flight to the democratic imperialists of the Chen Duhsius. But we are more
than ever convinced of the power of our principles, of the triumph of our program, of the
invincibility and victory of the socialist working class.
Long live the Fourth International, regenerated and more powerful than ever! Long live
the struggle against imperialist war and reaction! Long live the struggle for a workers’ world
and international socialism!
Brown, Anthony, Alberts, Trent
(Members of the Bureau of the Fourth International)
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restrained title, “A Defamer of Marxism,” a review of the
book appeared at last in the May, 1944, issue of the Fourth International, over the signature of Harry Frankel. This is, as we
shall see, the literal equivalent of saying: Since the soup is too
hot to handle, we might as well spit in it.
Frankel wastes only a few indifferent words on the section
of the book written by Trotsky. He concedes, it is true, that
The New Course is “beef,” whereas “Shachtman’s essay is the
antipode: it is tripe.” But he leaves the impression in the few
sentences he devotes to The New Course that it is merely an
initial, immature and dated effort by Trotsky. This is in the
order of things.
Trotsky’s The New Course is even more timely today than
when it was first written. It is one of his most durable works.
It is a classic socialist statement on workers’ democracy. It is
perhaps the clearest exposition ever written of what democracy means in a centralised, revolutionary proletarian party.
It is, of course, a specific analysis of the problem of a specific
party, after it has taken power, in a specific country and
under specific conditions. This does not detract from its general applicability. What Trotsky says there about party
democracy, about a free and vibrant internal life, about the
role of tradition and the need of constantly enriching it, about
critical and independent party thought, about Leninism,
about discussions and how they should be conducted, about
loyalty in discussion and in leadership, about the relations
between leaders and ranks, between “young” and “old,”
about bureaucratism and conservatism, about factions and
groupings, and a dozen other vital problems of any revolutionary party amounts to an annihilating criticism of the
inner-party regime of the SWP today, of its leaders and their
methods. Frankel’s silence on all this, his generally deprecatory remarks, are in the order of things. Had he spoken commendatorily and at length about the ideas Trotsky puts
forward in The New Course, he could only have brought a wry
smile to the lips of every thinking member of the SWP.
Perhaps we do him an injustice. Perhaps he is so eager to
work on the tripe that he has no time for the beef. The tripe
he divides into five important parts. He deals with the
parentage of our theory; the question of its significance in the
“whole of Trotskyism”; the question of the roots of class rule;
the question of the historical place of the Stalin bureaucracy;
the question of the analogy between Russia and a trade
union. If we pursue him through his often dreary and never
bright abuse, it is because the task, though thankless, is not
without profit.

THE QUESTION OF “PARENTAGE”

Frankel writes:
Today, Burnham writes from the standpoint of an avowed enemy
of Marxism, while Shachtman espouses the former position of
Burnham, who in turn borrowed it from Bruno. Today, Shachtman
even adduces as his main “proof” of the existence of a new class the
argument adduced originally by Bruno, namely, Stalin’s purges
and frame-up trials of 1936-38. A modest disciple never fails gratefully to acknowledge his teacher. Shachtman ungraciously ignores
his true preceptors: Burnham and Bruno.
And elsewhere:
Burnham’s theory of “bureaucratic collectivism” (borrowed from
Bruno) is now coolly offered as an “indispensable correction” to
Trotskyism.
About Burnham, our readers know something, and so, presumably, does Frankel. But who is this sinister Bruno? All we
know of him is that just before the war lie wrote a big book
in France on the “bureaucratisation of the world.” This book
we never read. Neither did Frankel. The only thing he knows
about Bruno, about whose views he speaks with such impressive familiarity, is the reference to it made by Trotsky in
1939 in a few sentences. It takes a high grade of impertinence
or transoceanic vision, one of which Frankel certainly possesses, to speak with such assuredness about views elaborated in a book you have neither seen nor read, and about
which all you know is a dozen paraphrasing sentences written by a critic.
But can’t it be assumed that the sentences in which Trotsky
sums up the views of one of the “parents” of our theory are
adequate? We are ready to do so. According to Trotsky’s
summary, Bruno seems to hold the theory that “bureaucratic
collectivism” or the bureaucratic state is a new, unprecedented exploitive social order, with a new ruling class, which
exists not only in Russia but also in Germany and in a less
developed form in “New Deal” America, and is, in a word,
sweeping the world. According to this theory, there is no
class difference between the German-US type of state and the
Russian type. As is known, Burnham’s latest theory is similar, apparently, to Bruno’s.
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What, however, has such a theory to do with ours? In every
article we have written on the subject, in the official resolution of our party, we have repeatedly emphasised the unique
class character of the Russian state, its fundamental difference not only from a workers’ state, but from all the bourgeois states, be they fascist or democratic. Time and again we
have polemised against the theory that Russia and Germany,
for example, have the same class state or social system or ruling class — against those who, like Burnham and Macdonald,
held that both countries were “bureaucratic-collectivist,” as
well as against those who held that both were capitalist. Our
party has formally rejected both these standpoints. If our cavalier is aware of these facts, he is practising a fraud on his
readers by concealing them. If he is unaware of them, lie is
practising a fraud on his readers by dealing with matters he
is ignorant of. Take your choice.
In The New Course, Trotsky lays the greatest stress on loyalty in discussion, on the importance of an honest presentation of your opponent’s views, on the reprehensibility of
amalgamating one view with views that are essentially alien
to it. No wonder Frankel thinks so little of the book.
Where does our theory have its roots? Primarily in the
writings of Trotsky! More accurately, in the resolving of the
two basic, irreconcilable theories about Russia as a “degenerated workers’ state” which are to be found in Trotsky’s writings. For a long time Trotsky rightly based his theory that
Russia is a degenerated workers’ state on the view that, to
one degree or another, in one form or another, the Soviet proletariat still retained political power, that it could yet submit
its bureaucracy to its control, that it could regenerate the state
by means of a profound reform. Indeed, Trotsky repeated
that the proof of the working class character of the Soviet
states lies in the fact that the regime could still be changed
by reform. This theory he later abandoned, substituting the
point of view that, although the proletariat had lost all semblance of political power and control, and an uncontrolled,
counter-revolutionary bureaucracy had complete possession
of the state power, and that it could not be removed save by
means of a violent revolution, the state was nevertheless proletarian by virtue of the existence of state property. Only
Trotsky’s immense authority in the movement made possible
the acceptance by it of a theory which, up to that time, had
never been held by any Marxist.
In numerous articles we have pointed out the contradiction between the two theories. We have pointed out how
Trotsky abandoned the one for the other without so much as
a link between them. We have showed how Trotsky was
compelled to abandon his original theory because events refuted the essential predictions about Russia’s evolution
which he based on it. The voluminous quotations we have
adduced from Trotsky’s writings are simply irrefutable.
Enough of them are again cited in our essay on The New
Course. Frankel does not even hint at their existence (we are
making the audacious assumption that he actually read the
book). With consummate native skill, he plays dumb on this
point. And not on this point alone.
This is not all. Frankel knows — and if he does not know,
why does he venture to blacken so much innocent white
paper? — that our press, the present writer in particular, has
called attention to the fact that the first man (so far as we
know) in the Trotskyist movement who put forward the theory that the Stalinist bureaucracy is a new ruling class, based
on a new “property form,” was neither Shachtman, Burnham, nor, God help us, the mysterious Bruno, but Christian
Rakovsky. More than a decade ago, Rakovsky, next to Trotsky the outstanding leader of the Opposition, presented this
view in a theoretical document of his own, which was circulated throughout the Russian Opposition. Trotsky, although
he obviously did not share this view, printed it in the organ
of the Russian Opposition without comment and certainly
without denunciation — he was not made of the same stern
and intransigent stuff as his eminent theoretical successor,
Frankel. There is enough evidence, moreover, in letters of
Oppositionist exiles and in the testimony of A. Ciliga, that
Rakovsky’s theory was shared by a considerable number of
Russian Trotskyists. Poor devils! They had no Frankel to explain to them that they were “defamers of Marxism,” purveyors of tripe, and belonged, as he so delicately puts it, to
the “legion of emasculators, vulgarisers and falsifiers” of
Trotskyism.
We do not hesitate for a moment to say that this or that element of our theory as a whole is taken from numerous other
sources, including, if you please, Burnham (the Burnham of
1937-38, of course, and not the Burnham of 1940 or today). If
our critics derive satisfaction from this readily-made acknowledgement, it is either because they do not know any-

thing about the “alien” origins and components of the entire
theoretical system of Marxism, or because they do not care.
For the construction of our theory, for its synthesis, for the
ideas of others and of our own incorporated into it, for the
manner in which they are incorporated and interlinked, we
and we alone are responsible.
“With typical impudence,” says Frankel, to whom impudence of any kind is as foreign as a bad odour to a sty,
“Shachtman pretends that Trotsky’s class analysis of the Soviet Union as a degenerated workers’ state ‘is not even a decisively important part’ of Trotskyism. This is like saying that
a man could function without a heart.”
We thus learn for the first time, but from an authority, that
the “heart” of Trotskyism is the theory of the “degenerated
workers’ state.” Which of the two theories Trotsky held on
this subject is the “heart” of Trotskyism, the authority does
not say. After all, what does it matter?
In our own confused way, we have always though that the
“heart” of Trotskyism is the theory of the permanent revolution and the struggle for it. Frankel, we regretfully record,
has not changed our opinion. For if the theory that Stalinist
Russia is still a degenerated workers’ state is the “heart” of
Trotskyism, then obviously Trotskyism was without a heart,
and consequently non-existent, before the Russian Revolution and during the early years of the revolution. It seems
equally obvious that if Russia should tomorrow cease to be a
“degenerated workers’ state,” either by virtue of its regeneration or its transformation into a capitalist state, the “heart”
of Trotskyism would thereby be removed, leaving only a lifeless carcass which Frankel would not consider worthy of decent burial. To put it differently, the restoration of the
Russian revolution to full life would produce the instantaneous death of Trotskyism. Or, to strain fairness toward our
inimitable dialectician to the groaning point, if the “degenerated workers’ state” were replaced by a revolutionary
workers’ state, Trotskyism would have a new “heart” grated
into it, its old one being removed to a bottle of formaldehyde
labelled: “This was the heart of Trotskyism when Russia was
a degenerated workers’ state. Remove only in case of similar
contingency — Dr. Frankel, M.D.”

TRADE UNIONS

Only one other thing need be said about this nightmarish idiocy.
We consider ourselves Trotskyists because we are partisans of the theory of the permanent revolution, because Trotskyism incarnated the tradition and principles of
revolutionary Marxism, of socialist internationalism, above
all in a period when these principles were being trampled
under every foot. We are not idolators, precisely because we
are Trotskyists. We know how easy it is, as Lenin used to say,
sardonically, to “swear by God,” and we have only pitying
contempt for those who substitute the quotation for the living idea, worshipful parrotry for critical thought. We are
Trotskyists, but we do not “swear by God.” But if it can truly
be demonstrated that the very “heart” of Trotskyism is the
belief that Russia today is a “degenerated workers’ state” and
that all the other organs and limbs of Trotskyism live from
the bloom pumped to them by this heart, then the present
writer, at least, would promptly cease calling himself a Trotskyist. At the same time, however, he would have to conclude that Trotskyism and Marxism are not reconcilable.
Fortunately, no such conclusion is indicated, or necessary, or
possible.
We come now to the third of Frankel’s five points. Here we
must admonish the reader. He must resolve in advance not
to laugh himself sick. On this he must be firm, for Frankel offers more temptations than the unforewarned reader can possibly resist.
The reader is surely acquainted with the point: An analogy
is made between the bureaucratised trade unions, with their
bourgeois-minded leaders, and bureaucratised Russia. “Just
as trade unions have become corrupted and degenerated, losing their internal democracy and giving up militant struggle
in defence of the interests of the membership, just so, the Soviet Union, subject to far more enormous pressures, has been
altered,” writes Frankel. But the degenerated workers’ state
and the degenerated trade union remain class organisations
and a struggle must be conducted to reform (!) them and to
defend them against the capitalists.”
(According to Trotsky, the “degenerated workers’ state”
cannot be reformed; according to the heart specialist, it can
and must be reformed. Frankel does not know the difference
between revolution and reform, but in every other respect he
is an authority on Trotskyism and above all on what lies at its
heart.)
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From Shamefacedness to
Solid Brass
By Paul Temple [Hal Draper], Labor Action, 14
July 1941
Those very principled people, the Socialist Workers Party
(Cannonites), have re-discovered the “defense of the Soviet Union.”
This event occurs under very happy auspices. for them.
While Russia was busy grabbing Poland and Finland, they
were also for its defense — but not so happily. The masses
of people (not to speak of Churchill, Sumner Welles and
Alexander Kerensky) were quite annoyed with Stalin in
those days, so the principled Cannonites kept their slogan
under their hats. In their public press they merely called the
invasions a “crime” and “de-emphasised” the defense angle
— to the extent of mentioning it practically only in internal
argumentations and theses. As recently as their May Day
manifesto, there was hardly a peep (in public, where somebody might hear them) from the SWP on this paramount
task of “defending the Soviet Union.” After all, it was so
unpopular!

THE POLITICS OF THIS WAR

Now the “shamefaced defensists” of yesterday splash the
headline “Defend the Soviet Union!” across the first page of
The Militant and boldly write:
“German imperialism seeks to overthrow the October
Revolution and to restore the capitalist system in its degenerate fascist form. This is the essential meaning of Hitler’s
attack on the Soviet Union ... Defend the Soviet Union at all
costs and under all circumstances against imperialist attack!”
As if “the politics of which this war is the continuation”
is Hitler’s desire to abolish nationalised property in Russia,
rather than his very real desire to gain Russian resources to
prosecute his war against Britain. The manifesto throughout is blind enough to speak as if Hitler’s invasion is itself
his goal, instead of a means to an end.
The Militant, in addition, prints a ten-year-old quotation
from Trotsky calling for the defense of the Soviet Union as
“the main fortress of the world proletariat”. James P. Cannon himself sends a telegram to Mr. Stalin, via Ambassador Oumansky, calling for the release of Trotskyists from
GPU jails so that they might “take their proper place in the
front ranks of the defenders of the Soviet Union.” (Naturally, he brings this up merely as a helpful suggestion, not
as a condition for support, since the Cannonites are UNCONDITIONAL defenders of the Soviet Union.) In another
column Russia is “this one bastion of socialism.”

GOLDMAN’S NEW INTERPRETATION

Shamefacedness being definitely thrown aside, Albert
Goldman substitutes solid brass in the next issue of The
Militant (July 5).
Believe it or not, he blandly denies that there ever was an
alliance between Hitler and Stalin; denies that the Cannonites ever said there was such an alliance; and was used only
by middle-class democrats and the Workers Party.
For outright forgery, this is equalled only by the Stalinists. We have room for only two examples:
One of Cannon’s rare literary works, an article in the Socialist Appeal of September 29, 1939, denouncing “the joint
policy of Stalin and his Axis partner, Hitler,” and stating
that “the pact of Stalin and Hitler is in fact a military alliance.”
The article by Trotsky in Liberty of January 27, 1940, if
anything, goes further, saying that Russia attacked Poland
and Finland at Germany’s behest.
Goldman explains the Stalin-Hitler pact (today) solely on
the basis of Stalin’s desire to avoid war and to strengthen
his military position against Germany by taking over adjacent lands. This is a belated plagiarism from the Daily
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Worker: No alliance
with
Hitler, only a policy of peace and
the defense of the
Soviet
Union!
Like Churchill,
Goldman, too,
prettifies
the
Kremlin while James P. Cannon
calling for its defense.
Goldman attacks our own stand by asking, apparently
seriously: If it is true, as the Workers Party claimed, that
Hitler and Stalin were partners, how come one partner attacked the other?
“For, if one claims that such a close partnership existed
between Stalin and Hitler, then the fact that Hitler found
himself in trouble need not and would not lead to his attacking the Soviet Union.”
And he positively belligerently asks us to explain how
“such an unusual change in imperialist partnerships” is
possible! Of course, France changed partners, he admits,
but that was because it was defeated, adopting its conqueror as partner. His memory being what it is, he forgets
that Finland has changed partners too — this time not with
its conqueror! In fact, there is hardly a country in the war
that has not changed partners at least once. If Japan decides
to pull out of the Axis in the event of successes by LondonWashington-Moscow, Goldman will no doubt again be astonished at imperialist trickery, provided he doesn’t deny
that there was ever a Berlin-Tokyo Axis.

CARRY OUT THE “FIRST TASK”?

Two more notes on the SWP position: We have said that
the Cannonites are now very brash about proclaiming the
“defense of the Soviet Union.”
But so far they have presented this slogan in a manner
completely empty of all concrete meaning. Are they in favor
of rendering “material and moral support to the Soviet
Union” by the American workers? So far, they have indicated only that that’s all right for the Russian Trotskyists –
not a word to American workers on the subject. Their manifesto has only one sentence on the question of what to do:
“The method to defend the Soviet Union is to continue the
class struggle against the imperialists.” If this is all the “defense of the Soviet Union” means in practice, in THIS war,
it should be made unmistakably clear. But it is not all, as
the CP can point out to them.
The Militant appeals to the members of the Communist
Party as follows: “You set the defense of the Soviet Union
as your first task. We do likewise. On that basis we appeal
to you to give sober consideration to the grave problems of
this defense ...” Follows an injunction to continue the struggle against capitalism and the war, and then: “This is the
only real defense of the Soviet Union and in this defense we
stand ready to join you in any action that will advance our
common cause.”
Since the defense of the Soviet Union is “the first task” of
the SWP (here, in the United States, as Roosevelt drives into
the war!) and since this is a “common cause” with the Stalinists, we presume that the SWP will immediately start a
campaign for a united front with the Communist Party to
render material and moral aid to the Soviet Union ... Or will
Cannon wait till the CP becomes more popular?
If defense of Russia is the “first task,” naturally everything else must be subordinated to it. In this connection,
we note that The Militant has so far kept mum about the
question of aid to Russia by the Roosevelt government.
This may be an oversight (a pretty big one), but in any case
it behooves the SWP to make clear its own attitude as well
as specify what the defense of Russia means to it outside
of literary exercises.

The “trade union analogy” has long been a favoured argument of the defenders of the theory that Russia is a degenerated workers’ state. Following Trotsky, the present writer
used the “analogy” more than once. Along with others, he
accepted it uncritically from Trotsky. This acceptance was
eased, so to speak, by the fact that the analogy has a long and
worthy standing dating back to the earliest days of the Russian Revolution. But if it is traced back clearly to those days,
it will be seen that the analogy was entirely legitimate in its
time. It was not employed to prove that Russia was a workers’ state, however. It was employed to show why the workers’ state did not always operate as the ideal program
indicated. Between the two uses of the analogy, there is a
world of difference.
Whatever may have been our errors on this point in the
past, they look like downright virtues in comparison with
what Frankel does with it. We beg the reader to follow very
closely. It would be a pity to miss any part of it.
“Shachtman discusses the trade union analogy only to
abandon this time the Marxist position on trade unions,” says
our relentless Spartan. Shachtman, it is clear, has left very little of Marxism, and Frankel has left very little of Shachtman.
But even if there were less, it would still suffice for what follows.
Wherein lies this new “abandonment”? Read carefully the
quotation from Shachtman which Frankel cites:
The trade unions remain trade unions, no matter how bureaucratised they become, as long as they fight (ineptly or
skilfully, reformistically or militantly) in the defence of the
workers’ share of the national income, or at least against its
diminution. Once they give up that fight, they may call themselves what they will, they may have ever so many workers
in their ranks (as many company unions have), but they are
no longer class organisations. John L. Lewis’ organisation is
still a trade union; Robert Ley’s is not.
Now read just as carefully Frankel’s comment on this definition, part of which we ourselves emphasise:
This point of view is clear, It is consistent, it is harmonious
with the Shachtmanite point of view on the Soviet Union. It
likewise happens to be the traditional position of the ultraleftists. Lenin polemicised against it in The Infantile Disease
of Left-Wing Communism. It is precisely on this theory that
the Stalinists constructed their thesis of “social fascism,” and
their designation of the AFL as a “fascist” organisation.
What’s right is right; our view on the trade unions is clear,
consistent and harmonious with our views on Russia. Every
thing else in this quotation, except for the spelling and punctuation, is — if we may be forgiven the abusiveness provoked
by snarling, stubborn ignorance — wrong and stupid.
Frankel thinks I cited the Lewis union because it is “the one
union which has conducted four general coal strikes in the
midst of the war ... This generous fellow would give ice away
at the North Pole.” A heart specialist, a trade union expert,
and a wit to boot. The fact is the United Mine Workers was
cited by me not because it “conducted four general coal
strikes in the midst of the war,” but because it is one of the
most bureaucratically constructed, managed and controlled
unions in the country, and yet is a proletarian organisation.
Our wit is persistent: “But the question remains: what is the
Hod Carriers Union, which holds conventions every ninetynine years? Or the Stalinist-run UE, which fights for incentive pay, not against it? Or anyone of a dozen others.”
The answer to these questions must be given, we fear.
Frankel is old enough to be told the truth, at least in a whisper. The members of the Hod Carriers Union are among the
highest-paid workers in the United States. The union leaders
are despots, some are even said to be gangsters, grafters and
corruptionists, some have made a mighty good thing for
themselves out of unionism. But, by terroristic methods, if
you will, by bureaucratic and reactionary methods, and with
the aim of feathering their own nests, they work and must
work “in the defence of the workers’ share of the national income, or at least against its diminution.” If they did not, the
union would disappear and so would the very basis on
which their autocratic power and privileges are built up. The
Stalinist-led unions are, of course, somewhat different, but
fundamentally the same. Take even incentive pay. The Stalinists put it forward, and are compelled to put it forward, as
a means of increasing the workers’ income. We say that the
incentive-pay system, while it would increase the income of
some workers, or of all of them temporarily, would do so at
the expense of the muscles and nerves of the workers, at the
expense of their long-range interests, at the expense of the
solidarity and fighting power of the union, etc., etc. How
mortifying the thought that the ABC’s have to be explained
to a Marxian theoretician of such height, breadth and weight.
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Four times we read Frankel’s comment on our definition.
But nowhere did we find a word to indicate how he defines
a trade union, how he would distinguish even the most reactionary trade union from a company union or from Ley’s
“Labour Front.” What standard would he employ? That it
was originally formed by workers? That it is composed of
workers? That it claims to speak for workers? What? What?
If instead of comparing Russia with a union, we would
compare a union with Russia, then by Frankel’s standards, a
union would still deserve the name: if the “union” bureaucracy had all the power, if it had an army and police at its
disposal to oppress the members, if it could be removed from
office only by violent insurrection, if it ran prisons for recalcitrant members, if it made an alliance with U. S. Steel for
joint picket lines against Republic Steel, if we opposed the organisation of the unorganised (“against the seizures of new
territories by the Kremlin” — Trotsky), if we favoured the
withdrawal, say, of its Negro members to form a separate
union (“independence of the Ukraine” — Trotsky), and so
forth. Ley’s “union” could easily fit into such a definition

UNIONS

Disappointed by Frankel’s failure to define a union, we seek
elsewhere. Perhaps the following definition will prove acceptable:
The character of such a workers’ organisation as that of a
trade union is determined by its relation to the distribution of
the national income. The fact that Green & Co. defend private property in the means of production characterises them
as bourgeois. Should these gentlemen in addition defend the
income of the bourgeoisie from the attacks on the part of the
workers, should they conduct a struggle against strikes,
against the raising of wages, against help to the unemployed,
then we would have an organisation of scabs and not a trade
union. However, Green & Co., in order not to lose their base,
must lead within certain limits the struggle of the workers
for an increase — or at least against diminution — of their
share in the national income. This objective symptom is sufficient in all important cases to permit us to draw a line of
demarcation between the most reactionary trade union and
an organisation of scabs. Thus we are duty-bound not only to
carry on work in the AFL, but to defend it from scabs, the Ku
Klux Klan, and the like.
Is this the “traditional position of the ultra-leftists”? Is this
what Lenin polemised against? Is this “precisely” the theory
on which “the Stalinists constructed their thesis on “social
fascism”? Is this clear? Is it consistent? Is it, too, “harmonious
with Shachtman’s point of view on the Soviet Union”?
Doesn’t every one of Frankel’s strictures against Shachtman’s definition apply equally to this definition? Absolutely!
No more, no less! Who is the author of this second definition?
Shachtman? No! Shachtman is guilty only of having copied
it, in some places word for word, in all places meaning for
meaning. It is Trotsky who is guilty of writing it! Our “authority” will find it in the December, 1937, Internal Bulletin
of the Socialist Workers Party, No. 3, page 4.
Trotsky says you recognise the difference between a scab
outfit and a union by the fact that the latter, even under
Green and Co., “must lead within certain limits the struggle
of the workers for an increase — or at least against diminution — of their share in the national income.”
Shachtman, frankly “plagiarising” from Trotsky, says you
recognise the difference between a fascist “front” and a union
by the fact that the latter, even under Lewis and Co., “fight
(ineptly or skilfully, reformistically or militantly) in the defence of the workers’ share of the national income, or at least
against its diminution.”
The thought and even the language are identical, and not
by accident, for both are dealing, Mr. Authority, with the
ABC’s of Marxism; both are dealing, Mr. Trade Union Expert,
with the ABC’s of trade unionism. And what does the Expert-Authority say about these definitions — not the stupid
things about Lenin and social-fascism, but the unwittingly
intelligent things? He says, let us remember, that “this point
of view... is harmonious with the Shachtmanite point of view
on the Soviet Union.” Agreed! No complaint!
We could complain, however, if we were given to indignation over such things. If we were, then we might say: Have
we really committed such unforgivable crimes that in a discussion of this importance you send against us a zero who
does not know what the “heart” of Trotskyism is, where the
roots of our theory lie, what the difference is between revolution and reform in Russia, or even what a common, ordinary trade union is — not even what Trotsky said it is — and
who argues that Trotsky’s definition of a union is harmonious with Shachtman’s definition of Russia?
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Inasmuch as indignation is really not called for here — pity
is the more appropriate emotion — we do not make this complaint. It seems to us, however, that the membership of the
SWP does have grounds for energetic complaint — Does our
party have to discredit itself so ridiculously? Is this the only
way we have of replying to the views of the Workers Party?
These questions will gain greater poignancy when we examine next month the last two points dealt with by the Authority. We fear he will not fare too well under the
examination. We invited honest, sober and informed criticism of our position. Instead, we got Frankel. The fault is
clearly not ours.
We have already seen that our critic does not know what
the “heart of Trotskyism” is, what are the sources of our criticism of Trotsky’s theory of the “degenerated workers’ state,”
and that he does not even know what a trade union is. We
have also established that by Frankel’s involuntary admission, Trotsky’s conception of a trade union (which Frankel
attributes to Shachtman alone) “is clear, it is consistent, it is
harmonious with the Shachtmanite point of view on the Soviet Union.” There remain two of the original five points to
deal with: the question of the roots of class rule and the question of the historical place of the Stalin bureaucracy.
Marxists view classes as the product of historical development, in other words, all classes have a past and a future, as
well as the present. Shachtman’s “new exploitive class” is, in
Shachtman’s own words, “without a past and without a future.” (Max Shachtman, The Struggle for the New Course.)
Lenin insisted that the roots of all class rule are to be found
in the productive foundations of society. He said: “The rule
of the class is determined only by the relationship to property.” To explain the rule of his “new class,” Shachtman
points not to the foundation but to the political superstructure. It thus turns out that Shachtman’s “indispensable correction” applies not only to Trotsky but to Lenin and Marx as
well. But Shachtman simply forgets to mention such trifles.
“Wherein does the rule of the class [the proletariat] express
itself?” asked Lenin. And he answered: “The rule of the proletariat expresses itself in the abolition of landed and capitalist property.” Not the introduction of nationalised property
and planning but the abolition of the old property forms sufficed for Lenin.
How does Shachtman get around this? Very simply. He
denies that his new class needs either to abolish previous
property forms or institute new ones of its own.
Shachtman’s class that has no past and no future possesses
for its “fundament” not property relations but the “ownership” of “political power.” Needless to add, this “ownership”
in its turn has neither a past nor a future. Such tripe is, according to Shachtman, “the veriest commonplace of Marxism.” (Fourth International, May, 1944, page 150.)
This is typical Frankel: x parts ignorance (principal ingredient), x parts falsification (never omitted), x parts insolence
(the style is the man), and x parts plain, ordinary, anhydrous
muddleheadedness; the solvent is not even tap-water. This
chemical analysis requires demonstration. Here it is.
1. For Lenin, the roots of class rule are to be found in the
productive foundations of society; Shachtman, however, who
simply forgets to mention (note: “forgets to mention”) such
trifles, points not to the foundation but to the political superstructure.
That Shachtman, who is in his way as human as Frankel,
may forget to mention one trifle or another, is more than possible. But the trifle of which Frankel speaks with that mastery of sarcasm which marks him out from a world of
dullards, was not forgotten by Shachtman. Not only was it
not forgotten, but it is to this very trifle that the origin of the
new ruling class in Russia was traced. In The Struggle for the
New Course it says:
At bottom, classes have risen and come to power throughout history in response to the developing needs of production which preceding classes were unable to satisfy. This is
the case, also, with the new ruling class in Russia. The Russian bourgeoisie had ample opportunity to prove that it could
not, or could no longer, develop the productive forces of the
country. It came upon the scene too late to play the historically progressive role it played in the Western countries....
But if the bourgeoisie came too late, the proletariat of Russia came to power, so to speak, “too early.” It is of course
more proper to say that the rest of the European proletariat
did not come to power early enough. The results of this retardation of the world revolution are known. The isolated Russian proletariat, in a backward country, could not satisfy the
needs of production, either. It could not satisfy them on a socialist basis. That was the quintessential point made by Trotsky in his theory of the permanent revolution. It was with

this conviction in mind that he combatted the bureaucracy’s
theory of “socialism in a single country.” The bureaucracy
won, the revolution degenerated. But not in accordance with
the predictions of Lenin or Trotsky. The revolution did not
turn to capitalism. (Pages 241f.)
The reader, we think, is getting some idea of who it is that
simply “forgets to mention” the “trifles.” Let us continue.
“All modern nations,” we noted on page 219, “experience
the need of an economic organisation and strength that will
enable them to survive.” The Russian bourgeoisie, however,
was unable to develop the productive forces, an inability
which conditioned its social impotence and the triumph of
the Russian revolution under the hegemony of the proletariat. (A contrary view is a capitulation to Menshevism.) The
proletariat, in turn, was able to develop the productive forces
— in Trotsky’s words, make possible an “authentic rise of a
socialist economy” — only with the state aid of the victorious
Western proletariat. (A contrary view is a capitulation to Stalinism.) The old prediction said: Without the world revolution, Russia will inevitably stagnate and then succumb to
capitalism in the form of foreign imperialist exploitation;
also, Stalinism is turning the country in that direction. The
prediction, however understandable, was erroneous. A
tremendous economic advance was made under Stalin’s
“Planning.” It was not a socialist advance — this prediction
of Trotsky was absolutely borne out. But neither was it capitalist! It was not accomplished by restoring private ownership in the means of production and exchange or by
abolishing the monopoly of foreign trade.
The productive forces were not developed by way of socialisation (which implies a trend toward socialism) but by
way of bureaucratic collectivism. The new bureaucracy was
born, grew, and took power in response, not to the needs of
society as a whole — the world proletariat is sufficiently capable of satisfying those — but to the organic needs of a backward, isolated country, existing in unique and
unprecedented world conditions. (Page 242.)
Let us temper the verdict with charity, and say: Frankel
“simply forgets to mention” that he wrote his review before
reading the book. Impossible! the reader may protest. Impossible or not, the statement has the virtue of mercifully avoiding the right name for Frankel.

POLITICAL POWER AND PROPERTY

2. For Lenin, the rule of the class is determined only by the
relationship to property; Shachtman, however, tries to get
around this by arguing that “his new class” establishes no
new property forms of its own, and does not have property
relations but the ownership of political power as its fundament.
That looks bad — but only if there lingers in you a faith
that Frankel understands what he reads, or even reads what
he reviews and condemns. It does not look so bad when you
understand that the rule of the class is determined in the
same way in Lenin’s conception and in Shachtman’s. The latter wrote in The Struggle for the New Course: “It is of the
ABC of Marxism that the fundament of all social relations
(that is, relations of production) are property relations. That
holds for the old slaveholding societies, for feudal society,
for capitalist society and for the proletarian state.” (Page 233.)
“How,” asked Frankel, “does Shachtman get around”
Lenin’s conception? Very simply: by sharing it.
But it is necessary to know what conception it is we share.
Lenin speaks of property relations, of the relationship of a
class to property, that is, to the means of production and exchange. Let us present a little more of the speech by Lenin at
the 9th Congress of the Russian party in 1920, from which
Frankel takes his quotations.
When the question of property was decided in practice, the
rule of the class was thereby assured: thereupon the constitution wrote down on paper what life has decided: “There is
no capitalist and landed property,” and it added: “The working class has more rights than the peasantry, but the exploiters have no rights at all.” Therewith was written down
the manner in which we realised the rule of our class, in
which we bound together the toilers of all strata, of all the little groups....
The rule of the class is determined only by the relationship
to property. That is precisely what determines the constitution. And our constitution correctly sets down our attitude
to property and our attitude to the question of what class
must stand at the head. (My emphasis — M. S.)
“And it added” — what Frankel failed to add: The working class has more rights than the peasantry, but the exploiters have no rights at all. “Therewith was written down
the manner in which we realised the rule of our class.” Class
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rule is determined only by the relationship to property. “Our
constitution correctly sets down our attitude to property and
our attitude to the question of what class must stand at the
head.” Today, the working class does not have “more rights
than the peasantry.” The capitalist exploiters have no rights
at all in the Stalinist state, but neither have the workers or the
peasants. The working class does not “stand at the head.” It
is in the prison house that — so Frankel says — Stalin has
made out of Russia.
In Russia in 1917, the proletariat first took political power.
Then, the proletariat — in — power “did abolish property
and abolished it completely.” The “rule of the class was
thereby assured.” The constitution then gave the proletariat
ruling rights; it provided that the proletariat “must stand at
the head.” The means of production and exchange became
the property of the workers’ state. The setting up of a new
class state by the Stalinist counterrevolution was accomplished by wiping all this out, by establishing fundamentally
different property relations.
All wiped out? This is where Frankel is baffled. Isn’t it a
fact that property is still nationalised, still state property? Do
not the property forms set up by the Bolshevik revolution
still remain? Isn’t it a fact that “the abolition of the old [capitalist] property forms sufficed for Lenin”? and that these old
forms have not yet been restored by the counterrevolutionary
bureaucracy?
Here we approach the nub of the problem.

THE NUB OF THE PROBLEM

The “abolition of the old property forms” would not have
“sufficed for Lenin” if these forms (capitalist private property)
had been burned out in a fire, inundated in a storm, or
bombed into rubble by Flying Fortresses.
The abolition sufficed because it was accomplished by the
proletariat-in-power which converted capitalist property into
the property of a proletarian state. By this action, the proletarian state completed (the first stage of) the transformation
not only of the old property relations. What is the meaning of
this distinction between “forms” and “relations”? Does it
exist in reality or is it purely verbal?
Under capitalism, property exists in the form of capitalist
private property. This simple sentence already shows what
are the property relations under capitalism. Regardless of the
political regime (be it monarchical, democratic, militarist,
Fascist or even semi-feudal), the capitalist class owns the
property (means of production, etc.) and the proletariat
works, as Marx would say, “with conditions of labour belonging to another.” That is how we find the relationships of
the classes to property. The state exists to maintain these relationships. The minute, therefore, you say “capitalist property forms” you have already said “capitalist property
relations.” Similarly, under slavery and feudalism, and in
general wherever property is privately owned. The class that
owns the property is the ruling class.
But what about the society in which property is not privately but state-owned? Trotsky wrote about the Stalinist bureaucracy that “the very fact of its appropriation of political
power in a country where the principal means of production
are in the hands of the state, creates a new and hitherto unknown relation between the bureaucracy and the riches of
the nation” (Revolution Betrayed, page 249). Let us re-emphasise: a new and hitherto unknown relation. This thought,
however, needs supplementation: the seizure of political
power by the proletariat in a country where it turns over the
principal means of production to the hands of the state also
creates a new and hitherto unknown relation between the
rulers and the property. For the third time we emphasise: a
new and hitherto unknown relation.
Why new? Why hitherto unknown? Because the proletariat, its revolution, and the social order whose establishment is its historic mission, differ fundamentally from all
preceding classes, their revolutions and their social orders.
The proletariat is not a property-owning class under capitalism; and it does not become a property-owning class when it
takes power. When it takes state power, it turns the property
over to its state. Its relations to property are then expressed
only through its state. It “owns” the property only inasmuch
as it rules the property-owning state. That is the only way the
proletariat ever did own property, ever will own it and ever
can own it. It owns it through its state, the workers’ state,
through its political power!
That is why there is such lamentable ignorance in the sarcastic question: “Since when did a ruling class have for its
fundament not property relations but the ownership of political power? Are the Fascists a new ruling class? Is an absolute
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monarch a new ruling class?”
No, the monarch was not a ruling class; the feudal lords
were, because they owned the landed property. The fascists
are not a ruling class; the bourgeoisie is, because it owns the
means of production and exchange. The proletariat, however,
is not merely “another” class, but a fundamentally different
one: It does not and cannot own property. It can only “own”
the state when it takes power. By that “ownership” it establishes state property which it organises and operates so that
it ceases to be state property and becomes social property.
The state itself ceases to be.
The complete expropriation of the political power of the
working class by the Stalinist bureaucracy only makes this
point clearer. The property forms seem to be the same as they
were before: property exists in the form of state property.
Therefore, cries Frankel triumphantly, it is still a workers’
state, even if politically degenerated.
But hold on a moment: What are now the property relations in Russia? That is, what are the relations of the various
classes (or, let us say, the various social groups) to the state
property? We have been told by Lenin, through Frankel, that
the rule of the class is determined only by the relationship to
property. Granted. But just how shall we now determine
what the relationship is?
In a society where property is privately owned, the question answers itself: this class (or social group) owns the property, this class does not. Such an answer is obviously
impossible in a society where property is not privately
owned but state owned. To determine then the relations to
property of the various social groups, is it not clear that we
must first find out what are their respective relations to the
state-which-owns-the-property?
“From the point of view of property in [ownership of] the
means of production,” wrote Trotsky, “the differences between a marshal and a servant girl, the head of a trust and a
day labourer, the son of a people’s commissar and a homeless
child, seem not to exist at all.” (Revolution Betrayed.)
That’s just the point, although Trotsky did not draw the
right conclusion. If you look at Russia from the standpoint of
ownership of the means of production in the same way you
look at a society in which these are privately owned — the
trust head and the labourer have exactly the same property
relations. Yet, in reality, their respective relations to property
are as fundamentally different as the respective relations to
property of the bourgeois and the proletarian under capitalism (except that in Russia the gap between the classes is so
much greater). The bureaucracy is the ruling class. It has all
the political power, the proletariat has none.
That is why Frankel’s “irony” about Shachtman because
the latter “points not to the foundation but to the political superstructure,” is so utterly out of place. He does not understand the historically unprecedented nature of the proletarian
state power, the peculiarity of the proletariat as a ruling class.
He does not understand what is unprecedented about the
class rule of the Stalinist bureaucracy. He derides its “ownership” of “political power” as something quite secondary, because he cannot grasp the simple idea that where property
belongs to the state, the “ownership” of the state power
means the monopolisation of all economic and social power.
The bureaucracy is the ruling class because its “mere” political power makes it the owner of the conditions of production. It is always the relation of the owners of the conditions
of production to the actual producers that shows us the real
basis of a class society and establishes the true class character of the state. The Stalinist state is no exception to this rule.
This is the nub of the problem, we said. Without understanding this essentially simple idea, the Stalinist counterrevolution will remain an enigma and a source of confusion.
We wrote that our criticism of Trotsky’s theory “introduces
into it an indispensable correction.” The key to this correction is given by Trotsky. If we quote Trotsky himself, this
may be of help to Frankel, whose Marxism consists, in
Lenin’s excellent phrase, of “swearing by God.”
In the Revolution Betrayed, Trotsky shows how bourgeois
society has maintained itself and developed in spite of different political regimes and bureaucratic castes. “In contrast
to this, the property relations which issued from the socialist
revolution are indivisibly bound up with the new state as
their repository. The predominance of socialist over petty
bourgeois tendencies is guaranteed, not by the automatism of
the economy — we are still far from that — but by political
measures taken by the dictatorship. The character of the
economy as a whole thus depends upon the character of the
state power.” (Page 250. My emphasis — M.S.)
Our whole difference with this basically unassailable statement of the problem lies in the fact that we draw the consis-

tent conclusion. The new state is the repository of the property relations and is indivisibly bound up with them! The
character of the economy depends upon the character of the
state power! And that in contrast to bourgeois society! Once
this is understood, the rest follows.
It is this conception that lay at the heart of Trotsky’s first
theory of Russia as a degenerated workers’ state: the state is
the repository of the property relations; the character of the
economy depends upon the character of the state power. In
this first theory, Trotsky, as Frankel would put it, “pointed
not to the foundations but to the political superstructure.”
That is why Trotsky used to repeat and repeat that Russia is
still a workers’ state because the political power can be reformed, “that the proletariat of the USSR has not forfeited the
possibility of submitting the bureaucracy to it, of reviving the
party and of mending the regime of the dictatorship — without a new revolution, with the methods and on the road of reform.” (Problems of the Development of the USSR, page 36.)
With the abandonment of the program of reform and the
adoption of the view that the Stalinist bureaucracy can be
overthrown only by a revolution, Trotsky was compelled
also to abandon his first theory and to develop an altogether
different one, namely, Russia is still a workers’ state because
property is still nationalised. This complete change has been
demonstrated by us in detail and in several places, including
The Struggle for the New Course. Frankel just acts as if he never
heard of the point. His silence encourages the belief that our
demonstration is irrefutable.
The second theory of Trotsky is radically different from the
first. Originally, the state was the repository of the property
relations; now the “property relations” (nationalised property) are the “repository” of the state. Originally, the character of the economy was determined by the character of the
state power (Frankel’s “political superstructure”); now the
character of the state power is determined by the character of
the economy.
If you understand and hold to the first, and only correct,
conception of Trotsky, you understand why the counter-revolutionary bureaucracy, in conquering state power and establishing itself as the new ruling class, did not need “to
abolish previous property forms or institute new ones of its
own,” at least not in appearance. By completing its conquest
of state power, the bureaucracy established new property relations. Thereby (will Frankel ever understand this?) it established property forms of its own, if by that is meant social
property forms. When the proletariat was in power, property
existed and was exploited in Russia in the form of propertyof-the-workers’-state. With Stalinism in complete power,
property exists and is exploited in the form of property-ofthe-bureaucratic-collectivist state. Stalinism has wiped out
all the conquests of the proletarian revolution.
The trouble with Frankel, at bottom, is that he accepts and
his party repeatedly disseminates the fundamental sophism
of the Stalinist doctrine, which, in the new Russian constitution, legalises the lie that state property equals “the possessions of the whole people.”
3. A ruling class without a past and without a future? In a
terse, but all the more devastating reply, Frankel says: “Such
tripe is, according to Shachtman, ‘the veriest commonplace of
Marxism’.”
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Neither the commonplaces nor the complexities of Marxism are made up of tripe. This we will grant. But only if we
are allowed to add that discussions of Marxism should not be
made up of forgeries.
In the chapter on the bureaucracy as a new ruling class,
Shachtman analyses the hopeless contradiction into which
Trotsky’s theory drove him in 1939 when he presented us
with a proletarian revolution carried out in Russian-occupied
Poland by the “counterrevolutionary workers’ state.” (Brave
Frankel, like his friends, has not one word to say in defence
of Trotsky on this point.) At the end of his analysis, Shachtman writes that “In comparison with this, our theory of the
Stalinist bureaucracy as a new and reactionary exploitive
class, and of Russia as a bureaucratic-collectivist class state,
neither proletarian nor bourgeois, is the veriest commonplace
of Marxism” (page 241). Several pages later, at the end of the
volume, Shachtman writes, in an entirely different connection, about “the new bureaucracy, without a past and without a future” (page 247).
Frankel, who belongs to the “only moral people,” simply
cuts away the couple of thousand words that separate the
two quotations, pastes together the two unrelated clauses
with a little trip, and passes it off on the public as a genuine
check written “according to Shachtman.” Following right
after this clumsy little forgery appears a sub-heading over
another one of Frankel’s stern indictments of us. It reads (O
Coincidence!): “A Petty Bourgeois Counterfeit.” The only
comment this requires is two punctuation marks: !!
However, we did speak of the Stalinist bureaucracy as
being without a past and without a future. It is a question
that is best dealt with — in so far as it can be adequately
treated in an article — in connection with the final point
raised (i.e., muddled up) by Frankel:
According to Marxists, the historical justification for every
ruling class is the ability under its particular system of exploitation to raise the development of productive forces of
society as a whole to a new level. Does Shachtman grant this
ability to Stalinism, i.e., his own “new exploitive class”? ...
The gist of Shachtman’s 128-page argument boils down to
a representation of the crimes of Stalinism as the birthpangs
that marked the rise of a new class to power. No more, no
less. It is an elementary principle of Marxism that ruling
classes rise in society through the operation of forces beyond
the control of men’s consciousness, reason or will. The rise
of new ruling classes can be retarded or facilitated but never
prevented — until and unless these classes have exhausted
their historic mission. In the light of this, what is Shachtman’s
version of the evolution of the Soviet Union if not an attempt
to supply an historical justification not for the ascendancy of
a new class but actually for the abominations of the Kremlin?
Ex ungue leonem — you know the lion by his claws. Another species of animal, however, you know by its bray. From
the braying, we gather that Shachtman is not only trying to
provide an historical justification for Stalinism, “but actually
for the abominations of the Kremlin.” Obviously a detestable
creature this Shachtman. Much deeper he cannot sink.
However, if we fumigate the air a little and reflect a little,
things look more cheerful.
In the first place, the two accusations are in conflict: Shachtman says the bureaucracy has no past and no future, and he
gives the bureaucracy an historical justification. If it is historically justified, it has both an historical past and an historical
future.
In the second place, Shachtman nowhere speaks of an historical justification of Stalinism, nor does he suggest that it
has one. Here we have not a forgery, but an invention.
And in the third place, the only one in our movement who
ever spoke of an historical justification of the Stalinist bureau-

cracy was — Leon Trotsky. As in the case of the definition of
a trade union, Frankel does not know where Trotsky ends
and where Shachtman begins (this is his only qualification
for writing on either one of them).
On December 28, 1934, Trotsky wrote: “Indeed, the historical justification for the very existence of the bureaucracy is
lodged in the fact that we are still very far removed from socialist society.” (The Kirov Assassination, page 10.) Further, he
notes that the Stalinist dictatorship is both a heritage of past
class struggles and an instrument for preventing a new class
struggle. “In this and in this alone rests the historical justification for the existence of the present Soviet dictatorship.”
(Ibid., page 11.) Again, in the same work: “It would be criminal to deny the progressive work accomplished by the Soviet bureaucracy.” (Ibid., page 25.)
(This Trotsky pamphlet was translated by J. G. Wright.
Wright is editor of the Fourth International. Without a murmur, he prints Frankel’s ignorant and venomous observations on “historical justification.” What does it matter? Who
will read the answer to it? Is it against the “petty bourgeois
opposition”? Is it true and harsh and tough and vicious?
Well, so much the better! That’s how we rough-and-tumble
proletarians (i.e., J G Wright! i.e., H Frankel! i.e., J. Hansen!)
write, and if you don’t like it you can lump it. Let’s print it,
damn it all.)
In a sense, we are able to accept Trotsky’s characterisation
of the bureaucracy. That is why we are able to speak of the
new class without a past and without a future — that is, without an historical past or future. If Frankel had resisted his
penchant for tearing phrases out of their context, the meaning would have been clearer.

By Max Shachtman The Struggle for the New
Course, preface to an edition of Trotsky’s The
New Course, 1943

sky, as of Lenin before him, and of Marx and Engels in the
earlier generation.
Such has been the intellectual havoc wrought in the revolutionary movement by the manners and standards of Stalinism, that “follower” has come to mean serf, worshipper, or
parrot. We have no desire to be this kind of “follower.” Trotsky was not, and we learned much of what we know from
him. In The New Course he wrote these jewelled words, which
are worth repeating a hundred times:
“If there is one thing likely to strike a mortal blow to the

CLASS WITHOUT A PAST

We say the Stalinist bureaucracy is a new ruling class because it is the “owner of the conditions of production.” Despite similarities in certain aspects with other class societies
(the capitalist, for example), it differs basically from all of
them in its own unique mode of production, in the “specific
economic form in which unpaid surplus labour is pumped
out of the direct producers,” in the distribution of the means
of production and of the products of economy.
As a result of unforeseen historical circumstances, it arose
out of “the needs of production”; it did develop the productive forces in a way that no other class could under the given
conditions.
We say this class is without a past. We seek thereby to distinguish it from the great and durable classes of history
which, for various objective reasons (economic, geographical, etc.), went through a long evolution and decisively directed the course of social development. What Frankel says
about “every ruling class” is true only in a manner of speaking, that is, with the necessary historical limitations. In other
words, it is not true as an absolutely valid dogma. History is
studded with the record of classes under whose rule society
stagnated and which could not be fitted into Frankel’s rigid
formula. Whoever does not know this had better rush to a
serious history before he even pretends to speak about Marxism.
Marxism does not say that the world, and everything in it,
marches straight from primitive communism to slavery, then
to feudalism, then to capitalism, then to the proletarian dictatorship and communism, with no reversions, sideleaps,
combinations or “oddities” whatsoever. This is an utterly
primitive conception of Marxism.
“My critic,” wrote Marx to the Russian Populist, Danielson, “must needs metamorphose my outline of the genesis of
capitalism in western Europe into a historic-philosophical
theory of the general course, fatally imposed upon all peoples, regardless of the historical circumstances in which they

What is Trotskyism?
Our criticism of Trotsky’s later theory of the “workers’ state”
introduces into it an indispensable correction. Far from “demolishing” Trotskyism, it eliminates from it a distorting element of contradiction and restores its essential inner harmony
and continuity. The writer considers himself a follower of Trot-
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find themselves placed, in order to arrive finally at that economic formation which insures with the greatest amount of
productive power of social labour the most complete development of man. But I beg his pardon. He does me too much
honour and too much shame at the same time....
“... Strikingly analogical events, occurring, however, in different historical environments [lead] to entirely dissimilar results. By studying each of these evolutions separately and
then comparing them, one will easily find the key to these
phenomena, but one will never succeed with the master-key
of a historico-philosophical theory whose supreme virtue
consists in being supra-historical.” (My emphasis — M. S.)
Marx often repeated the same thought. All classes and all
ruling classes are not the same and do not always have the
same characteristics. They cannot always be measured by the
same criteria. The same obviously holds true of all societies,
for in each of them, as Marx points out, the “prevailing element” is a different one. To apply the same criteria to the
present ruling class and the present social order in Russia as
is applied, for example, to feudalism, simply makes no sense
from the Marxian or any other standpoint. “By studying each
of these evolutions separately, and then comparing them, one
will easily find the key to these phenomena.” This is what we
have sought to do in our analysis of Stalinist Russia. A
suprahistorical master-key does not exist. Not even a thinker
of Frankel’s stature can, if we may say so, forge one.
We say, further, that this new class has no future. Why?
Because it arose at the stage of the final decay and crisis of
class society. It has given no sign of an ability to resolve the
crisis which the combined forces of world capitalism have
failed to resolve. It is historically conditioned by the concrete
circumstances of its origin. One of these circumstances is the
existence of its origin. One of these circumstances is the existence of a modern proletariat which, on a world scale (but
not on a national scale), is capable of breaking the fetters on
the productive forces, on social development, on freedom,
and thus resolving the last social crisis of humanity.
That is how it stands historically. Theoretically, it is conceivable that this new class may have “a future” and that on
a world scale. Such a perspective might open up for it if, for
example, it was conclusively demonstrated that the proletariat is organically incapable of resolving the crisis, of taking
and holding power and employing it to inaugurate a classless
society. Nothing of the sort has yet been demonstrated, much
less demonstrated conclusively. There are some dilettantes
and ex-radicals who confine themselves to just such speculations, and even make them their program of “action.” We for
our part find little interest in them, and less need for them.
Our task is the mobilisation of the working class for the revolutionary assault against decaying capitalism. Our task is
not ponderation over the growth and “future” of Stalinism,
but the struggle against it for the future of the proletariat.
Successful struggle against a foe requires an understanding
of his nature. That Frankel and his like do not understand, is
already bad. That they refuse to understand — and a precondition of understanding is intelligent and loyal discussion,
be it ever so vigorous — is worse. Frankel is only a minor
epigone of Trotsky. Trotsky’s whole New Course is an instructive protest against the type of methods, outlook, procedure
that Frankel and his friends represent. That is why Frankel
speaks so cavalierly of Trotsky’s work. That is why he does
not give the reader as much as an inkling of its contents. We
have already suggested that he does not know much. But he
knows enough to see that what Trotsky wrote in 1923-24 is a
timely and thorough indictment of what he stands for.
In this sense, a reading of The New Course may be recommended all over again as an excellent preparation for a fruitful discussion of “the Russian question.”

spiritual life of the party and to the doctrinal training of the
youth, it is certainly the transformation of Leninism from a
method demanding for its application initiative, critical thinking and ideological courage into a canon which demands
nothing more than interpreters appointed for good and aye.
“Leninism cannot be conceived of without theoretical
breadth, without a critical analysis of the material bases of the
political process. The weapon of Marxian investigation must
he constantly sharpened and applied. It is precisely in this that
tradition consists, and not in the substitution of a formal ref-
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erence or of an accidental quotation. Least of all can Leninism
be reconciled with ideological superficiality and theoretical
slovenliness.
“Lenin cannot be chopped up into quotations suited for
every possible case, because for Lenin the formula never
stands higher than the reality; it is always the tool that makes
it possible to grasp the reality and to dominate it. It would not
be hard to find in Lenin dozens and hundreds of passages
which, formally speaking, seem to be contradictory. But what
must be seen is not the formal relationship of one passage to
another, but the real relationship of each of them to the concrete reality in which the formula was introduced as a lever.
The Leninist truth is always concrete! ...
“Leninism is orthodox, obdurate, irreducible, but it does not
contain so much as a hint of formalism, canon, nor bureaucratism. In the struggle it takes the bull by the horns. To make
out of the traditions of Leninism a supra-theoretical guarantee of the infallibility of all the words and thoughts of the interpreters of these traditions, is to scoff at genuine
revolutionary tradition and transform it into official bureaucratism. It is ridiculous and pathetic to try to hypnotise a great
revolutionary party by the repetition of the same formula, according to which the right line should be sought not in the
essence of each question, not in the methods of posing, and
solving this question, but in information ... of a biographical
character.”
There are “followers” who seem to think that the whole of
Trotskyism (that is, the revolutionary Marxism of our time) is
contained in the theory that Russia is still a workers’ state and
in the slogan of “unconditional defence of the Soviet Union.”
They merely prove that they have retired from a life of active
and critical thought, and from the realities of life in general,
and confine themselves to memorising by heart two pages of
an otherwise uncut and unread book. They would be the first
to deny, by the way, that the whole of Leninism is contained
in Lenin’s theory of the “democratic dictatorship of the proletariat and peasantry” or in his strictures against Trotsky and
the theory of the permanent revolution.
The whole of Trotsky, for the new generation of Marxists
that must be trained up and organised, does not lie in his contradictory theory of the class character of Russia; it is not even
a decisively important part of the whole. Trotskyism is all of

Marx, Engels and Lenin that has withstood the test of time
and struggle — and that is a good deal! Trotskyism is its
leader’s magnificent development and amplification of the
theory of the permanent revolution. Trotskyism is the defence
of the great and fundamental principles of the Russian Bolshevik revolution and the Communist International, which it
brought into existence. Trotskyism is the principle of workers’ democracy, of the struggle for democracy and socialism.
In this sense – and it is the only one worth talking about –
The New Course is a Trotskyist classic. It was not only a
weapon hitting at the very heart of decaying bureaucratism
in revolutionary Russia. It was and is a guide for the struggle
against the vices of bureaucratism throughout the labour and
revolutionary movements.
Bureaucratism is not simply a direct product of certain economic privileges acquired by the officialdom of the labour
movement. It is also an ideology, a concept of leadership and
of its relationship to the masses, which is absorbed even by
labour and revolutionary officialdoms who enjoy no economic
privileges at all. It is an ideology that reeks of its bourgeois
origin. Boiled down to its most vicious essence, it is the kind
of thinking and living and leading which says to the rank and
file, in the words Trotsky once used to describe the language
of Stalinism: “No thinking! Those at the top have more brains
than you.”
We see this ideology reflected in the every-day conduct of
our own American trade union bureaucracy: “We will handle
everything. Leave things to us. You stay where you are, and
keep still.” We see it reflected throughout the big social-democratic (to say nothing of the Stalinist) parties: “We will negotiate things. We will arrange everything. We will manoeuvre
cleverly with the enemy, and get what you want without
struggle. You sit still until further orders. That is all you are fit
for.” We even see it in those smaller revolutionary groups
which are outside the reformist and Stalinist movements and
which consider that this fact alone immunises them from bureaucratism. We repeat, it is a bourgeois ideology through and
through. It is part of the ideas that the bourgeoisie, through all
its agencies for moulding the mind of the masses, seeks to
have prevail: “Whatever criticism you may have to make of
us, remember this: The masses are stupid. It is no accident that
they are at the bottom of the social ladder. They are incapable

of rising to the top. They need a ruler over them; they cannot
rule themselves. For their own good, they must be kept where
they are.”
The New Course does more than dismiss this odious ideology
that fertilises the mind of the labour bureaucracy. It analyses
its source and its nature. It diagnoses the evil to perfection. It
indicates the operation needed to remove it, and the tools with
which to perform the operation. It is the same tool needed by
the proletariat for its emancipation everywhere. Its name is
the democratically organised and controlled, self-acting, dynamic, critical, revolutionary political party of the working
class.
The counter-revolution in Russia was made possible only
because Stalinism blunted, then wore down, then smashed to
bits this indispensable tool of the proletariat. The bureaucracy
won. “If Trotsky had been right,” says the official iconographer of Stalin, Henri Barbusse, “he would have won.” How
simple! What a flattering compliment to ... Hitler. The bureaucracy not only won, but consolidated its power on a scale unknown in any country of the world throughout all history.
Stalin himself is now the Pope-Czar of the Russian Empire.
But that is only how it seems on the surface; that is how it
is only for a very short while, as history counts. “Any imbecile
can rule with a state of siege,” said Rochefort. Only the really
powerful and confident can rule by establishing peaceful relations in the country. That, the new bureaucracy, without a
past and without a future, cannot do. The combined efforts of
world capitalism cannot do that nowadays, still less the efforts of the Stalinist nobility. The latter has succeeded in establishing “socialism,” for itself and “in a single country.” It will
not live long to enjoy it. Together with all modern rulers, it is
doomed to perish in the unrelenting world crisis that it cannot
solve, or to perish at the hands of an avenging socialist proletariat.
Cromwell’s Roundheads marched with Bibles in their
hands. The militant proletariat needs no divine revelations or
scriptural injunctions, no Bibles or saviours. But it will march
to victory only if its conscious vanguard has assimilated the
rich and now-more-timely-than-ever lessons to be learned
from the classic work of the organiser of the first great proletarian revolution.

the tradition of the party.
Leninism is genuine freedom from formalistic prejudices,
from moralising doctrinalism, from all forms of intellectual
conservatism attempting to bind the will to revolutionary action. But to believe that Leninism signifies that “anything
goes” would be an irremediable mistake. Leninism includes
the morality, not formal but genuinely revolutionary, of mass
action and the mass party. Nothing is so alien to it as functionary-arrogance and bureaucratic cynicism.
A mass party has its own morality, which is the bond of
fighters in and for action. Demagogy is irreconcilable with the
spirit of a revolutionary party because it is deceitful: by presenting one or another simplified solution of the difficulties
of the hour it inevitably undermines the next future, weakens
the party’s self-confidence.
Swept by the wind and gripped by a serious danger, demagogy easily dissolves into panic. It is hard to juxtapose, even
on paper, panic and Leninism.
Leninism is warlike from head to foot. War is impossible
without cunning, without subterfuge, without deception of
the enemy. Victorious war cunning is a constituent element
of Leninist politics.
But, at the same time, Leninism is supreme revolutionary
honesty toward the party and the working class. It admits of
no fiction, no bubble-blowing, no pseudo-grandeur.
Leninism is orthodox, obdurate, irreducible, but it does not
contain so much as a hint of formalism, canon, nor bureaucratism. In the struggle, it takes the bull by the horns. To make
out of the traditions of Leninism a supra-theoretical guarantee of infallibility of all the words and thoughts of the interpreters of these traditions is to scoff at genuine revolutionary
tradition and transform it into social bureaucratism. It is
ridiculous and pathetic to try to hypnotise a great revolutionary party by the repetition of the same formulae, according to
which the right line should be sought not in the essence of
each question, not in the methods of posing and solving this
question, but in informatiof of a biographical character.

Since I am obliged to speak of myself for a moment, I will
say that I do not consider the road by which I came to Leninism as less safe and reliable than the others. I came to Lenin
fighting, but I came fully and all the way. My actions in the
service of the party are the only guarantee of this: I can give
no other supplementary guarantees. And if the question is to
be posed in the field of biographical investigation, then at least
it ought to be done properly.
It would then be necessary to reply to thorny questions.
Were all those who were faithful to the master in the small
matters also faithful to him in the great? Did all those who
showed such docility in the presence of the master thereby
offer guarantees that they would continue his work in his absence? Does the whole of Leninism lie in docility? I have no intention whatever of analysing these questions by taking as
examples individual comrades with whom, so far as I am concerned, I intend to continue working hand in hand.
Whatever the difficulties and the differences of opinion may
be in the future, they can be victoriously overcome only by
the collective work of the party’s mind, checking up each time
by itself and thereby maintaining the continuity of development.
This character of the revolutionary tradition is bound up
with the peculiar character of revolutionary discipline. Where
tradition is conservative, discipline is passive and is violated
at the first moment of crisis. Where, as in our party, tradition
consists in the highest revolutionary activity, discipline attains
its maximum point, for its decisive importance is constantly
checked in action. Thence, the indestructible alliance of revolutionary initiative, of critical, bold elaboration of questions,
with iron discipline in action. And it is only by this superior
activity that the youth can receive from the old this tradition
of discipline and carry it on.
We cherish the tradition of Bolshevism as much as anybody. But let no one dare identify bureaucratism with Bolshevism, tradition with vacuous routine.

What is Leninism?
By Leon Trotsky, The New Course, 1923

Leninism cannot be conceived of without theoretical breadth,
without a critical analysis of the material bases of the political process. The weapon of Marxian investigation must be
constantly sharpened and applied. It is precisely in this that
tradition consists, and not in the substitution of a formal reference or of an accidental quotation.
Least of all can Leninism be reconciled with ideological superficialty and theoretical slovenliness.
Lenin cannot be chopped up into quotations suited for
every possible case, because for Lenin the formula never
stands higher than the reality; it is always the tool that makes
it possible to grasp the reality and to dominate it. It would not
be hard to find in Lenin dozens and hundreds of passages
which, formally speaking, seem to be contradictory. But what
must be seen is not the formal relationship of one passage to
another, but the real relationship of each of them to the concrete reality in which the formula was introduced as a lever.
The Leninist truth is always concrete!
As a system of revolutionary action, Leninism presupposes
a revolutionary sense sharpened by reflection and experience
which, in the social realm, is equivalent to the muscular sensation in physical labor. But revolutionary sense cannot be
confused with demagogical flair. The latter may yield
ephemeral successes, sometimes even sensational ones. But it
is a political instinct of an inferior type.
It always leans toward the line of least resistance. Leninism,
on the other hand, seeks to pose and resolve the fundamental
revolutionary problems.
Leninism is, first of all, realism, the highest qualitative and
quantitative appreciation of reality, from the standpoint of
revolutionary action. Precisely because of this it is irreconcilable with the flight from reality behind the screen of hollow
agitationalism, with the passive loss of time, with the haughty
justification of yesterday’s mistakes on the pretext of saving
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Introduction
Trotsky sums up the petty bourgeois opposition as a whole just after the split in
the SWP (US) in April 1940 in his article, Petty-Bourgeois Moralists and the
Proletarian Party:
“The petty-bourgeois minority of the SWP split from the proletarian majority
on the basis of a struggle against revolutionary Marxism. Burnham proclaimed
dialectical materialism to be incompatible with his moth-eaten ‘science’.
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Shachtman proclaimed revolutionary Marxism to be of no moment from the
standpoint of ‘practical tasks’. Abern hastened to hook up his little booth with
the anti-Marxism bloc…
Only the other day Shachtman referred to himself in the press as a
‘Trotskyist’. If this be Trotskyism then I at least am no Trotskyist. With the
present ideas of Shachtman, not to mention Burnham, I have nothing in
common… As for their ‘organisational methods’ and political ‘morality’ I have
nothing but contempt. Had the conscious agents of the class enemy operated
through Shachtman, they could not have advised him to do anything different
from what he himself has perpetrated. He united with anti-Marxists to wage a
struggle against Marxism. He helped fuse together a petty-bourgeois faction
against the workers. He refrained from utilising internal party democracy and
from making an honest effort to convince the proletarian majority. He
engineered a split under the conditions of a world war. To crown it all, he
threw over the split the veil of a petty and dirty scandal, which seems
especially designed to provide our enemies with ammunition. Such are these
‘democrats’, such are their ‘morals’’! [1]
Workers Liberty’s Sean Matgamna wants to persuade us all, and his own young
members in particular, that they are the genuine one of the “two Trotskys” and the
other, the “orthodox”, personified by the post-Trotsky leadership of JP Cannon of
the US SWP, Ernest Mandel, Michel Pablo, Gerry Healy, Ted Grant, etc. is a bogus
one. [2] Trotsky too made serious errors in the last year of his life (1939-40 – see
Trotsky’s USSR in War in this pamphlet), Sean would have us believe, although he
was coming around to the way of thinking represented by Max Shachtman and,
had he lived long enough, he would have admitted he was wrong. Shachtman was
right and Sean Matgamna is also right now it seems in defending Shachtman up to
1958, when he dissolved the Independent Socialist League and entered the small
Socialist Party in an unprincipled adaption to the Democrats.
After 1958 apparently the mantle fell to the left Shachtmanites Hal Draper, CLR
James, Raya Dunayevskaya, and others until eventually Matgamna shouldered the
Shachtman burden and raised the flag of genuine Trotskyism after about 1983.
The thesis that we intend to prove is: There is and was only one Leon Trotsky
politically and that heritage is definitively not represented be either Max
Shachtman or Sean Matgamna who was and are renegades from Trotskyism.
Shachtman could likewise said of them, “if this be Shachtmanism I at least am no
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Shachtmanite” if that’s not just too ridiculous.

Socialist Fight No.15
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We will therefore make a critical defence of the SWP under Cannon and the Fourth

Socialist Fight No.16 Spring

International during WWII up to 1948-9, acknowledging that severe problems

2014 0

were emerging during WWII which Shachtman picked up on. But his attacks on

Socialist Fight No.17
Aug./Sept. 2014 0

the SWP was always with a rightist agenda and therefore ultimately from the right;

the trajectory identified by Trotsky in his collection of essays contained in In
Defence of Marxism is correct even not all documents are contained in it and
Shachtman took far longer to get there than his comrade-in-arms James
Burnham. He hared off to the right almost immediately to defend American
imperialism in such famous publications as The Managerial Revolution, (today it is
obviously farcical nonsense) a rejection of internationalist class politics and antiimperialism correctly identified by Trotsky as the real basis to the 1939-40 SWP
opposition. As it is of the AWL today.
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Christmas 1939 – Direct equation of Stalin and Hitler in Socialist Appeal under Shachtman’s
editorship; a portent of the split to come.

The main, central, enemy of the global
working class is the global hegemon, USdominated imperialism, its NATO and other
allies
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The main enemy is ALWAYS at home in imperialist countries, NEVER in semi-

Editorial: Ideological

colonial Buenos Aires, Damascus, Kabul, Tripoli, Teheran, Moscow or Beijing. In

formlessness and Labour’s

semi-colonial and Stalinist countries that also hold true even if more emphasis

Disaster; Corbyn’s Failure

must be put in opposing the local bourgeois or Stalinist leadership but in all

of Leadership 0

conflicts with imperialism true revolutionaries understand the theory of Permanent
Revolution. They know their temporary allies are just that; they are conjectural

SocialistFightNo34 JanuaryFebruary 2020 Editorial:

opponents of imperialism who will stab consistent opponents in the back to broker

Ideological formlessness

a new compromise with imperialism at the first opportunity. Remember James

and Labour’s Disaster;

Connolly’s famous quote in 1916 on this which he brilliantly foreshadowed
Trotsky’s famous theory: “In the event of victory, hold on to your rifles, as those
with whom we are fighting may stop before our goal is reached. We are out for
economic as well as political liberty.”

Corbyn’s Failure of
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SocialistFightNo34 JanuaryFebruary 2020 Editorial:
Ideological formlessness

In 1983 the Workers Socialist League (WSL), which had fused with Matgamna’s

and Labour’s Disaster;

International-Communist League in 1981, split from the old WSL group led by

Corbyn’s Failure of

Alan Thornett and Alan Clinton. The Matgamna majority refused to call for the

Leadership 0

defeat of the British Expeditionary force to the Malvinas/ Falkland Islands in the
war of 1982. They took a dual defeatist position on the grounds that Argentina

SocialistFightNo34
Editorial: Ideological

was not a semi-colony of imperialism but ‘sub-imperialist’; a regional imperialist

formlessness and Labour’s

power. They called for self-determination for the Malvinas islanders. He split his
organisation in three on those disgraceful ‘principles’. The WSL minority took a
centrist position, the group around the WSL international, the Trotskyist
International Liaison Committee, (TILC) took the correct line of calling for the
defeat of the British Expeditionary force.
In 2007 Matgamna made a critical assessment of Max Shachtman because it was
necessary to explain how he ended up in such a bad place politically if he had been
correct up to then. He supported the CIA-backed Bay of Pigs invasion of Cuba in
1961 and the US wars on Vietnam and Cambodia (via opposition to withdrawing
US troops) up to his death in 1972. He admits:

Disaster; Corbyn’s Failure
of Leadership
January0February 2020 0

In Defence Of
Trotskyism
In Defence Of Trotskyism
No.01 Winter 2009, China:
deformed workers’ state or
rising world imperialist

“Max Shachtman died of a heart attack on 4 November 1972, as the USA was

power? 0

preparing to “bomb Cambodia into the Stone Age” — which it did, leaving the

In Defence of Trotskyism
No.01 (Français) Hiver 2009

ultra-Stalinist Khmer Rouge as murdering kings of the ruins. The folly of
relying on US imperialism against Stalinism could not have been more horribly
proven. At his end Shachtman stood as a negative example of the need for
the politics he had defended for four decades — independent, socialist,
working class politics. Yet his earlier writings continue to stand as an
immensely valuable positive embodiment of such politics” [3]

0
In Defence Of Trotskyism
No.02 Summer 2011, 0
In Defence Of Trotskyism
No.03 Winter 2011, Class
Consciousness and the

Wasn’t “The folly of relying on US imperialism against Stalinism” the essence of

Revolutionary Party 0

Third Campism? “Well not really for the ‘left’ Shachtman and his political heirs, we
are neutral and refuse to take sides” they object. We will see how hollow this claim

In Defence of Trotskyism
No.03 (Español) Invierno

is later. But you couldn’t get away with that on Vietnam because of the leftism of

2011 0

the age. His earlier writings on the USSR stand for no such thing, as we shall see

In Defence of Trotskyism

but for now we will examine the following lines by Matgamna because this is

No.03 (Français) Hiver 2011

essential Shachtmanism, even after the USSR is long gone:

0

“In the post-war world, where the USSR was the second great global power,

In Defence Of Trotskyism
No.04 Spring 2013,

recognition that the USA and Western Europe — advanced capitalism — was

Methodology: The United

the more progressive of the contending camps, the one which gave richer

Front and the Anti-

possibilities, greater freedom, more for socialists to build on, was, I believe, a

Imperialist United Front 0

necessary part of the restoration of Marxist balance to socialist politics. It was
a pre-requisite for the reconstruction of Marxism after the systematic

In Defence Of Trotskyism
No.05 Summer 2013,

destruction of its concepts over a long period.” (out emphasis) [4]
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In all wars even with semi-colonial countries it was ALWAYS true for the AWL that
“the USA and Western Europe — advanced capitalism — was the more progressive

No.06 Continuity of
Trotskyism 0

of the contending camps.” This is consistent with Shachtman’s Workers Party

In Defence of Trotskyism

whose main concern in splitting from Trotsky and the SWP was to signal their

No.07 Polemic against

loyalty to global imperialism; they could not even defend colonised China against

Workers Power. 0

imperialist Japan let alone their later refusal to give critical support to Mao Tse
Tung against Chiang Kai-shek in the Chinese Revolution. As Barry Shepherd

In Defence Of Trotskyism
No.08 The CWI and IMT:

explains:

Right Centrist Heirs Of Ted
Grant 0

“In addition to maintaining the hands-off, third-camp position regarding the
Nazi-Soviet war, the Workers Party also took a third-camp position in the war

In Defence Of Trotskyism
No.09 Reply to

by colonised China against its Japanese occupiers.” [5]

Revolutionary Communist

In siding with their own ruling class in its wars the AWL reject Marx’s and Lenin’s
theory of imperialism outright. Marx and Engels, Trotsky reminds us, “supported
the revolutionary struggle of the Irish against Great Britain, of the Poles against
the Tsar, even though in these two nationalist wars the leaders were, for the most

International Tendency
(RCIT) 0
In Defence Of Trotskyism
No.10 Part 1 December
2014: The general historic

part, members of the bourgeoisie and even at times of the feudal aristocracy … at

role of the Stalinist

all events, Catholic reactionaries.”

bureaucracy and their

Trotsky went on to point out that the Bolsheviks supported Abd El-Krim in
Morocco in 1921 against the French (and Spanish) when he temporarily liberated
northern Morocco from Spanish colonial rule. He was an emir, a Rif from the Berber
community who fought for an independent Rif republic, whose name is not allowed
to be mentioned even today in Morocco. ‘Respectable’ democrats and Social
Democrats like Leon Blum spoke with hate of the struggle of a “savage tyrant”
against the “democracy” as the AWL do today about Afghanistan, Iraq, Libya,
Syria and Ukraine.
But, says Trotsky, “we, Marxists and Bolsheviks, considered the struggle of the
Riffians against imperialist domination as a progressive war”. And he refers to the
record of Lenin who “wrote hundreds of pages demonstrating the primary
necessity of distinguishing between imperialist nations and the colonial and semi
colonial nations which comprise the great majority of humanity. To speak of
“revolutionary defeatism” in general, without distinguishing between exploiter and
exploited countries, is to make a miserable caricature of Bolshevism and to put
that caricature at the service of the imperialists.” [6]
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And of course Trotsky also opposed wrong ultra-left Third Campist phrase

was supported by

mongering on Abyssinia in 1936, on China in 1937 and Brazil (hypothetically) in

imperialism left? 0

1938. Here he spells out the correct position against imperialism on China:

In Defence Of Trotskyism
No.15 Part 2 June 2015:

“The only salvation of the workers and peasants of China is to struggle

This concentrates on the

independently against the two armies, against the Chinese army in the same

politics of Mao Tse Tung. 0

manner as against the Japanese army” (say his ultra-left Third Campist
opponents – GD). And Trotsky explains “to participate actively and

In Defence Of Trotskyism
No.16 A first-hand account

consciously in the war does not mean ‘to serve Chiang Kai-shek’ but to serve

of the Hungarian

the independence of a colonial country in spite of Chiang Kai-shek. And the

Revolution 0

words directed against the Kuomintang are the means of educating the
masses for the overthrow of Chiang Kai-shek. In participating in the military

In Defence of Trotskyism
No.17 The popular image of

struggle under the orders of Chiang Kai-shek, since unfortunately it is he who

Arabs in Hollywood and

has the command in the war for independence—is to prepare politically the

Washington 0

overthrow of Chiang Kai-shek… that is the only revolutionary policy”. [7]

In Defence of Trotskyism
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If there is any historical justification for Matgamna’s quote above it is the position

Three Marxist Perspectives

taken by Marx before his “Irish Turn” in 1870 when he explained:

0
In Defence of Trotskyism

“England, the metropolis of capital, the power which has up to now ruled the
world market, is at present the most important country for the workers’

No.19 Third Campism: “If
this be Trotskyism then I at

revolution, and moreover the only country in which the material conditions for

least am no Trotskyist” 0

this revolution have reached a certain degree of maturity. It is consequently

In Defence Of Trotskyism

the most important object of the International Working Men’s Association to

No.20 Ireland and Palestine
0

hasten the social revolution in England. The sole means of hastening it is to
make Ireland independent. Hence it is the task of the International everywhere
to put the conflict between England and Ireland in the foreground, and

In Defence of Trotskyism
No.21 0

everywhere to side openly with Ireland. It is the special task of the Central

IN Defence of Trotskyism

Council in London to make the English workers realise that for them the
national emancipation of Ireland is not a question of abstract justice or

No.22 0
In Defence of Trotskyism

humanitarian sentiment but the first condition of their own social

No.26 0

emancipation.” [8]

In Defence of Trotskyism
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Previous to that he and Engels had a position that the advanced capitalist
countries showed backward nations their own future. Elsewhere, in reference of

In Defence of Trotskyism
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the question of forming a revolutionary party, Matgamna suggests that one is not

In Defence of Trotskyism

necessary and before 1848 Marx though so too (an early Shachtmanite) and we

No.30 0

who rejected this modern idiocy had not reached the level of understanding that

In Defence of Trotskyism
No.31 0

Marx had in 1848. It would be helpful if Matgamna managed to reach the level of
understanding of Marx’s thinking on Ireland, and the colonial world in general,
after 1870.
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We have polemicised extensively against the pro-imperialist left, which category
the AWL led from 1983, in the Socialist Fight journal and website. Of course their

No.33 0
In Defence of Trotskyism

reactionary on Ireland and their pro-Zionism is well known and can be directly

No.33-French 0

attributed to their Shachtmanism after 1983 in particular. Analysis of these issues

In Defence of Trotskyism

requires another pamphlet.
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T h i s Socialist Appeal (SA) cartoon, on 1 September 1939 (not 1 October as it says above), reproduced
in AWL publications, clearly indicates that it is the aggressive Stalin and not the terrified victim
Hitler who is the threat to ‘western civilisation’. Socialist Appeal was under the editorship of
Shachtman then and appeared three times a week from 1938 to 1940.

The ‘Nature’ and ‘role’ or ‘function’ of the
Stalinist bureaucracy and workers’ states
Barry Sheppard succinctly sets out the Trotskyist position on the USSR thus:
The SWP in the United States and the Fourth International it its majority held
to Trotsky’s analysis. This view posited that the ruling bureaucracy was not a
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new ruling class in a new form of class society, as the bureaucratic collectivists
maintained, nor a capitalist class ruling through a new form of state
capitalism. The bureaucratic counter-revolution had not destroyed all the

Grass Roots Left
Unite Grass Roots Left

gains of the Russian Revolution, especially the property forms the revolution
had established – the nationalised and planned economy and subsidiary
aspects such as the monopoly of foreign trade. Labour power was no longer a

Recent Comments

commodity and the reserve army of the unemployed no longer existed. The

Viriato on The Truckers’

bureaucracy did not derive its privileges through ownership of the means of

Protest is Reactionary

production, but through its control over distribution. It was a parasite on the

socialistfight on Aims of
the Socialist Fight 2022

nationalised and planned economy. The new property forms that were
established by the revolution were working-class conquests that remained.
These gains had to be defended both internally and from imperialist attack, so
this current defended the USSR against the Nazi invasion. It also defended
China against Japan and all movements by oppressed countries against
imperialist colonisation and oppression. [9]
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But the nature and role of Stalinism was a point of political confusion which caused

Socialist Fight 2022

great problems. The ‘nature’ of Stalinism is always counter-revolutionary; the role

Viriato on Aims of the

of Stalinism in the USSR and internationally can be either
progressive/revolutionary in national economic and social terms or
reactionary/counterrevolutionary in global terms depending on circumstances or
their perceived material interests. It is vital to understand this distinction. As with
the trade union bureaucracies Stalinist bureaucracies do not and did not have a

Socialist Fight 2022
socialistfight on Aims of
the Socialist Fight 2022

WRP Explosion

‘dual’ or contradictory nature and neither has the workers’ state, healthy,
degenerated or deformed. In so far as the state continued to exist it was
bourgeois in character to a certain degree and in a certain sense and therefore
counter-revolutionary but should have been continually withering away as the
productive forces developed exponentially as socialism moved on to communism
where there would be no state and no classes and a superabundance of wealth.
But war and isolation made withering away impossible and therefore made the rise
of the bureaucracy inevitable if revolutions were not successful in the advanced
capitalist countries.
But in the USSR the opposite happened, the state became a monstrously
repressive organ of privilege in the midst of universal want. The state WAS the
bureaucracy, its policemen, because the by-now degenerated Communist Party
appointed all the functionaries of that state and there was no real separation of
powers between government, legislature and judiciary/police. It was a real
dictatorship, a dictatorship of the proletariat wielded by the democratic Soviets in
the USSR when it was a healthy workers’ state up to 1923-4 and wielded by the
Stalinist bureaucracies in degenerated and deformed workers’ states since, both
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defending nationalised property relations allied with a monopoly of foreign trade in

should read the actual

a planned economy. But that Stalinist bureaucracy and state was counter-

complaint there's more gong

revolutionary full stop after 1923-4 and not withering away at all.

on here than the author

But we cannot leave the matter there; like the trade union bureaucracies they rest
on gains of the working class so sometimes they must defend and even advance
those gains in defence of their own privileges. So they have a contradictory role or
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function. They must maintain their trade union or workers’ state because that is
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the source of their privileges so they must do some progressive things like call
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strikes and provide welfare and fight off and sometimes defeat feudalists, fascists,

spending in a period of severe

imperialists and their proxies. But they must not fight too consistently or mobilise

austerity cost Labour victory in

the working class globally to such an extent that capitalism and global imperialism

195… 4 days ago

itself is endangered by revolution. This would abandon the vital corollary to the
fundamental theory of socialism in a single country; peaceful co-existence with

China a new superpower?

imperialism. Again and again the Soviet bureaucracy opposed wars in Korea (not

socialistfight.com/2022/02/08/
chi… 1 week ago

vetoing the UN support for the US invasion), [10] in Vietnam and in Cuba only to
change their tune when the facts on the ground opened up the possibility of
putting a bit of extra pressure on imperialism on the understanding that it would
never go as far as advocating world revolution that would threaten imperialism in
its heartlands.
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1 week ago

Because if the working class gets its head it will not forget all the previous acts of
treachery and unprincipled compromises they had made to enrich themselves. The
workers threaten them from below and the bosses from above; hence their
contradictory role or function. But both the reformist trade union bureaucrats and
their allied bourgeois-workers’ parties, Labour of Social Democratic, and the
Stalinist workers’ state functionaries are counterrevolutionary themselves; they
cannot ever lead a real workers’ revolution against global capitalism.
Of course we cannot take the trade union bureaucracy analogy too far. Unlike the
TU bureaucrats, who have a direct relationship of loyalty to their own ruling class,
it must be acknowledged that the Stalinist bureaucracy was the sole ruling cast or
stratum in Soviet society after 1928 as Trotsky explained in The Revolution
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Betrayed:
“The state support of the kulak (1923-28) contained a mortal danger for the
socialist future. But then, with the help of the petty bourgeoisie the
bureaucracy succeeded in binding the proletarian vanguard hand and foot,
and suppressing the Bolshevik Opposition. This “mistake” from the point of
view of socialism was a pure gain from the point of view of the bureaucracy.
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When the kulak began directly to threaten the bureaucracy itself, it turned its
weapons against the kulak. The panic of aggression against the kulak,
spreading also to the middle peasant, was no less costly to the economy than
a foreign invasion (1928-32 – GD). But the bureaucracy had defended its

Grass Roots Left
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positions. Having barely succeeded in exterminating its former ally, it began
with all its power to develop a new aristocracy. Thus undermining socialism? Of
course but at the same time strengthening the commanding caste. The Soviet
bureaucracy is like all ruling classes in that it is ready to shut its eyes to the
crudest mistakes of its leaders in the sphere of general politics, provided in
return they show an unconditional fidelity in the defence of its privileges. The
more alarmed becomes the mood of the new lords of the situation, the higher
the value they set upon ruthlessness against the least threat to their so
justly earned rights. It is from this point of view that the caste of parvenus
selects its leaders. Therein lies the secret of Stalin’s success.” [11]
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And on occasions like great financial crises and war revolution is they only thing

In Defence Of Trotskyism

that will avoid disaster and secure a future for youth, which neither TU

No.03
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bureaucrats nor Stalinists will ever lead. Dave Bruce wrote in 1887:
“It cannot be over-stressed that, in spite of widespread claims to the

No.03 (Español)
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contrary, Trotsky never referred to the ‘dual nature’ of the workers’ state, the

No.03 (Français)

bureaucracy or anything else. As a complex of institutions comprising millions
of people, it would be absurd to talk of a ‘dual nature’ of a bureaucracy. On

In Defence Of Trotskyism
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the contrary, in The Transitional Programme, he had written:

In Defence Of Trotskyism
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“. . . from genuine Bolshevism (Ignace Reiss) to complete fascism (F.
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Butenko). The revolutionary elements within the bureaucracy, only a small
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minority, reflect, passively it is true, the socialist interests of the proletariat.
The fascist, counter-revolutionary elements, growing uninterruptedly, express

In Defence of Trotskyism
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with even greater consistency the interests of world imperialism . . . Between

In Defence Of Trotskyism

these two poles, there are intermediate, diffused Menshevik-S.R.-liberal
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tendencies which gravitate toward bourgeois democracy.”
What he did write about was the dual role, the dual function of the workers’
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state and the bureaucracy, more or less interchangeably. And that was no
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accident: the bureaucracy had usurped the state, leaving the working class no
role or function within it. The Marxist conception of the workers’ state

In Defence Of Trotskyism
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assigned the role of defence of the state and of control of its bureaucracy to

In Defence Of Trotskyism

the working class, organised in Soviets. The capacity of the class to perform
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this role had been portended by the short-lived Paris Commune of 1871 and,
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to a degree, proved by the early experience of post-revolutionary Russia.
However, under the appallingly difficult conditions of the first, backward and
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isolated workers’ state, the working class surrendered the role. By the mid-
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1920s, if Trotsky is to be believed, the Thermidorian reaction had occurred
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and the bureaucracy had become the state.” [12]
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Dave Bruce: “It cannot be over-stressed that, in spite of widespread claims to the contrary, Trotsky
never referred to the ‘dual nature’ of the workers’ state, the bureaucracy or anything else.”

In Defence of Trotskyism
No.27

It was Michel Pablo and nor a genuine Trotskyist who falsely (almost) claimed that

In Defence of Trotskyism

Stalinism was “objectively revolutionary” – no centrist groupings claiming the
heritage of Trotskyism defends that line today. In fact what he referred to was the
“objectively revolutionary significance of these facts” in the following passage in
Where Are We Going? in 1952:
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“Those who think they can respond to the anxiety and the embarrassment of

In Defence of Trotskyism

some people at the so-called victories of Stalinism by minimising the
objectively revolutionary significance of these facts are obliged to take refuge
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in a sectarianism, anti-Stalinist at all costs, which scarcely conceals under its

No.33

aggressive appearance its lack of confidence in the fundamental revolutionary

In Defence of Trotskyism

process of our epoch. This process is the most certain pledge for the

No.33-French

inevitable final defeat of Stalinism, and it will be realised all the more rapidly,
the quicker the overthrow of capitalism and of imperialism progresses and
gains a bigger and bigger part of the world”.
That passage showed a complete descent into centrist objectivism by the leaders
of the Fourth International at that point. However the position of Shachtman and
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the Workers’ Party was worse and to their right even then, as we shall show. But
first we must show why the global working class were obliged to defend the USSR
even after the Hitler-Stalin pact and during WWII up to its final collapse in August
1991.

A Critical Defence of the US SWP against
Shachtman 1940-1948
The confusion between ‘nature’ and ‘role’ is the ideological source of the mistakes
on Stalinism and the ‘Red Army’ that Shachtman picked up on during the course
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of the war. The split of April 1940 severed the Stalinophobic right wing of the SWP
and now very clear signs of Stalinophilia began to emerge without that balancing
force and Trotsky’s guidance.
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forces of the Stalinist bureaucracy, all revolutionary leadership had been eliminated
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in the Great Purges and now only yes men remained. Of course the motivation for
that line was to appeal to the US Stalinists whose strength reached 100,000
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before the war’s end. Nevertheless the illusions are clearly wrong and Cannon’s
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objections to the defence of the revolutionary uprising in Warsaw in August 1944
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demonstrated that those illusions went to the top.
Nonetheless it is wrong to for Shachtman assert that there was no motivation
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amongst the Red Army and the working class to defend the gains of the October
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‘mopping-up” battalions behind the lines to shoot retreating soldiers is
Stalinophobia.
But by continually denying any revolutionary essence in the leadership of the Red
Army and in the bureaucracy itself, correctly, against Cannon, Shachtman
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establish socialism and they thought, wrongly, that the Red Army had come to
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help them. This happened in practically every major city that was under Nazi
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occupation. And the mass bombing of the working class quarters of the German
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dismisses this revolutionary impulse in the masses themselves. Warsaw arose not
just because the nationalist leadership wanted to prevent the Red Army taking

cities was to prevent just these revolutionary uprisinbgs.
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This cartoon in SA on 29-8-1939 works at a certain level, Stalin was certainly as brutal as Hitler.
But alarm bells should have rung at the direct equations that were constantly made.
The SWP were quite right against Shachtman to demand that Stalin appeal to the
German working class to rise up and overthrow Hitler because they were coming
to liberate them. This was the correct Transitional demand to appeal to the ranks
of the Red Army. But instead under the leadership of and on the urgings of Stalin
and the Red Army leaders they raped and slaughtered their way into Berlin
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because they accepted Stalin’s lies that all Germans were Nazis. Western
imperialism agreed.
The advance of the Red Army and the way it fought inspired the working class of
the planet but the Stalinist bureaucracy betrayed that in Warsaw, in
Czechoslovakia, in Northern Italy, in Greece and in Vietnam. And six communist
parties entered European governments to save capitalism from revolution at the
end of the war, only to be ejected from government when the revolutionary wave
had ebbed and Marshall Aid had replaced it from April 1947.
But Shachtman only points to the counter-revolutionary acts of the bureaucracy
and not to the revolutionary struggles of the masses, which the Trotskyists on
the ground did everything they could to advance and instead he looks to
imperialism itself, Stalin’s allies in counter-revolution, to assist. Of course the
Stalinists overturned property relations in a bureaucratic manner, having first
smashed the revolutionary upsurge of the masses and then relied on them as a
controlled stage army to expropriate the capitalists beginning from the end of
1948.
If Shachtman can point to the shortcomings of the SWP leaders in fighting
Stalinism it was from the increasingly obvious perspective of siding with
‘democratic imperialism’ against Stalinism.
Bob Pitt recounts:
If Matgamna’s tradition-building project requires him to tinker with the real
history of the WP/ISL, it also involves a parallel distortion of the politics of the
Shachmanites’ “orthodox Trotskyist” opponents in the United States,
represented by the SWP and its leader James P. Cannon.
The SWP’s applause for the Soviet armed forces during the war as “Trotsky’s
Red Army” is made much of in this collection, which backs up the
Shachtmanites’ anti-SWP polemics with illustrations of the offending articles
and cartoons from the SWP’s paper Socialist Appeal. Shachtman himself
insisted that this position on the Red Army was a necessary consequence of
the pro-Stalinist politics implicit in the SWP’s Soviet defencism. But it seems
to me that the Cannonites’ line stemmed not from an intrinsic softness
towards Stalinism (which they were not inclined to) but rather from an effort
to relate to the consciousness of US workers (which Cannon in particular
certainly was inclined to – it was one of his political strengths).
During the war the anti-fascist sentiments of the working class took the form
of enthusiastic support for the Soviet Union in its resistance to the Nazi
invasion. The Communist Party won widespread popularity for its Stalinist
politics as a result, and I think that the SWP leadership with its “Trotsky’s Red
Army” line sought to direct this pro-Soviet response towards the October
Revolution and away from its Stalinist degeneration. They may have been
wrong in this, but it hardly stands as conclusive evidence of a consistent
Stalinophile deviation.
Post-war, the SWP along with other sections of the world Trotskyist
movement had to grapple with the question of Soviet Stalinism’s expansion
into Eastern Europe, along with successful seizures of power by indigenous
Stalinist forces in Yugoslavia and China. These developments ran entirely
counter to Trotsky’s predictions – which had anticipated that the inevitable
outcome of the war would be Stalinism’s overthrow either by workers’
revolution or by capitalist restoration – so it is not surprising that Trotskyists
had difficulty in comprehending the new situation.
Comrade Pitt wrote well in 1990 but I think he was wrong to excuse the SWP
leaders to that extent. We understand the pressures; the CPUSA had 100,000
members at its high point during the war, Trotsky stressed the need to orientate
towards these workers, the Shachtmanites really were petty-bourgeois and not
workers themselves and could not nor did not want to orientate towards workers
at all. Hence Trotsky’s insistence on ‘proletarianising’ the party.

Why the economic base of the USSR had to be
defended
The economy of the USSR was not simply based on ‘nationalised property’ but on
nationalised property relations together with central planning (however distorted)
and the monopoly of foreign trade. The AWL scribes continually refer to
‘nationalised property’ only in order to infer that the Trotskyists hold that the
degree of nationalisation determines a workers’ state. That became the reformist
criterion for Ted Grant which led him to accept a whole list of third world countries
as workers’ states beginning with Burma and Egypt when they were simply
bourgeois nationalist regimes.
But the workers’ state is not simply the base of the state or the superstructure
but the dialectical relationship between the two. Of course you cannot plan an
economy without state ownership of the main means of production, the
‘commanding heights’. Of course you must have a revolutionary party or
historically a Stalinist party determined to maintain their position and privileges to
achieve this. The LTT’s The Marxist Theory of the State and the Collapse of
Stalinism made just this point;
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“according to Trotsky’s succinct definition, “the class character of the state is
determined by its relation to the forms of property in the means of
production” and “by the character of the forms of property and productive
relations which the given state guards and defends”. This implies a dialectical
rather than a mechanical relationship between base and superstructure: it is
not merely a question of the existing forms of property but of those which
the state defends and strives to develop.” [13]
Remember Germany under Bismarck and Russia under Stolypin had very big state
sectors with the state ruling industry on behalf of the capitalists. This is the
mistake Ted Grant made with third world countries. Not the degree of
nationalisation as Trotsky says: “The class nature of the state is, consequently,
determined not only by its political forms but by its social content; i.e., by the
character of the forms of property and productive relations which the given state
guards and defends.”
And what is the ‘dictatorship of the proletariat’ (another phrase for a workers’
state):
“The concept of the dictatorship of the proletariat is not primarily an economic
but predominantly a political category … All forms, organs, and insThtitutions
of the class rule of the proletariat are now destroyed, which is to say that the
class rule of the proletariat is now destroyed.” After hearing about the
“different forms” (say Burnham and Shachtman GD) of the proletarian regime,
this second contention, taken by itself, appears unexpected. Of course, the
dictatorship of the proletariat is not only “predominantly” but wholly and fully
a “political category.” However, this very politics is only concentrated
economics. The domination of the Social Democracy in the state and in the
soviets (Germany 1918–19) had nothing in common with the dictatorship of
the proletariat inasmuch as it left bourgeois property inviolable (as the USSR
left capitalist property relations intact in Austria and Afghanistan when they
occupied them, for example – GD). But the regime which guards the
expropriated and nationalized property from the imperialists is, independent
of political forms, the dictatorship of the proletariat.” [14]
Underlining this approach, Lenin argued in early 1918 that:
“No one, I think, in studying the question of the economic system of Russia,
has denied its transitional character. Nor, I think, has any Communist denied
that the term Socialist Soviet Republic implies the determination of Soviet
power to achieve the transition to socialism, and not that the new economic
system is recognised as a socialist order.” [15]
Matgamna’s “totalitarian economism” is simply nonsense, a non-Marxist category.
And as an aside where and when did Trotsky and Cannon say the obvious
falsehood perpetrated by Workers Liberty?
“When Trotsky (and Cannon after him) said the bureaucratic autocracy …
seized a proportionately greater share of the social product in Russia than the
rich in the advanced capitalist countries.” [16]

Nothing to complain about in this S A cartoon on 6-10-1939. It ridicules the CPUSA’s mind-boggling
U-turns before and during the war.

Third Campism is the opposite side of the
same coin as Stalinism’s socialism in a single
country
The AWL conception of the Third Camp is false and ahistorical; it conflates and
confuses two distinct concepts of Marxism. Of course in order to make socialist
revolutionary the working class must establish its own political class independence
and it was in this sense that Trotsky defended the term before the 1939-40
conflict here:
“The attempt of the bourgeoisie during its internecine conflict to oblige
humanity to divide up into only two camps is motivated by a desire to prohibit
the proletariat from having its own independent ideas. This method is as old
as bourgeois society, or more exactly, as class society in general. No one is
obligated to become a Marxist; no one is obligated to swear by Lenin’s name.
But the whole of the politics of these two titans of revolutionary thought was
directed towards this, that the fetishism of two camps would give way to a
third, independent, sovereign camp of the proletariat, that camp upon which,
in point of fact, the future of humanity depends.” [17]
But in the 1939-40 conflict in the US SWP Shachtman and Burnham attributed a
new and opposite meaning to the term Third Camp which Trotsky absolutely
opposed. This is that in a conflict between imperialism and the USSR the working
class took no side, they were dual-defeatist and that was the ‘Third Camp’. This
cowardly position of back-handed support for your own imperialist ruling class in
war was summarised later by Shachtman in the slogan; “Neither Washington nor
Moscow but the international working class”. This could not possible establish the
political independence of the working class but signified their subordination to their
own ruling class. Trotsky clarified:
“The very first “programmatic” articles of the purloined organ (The New
International – GD) already reveal completely the light-mindedness and
hollowness of this new anti-Marxist grouping which appears under the label of
the “Third Camp.” What is this animal? There is the camp of capitalism; there

is the camp of the proletariat. But is there perhaps a “Third Camp” – a pettybourgeois sanctuary? In the nature of things, it is nothing else. But, as
always, the petty bourgeois camouflages his “camp” with the paper flowers of
rhetoric. Let us lend our ears! Here is one camp: France and England. There’s
another camp: Hitler and Stalin. And a Third Camp: Burnham, with
Shachtman. The Fourth International turns out for them to be in Hitler’s camp
(Stalin made this discovery long ago). And so, a new great slogan: Muddlers
and pacifists of the world, all ye suffering from the pin-pricks of fate, rally to
the “third” camp! … The schoolboy schema of the three camps leaves out a
trifling detail: the colonial world, the greater portion of mankind!” [18]
The final sentence shows the greatest political weakness of the Third Campers – it
allows most [19] who gather beneath its banner to side with their own imperialist
ruling class against the semi-colonial world as we have pointed out above in
relation to the AWL.
Third Campism is, in fact, the opposite side of the same coin as the Stalinist
socialism-in-a-single-country. Stalin, with the theoretical assistance of Bukharin,
abandoned the Leninist-Bolshevik perspective of world revolution in 1924. They
opted for the defence of their own bureaucratic privileges then and Shachtman
abandoned it even that in 1939 in favour of defence of the petty bourgeoisie’s
privileges in university academic circles in the face of the furious reaction caused
by the signing of the Stalin-Hitler pact in August 1939 and Stalin’s consequent
invasion of eastern Poland, the Baltic States and Finland.
And of course both currents absolutely oppose the perspective of world
revolution, the Stalinists from a nationalist peaceful co-existence with imperialism
perspective of the self-satisfied bureaucrat, the result of the pressure of
imperialism on the first isolated workers’ state. The Third Camp came from the
perspective of direct capitulation to the ‘civilising mission’ of their own ruling class,
the old ‘white man’s burden’ so obvious in the quote in defence of his own ruling
class from Matgamna above; they are “the more progressive of the contending
camps” let there be no doubt.
Trotsky condemned Stalin’s invasions of eastern Poland etc. as agreed by Hitler in
the secret protocols of the Hitler-Stalin pact. This did great damage to the class
consciousness of the international proletariat but he acknowledged they were acts
of self-defence by Stalin, albeit in his own brutal way and with his own
bureaucratic methods. “From the standpoint of the strategy of the world
proletariat” Trotsky insisted was how we had to judge these events. Shachtman
said they were simply an example of Soviet imperialist expansionism.
And the main political characteristic of Shachtmanism comes out in the question of
how he saw his Third Camp and how he defended his view. Shachtman was a
gross political coward; that was the reason he abandoned the theory of the
degenerate workers’ state and adopting the theory of bureaucratic collectivism.
This was, he said, a new form of exploiting society that was not capitalist
(contrary to the later state capitalism of Tony Cliff). But it initially involved defence
of the USSR because it contained some elements of the remnants of the gains of
the Russian Revolution in its property relations. So it seems that they could have
remained in the SWP in 1940 and not split at all as the differences were merely
terminological. But there was more to it as Trotsky understood. Not defending the
USSR as a degenerated workers’ state after the Hitler-Stalin pact of August 1939
changed after June 1941 when Hitler invaded the USSR and now it could not be
defended even when attacked by the world’s most ferocious imperialist power, Nazi
Germany.
It is noted that when Shachtman abandoned his line that the USSR was a
degenerated after the attack on Finland he began calling it ‘imperialist’, thereby
abandoning the Leninist definition of imperialism, the domination of Finance capital
allied to transnational corporations, which is still the position of Third Campists
today. Lenin anticipated them in his Imperialism, the Highest Stage of Capitalism:
“Colonial policy and imperialism existed before this latest stage of capitalism,
and even before capitalism. Rome, founded on slavery, pursued colonial policy
and achieved imperialism. But ‘general’ arguments about imperialism, which
ignore, or put into the background the fundamental difference of socialeconomic systems, inevitably degenerate into absolutely empty banalities, or
into grandiloquent comparisons like ‘Greater Rome and Greater Britain.’ Even
the colonial policy of capitalism in its previous stages is essentially different
from the colonial policy of finance capital.”

This SA cartoon on 13-10-39 is just wrong politically. Although they are different forms of the same
capitalist beast bourgeois democracy is NOT the mirror image of Fascism. That is a Third Period
ultra-left error.

Bob Pitt recounts the sorry tale of political
cringe and cower:
“This position – that the Soviet Union was a new system of exploitation, a
bureaucratic collectivist society, but that it should nevertheless be defended
against imperialism – was, initially, Max Shachtman’s own view. Included in
Matgamna’s collection is the article “Is Russia a Workers’ State?”, published by
Shachtman in the New International in December 1940, not long after the split

with James P. Cannon and the majority of the US Socialist Workers Party
(SWP) had led to the formation of the Workers Party. In this article
Shachtman concluded that, even though Russia was no longer a workers’
state but a new form of class society, if the Soviet Union were to come under
attack from the capitalist world it would be necessary for revolutionaries to
rally to Russia’s defence.
His argument is worth quoting:
“Under what conditions is it conceivable to defend the Soviet Union ruled by
the Stalinist bureaucracy? It is possible to give only a generalized answer. For
example, should the character of the present war change from that of a
struggle between the capitalist imperialist camps into a struggle of the
imperialists to crush the Soviet Union, the interests of the world revolution
would demand the defence of the Soviet Union by the international proletariat.
The aim of imperialism in that case, whether it were represented in the war by
one or many powers, would be to solve the crisis of world capitalism (and
thus prolong the agony of the proletariat) at the cost of reducing the Soviet
Union to one or more colonial possessions or spheres of interest…. There is
no reason to believe that victorious imperialism in the Soviet Union would
leave its nationalized property intact – quite the contrary…. imperialism would
seek to destroy all the progress made in the Soviet Union by reducing it to a
somewhat more advanced India – a village continent…. Such a transformation
of the Soviet Union as triumphant imperialism would undertake, would have a
vast and durable reactionary effect upon world social development, give
capitalism and reaction a new lease on life, retard enormously the
revolutionary movement, and postpone for we don’t know how long the
introduction of the world socialist society. From this standpoint and under
these conditions, the defence of the Soviet Union, even under Stalinism, is
both possible and necessary.”
Only six months later, in June 1941, the Soviet Union did indeed come under
attack, and not just from any imperialist power but from the most reactionary
imperialist power of all – Nazi Germany. Here was a situation where, by
Shachtman’s own analysis, revolutionaries were obliged to defend the Soviet
Union. One would therefore have expected him to call on the WP to adopt a
Soviet defencist position.
But Shachtman did nothing of the sort. Quite the contrary, in fact – he
insisted that defence of the Soviet Union against Nazi Germany could not be
justified. His argument was that the fundamental character of the war had not
changed, that it was still an inter-imperialist conflict, and that the German
attack on the Soviet Union was a subordinate part of that wider conflict, with
Stalin in a bloc with one group of imperialist powers against another. “In a
struggle between Stalinist Russia and capitalist imperialism, on the one side,
and another section of capitalist imperialism on the other”, Shachtman
asserted, “the revolutionary proletariat takes its position against both
camps.”7
This argument was, I think, entirely fraudulent, because the consequences of
imperialist conquest and capitalist restoration, so eloquently described by
Shachtman in the passage from “Is Russia a Workers’ State?” quoted above,
would surely follow irrespective of whether the Soviet Union was in a military
alliance with another section of imperialism.
Another article, written two years later, underlined the incoherence of
Shachtman’s position. “The Russian people have shown no signs of wanting
the restoration of capitalism with its bankers and industrial monopolists”, he
wrote. “That is all to the good, for otherwise they would be the poor dupes of
world reaction. The road to freedom for Russia does not lead backward but
forward.” He explained: “They do not want their country overrun and ruled by
a foreign oppressor. And this is no ordinary foreigner, but a fascist. For long
years, from Lenin’s day through Stalin’s, the Russian people have learned to
feel a horror and hatred of fascism. The record of fascism’s conquests in
Europe has only deepened this feeling. Their feelings in this matter are more
than justified, and correspond with the interests and ideals of the
international proletariat.”
From which one would presumably conclude that revolutionaries should be in a
united front with the Russian workers in supporting armed resistance to the
Nazi invasion. But Shachtman evaded this conclusion and took refuge in
abstentionist propagandism: “The task of the revolutionary Marxists can be
fulfilled only by taking these progressive sentiments into full account, while
continuing their ‘patient enlightenment’ of the masses as to the imperialist
and reactionary character of the war itself, the harmfulness of political support
of the war and the war regimes, the need of breaking with imperialism and the
ruling classes, the urgency of an independent, internationalist road for the
proletariat of all countries.”
… Shachtman did later come round to this point of view himself, and in 1948
the ISL adopted as its official position a version of bureaucratic collectivism
based on Carter’s analysis. When he reprinted “Is Russia a Workers’ State?”
in the 1962 collection of his writings The Bureaucratic Revolution, Shachtman
edited out the part about defending the Soviet Union. But, in his introduction
to that collection, he failed to acknowledge Carter as the originator of the
theory of reactionary-bureaucratic-collectivism.
Shachtman’s aim, Ernie Haberkern has argued, was to construct his own
bogus theory of continuity by presenting himself as the sole author of the
bureaucratic collectivist position: “For this purpose it was necessary to conceal
the fact that there had been two theories of bureaucratic collectivism. One,
espoused by Shachtman, held that collectivist property forms were per se
progressive, a conquest of the Russian Revolution that had to be defended
no matter what class was the immediate beneficiary (or victim) of the social
relations based on these forms. The other, originally proposed by Carter,
insisted … against Shachtman that the bureaucracy’s control of collectivist
property condemned the working class to a new form of exploitation and
represented a step backwards for modern civilisation.” [20]

Max Shachtman played a leading role as a Trotskyist up to 1939 but lacked the political courage to
continue the struggle after the Hitler-Stalin pact; he ran away from the perspective of the world
revolution like Stalin before him.
So for Shachtman in all these conflicts after 1939 the main consideration and only
consistent platform he stood on to his dying day was never to oppose the
fundamental interests of your own ruling class in the serious matter of war. And
that is why the AWL admire him so much because it is their position too from that
1982 war on the Malvinas to the current wars in Syria and the Ukraine.
The AWL’s Paul Hampton, in What Next No. 12 replied to Bob Pitt in No. 11 with
the following points:
“Whose analysis provided the real breakthrough on Stalinism? As the
introduction to the book explains, Trotsky himself was the innovator in 1939,
in his article on the Stalin-Hitler Pact, “The USSR in War”. Here he
acknowledged the theoretical possibility that nationalised property might also
be the basis of a new exploiting class, thus effectively cutting the roots of the
theory that Russian Stalinism could only be a workers’ state. Using the mask
of Rizzi, Trotsky acknowledged that should Stalinism outlast the war, then he
would be forced to re-evaluate his designation of Russia as a “degenerated
workers’ state” which should be defended against imperialist attack. In fact
Trotsky’s whole approach to Stalinism was to continually modify his theory in
the light of its development: for example on whether reform or revolution was
necessary, or on the Thermidor and Bonapartism analogy. In 1928, in the
letter to Borodai, he argued that the possibility of reform of the Bolshevik
Party was the basis on which he still characterised Russia as a workers’ state
– by 1931, when this perspective was becoming plainly impossible, he focused
more narrowly on nationalised property. His later positions in 1939-40 went
even further (although he drew back somewhat in the debate within the
SWP): on the slogan for an independent Soviet Ukraine, on the possibility of
bureaucratic collectivism, and, in the last days of his life, on Communist
Parties outside the USSR. What is clear from Trotsky’s body of work in the
thirties as a whole is that his concrete analyses of Stalinism were chafing and
ultimately undermining the characterisation of Russia as a degenerated
workers’ state. Shachtman and his followers only drew out the logic of this
analysis – firstly for the political conclusions (“defencism”) and later for the
formula (“workers’ state”) that Trotsky himself had laid bare.” [21]
In a note Paul says: “Although Trotsky is referring to the prospect of world war,
the quote (by Trotsky – GD) is still sufficiently broad to include Stalinism as the
“second” camp apart from capitalism which is what the WP/ISL meant by it.”
Our quote from Trotsky in Petty Bourgeois Moralists above just about scuppers
that argument. We ask the reader to study Trotsky’s The USSR in War, in this
pamphlet, and the other quotes from him on Third Campism and Shachtman to
assess for themselves if Trotsky was leaning towards Shachtman in his last days.
Note again the ‘nationalised property’ without the ‘relations’ after it to imply a
truly idiotic notion by Trotsky.
Trotsky was not simply analysing a fixed category called Stalinism but its evolution
from centrism in the period 1923-33 to consciously counter-revolutionary
thereafter. And, whilst Stalinism clearly examined the possibility of defending its
privileges by restoring capitalist property relations in the period 1936-39 during
the Great Purges it was forced to defend the national property relations when
Hitler attacked in June 1941. And we all know that it was the Stalinist
bureaucracies themselves that restored capitalism in the period 1989-92.
And Andy Y (Workers Power), replying to Tim Nelson’s post cited p.20 made the
telling point that the third option postulated by Trotsky was not ‘bureaucratic
collectivism’ or ‘state capitalism’ but capitalism itself restored by the Stalinist
bureaucracy, which is what actually happened. Trotsky quote:
“To define the Soviet regime as transitional, or intermediate, means to
abandon such finished social categories as capitalism (and therewith “state
capitalism”) and also socialism. But besides being completely inadequate in
itself, such a definition is capable of producing the mistaken idea that from the
present Soviet regime only a transition to socialism is possible. In reality a
back slide to capitalism is wholly possible. A more complete definition will of
necessity be complicated and ponderous.”
Andy replies:
“This quote doesn’t indicate that Trotsky believed there was a third alternative
to capitalism and socialism. He discusses three “hypotheses”: the workers
overthrow the bureaucracy, a bourgeois party overthrows the bureaucracy
and re-establishes capitalism, and then this third “variant”, the bureaucracy
becomes a ruling class. From everything else he has written it is clear he
means by this a capitalist ruling class, as the Transitional Programme (and
other writings) make clear and his writings immediately after the “third variant”
etc.”
“The new class society/bureaucratic collectivism theories etc. which as an idea
ripped apart Marx Engels and Lenin’s’ whole conception of historical
materialism, and the organic relationship between capitalism and its successor,
socialism, just as Cliff’s theory of state capitalism effectively bins Marx’s
Capital.”

The United Front and the Anti-Imperialist
United Front; never political defence of
Stalinism or bourgeois nationalists
“Defence of the USSR does not at all mean rapprochement with the Kremlin
bureaucracy, the acceptance of its politics, or a conciliation with the politics of
her allies. In this question, as in all others, we remain completely on the
ground of the international class struggle.” (Trotsky)

In late 1939, following the Hitler/Stalin pact, Stalin, having invaded Poland on 17
September, invaded the Baltic States and Finland. The Finns fought and were
eventually defeated in March 1940. Trotsky defended the sovietisation of Eastern
Poland, the establishment of nationalised property relations and the expropriation
of the capitalists, but not the invasion that preceded it nor the manner in which it
was carried out. Genuine Trotskyists trace the process of degeneration thus:
“This measure, revolutionary in character –”the expropriation of the
expropriators” – is in this case achieved in a military bureaucratic fashion. The
appeal to independent activity on the part of the masses in the new territories
– and without such an appeal, even if worded with extreme caution it is
impossible to constitute a new regime – will on the morrow undoubtedly be
suppressed by ruthless police measures in order to assure the preponderance
of the bureaucracy over the awakened revolutionary masses. This is one side
of the matter.
But there is another. In order to gain the possibility of occupying Poland
through a military alliance with Hitler, the Kremlin for a long time deceived and
continues to deceive the masses in the USSR and in the whole world, and has
thereby brought about the complete disorganization of the ranks of its own
Communist International.
The primary political criterion for us is not the transformation of property
relations in this or another area, however important these may be in
themselves, but rather the change in the consciousness and organization of
the world proletariat, the raising of their capacity for defending former
conquests and accomplishing new ones. From this one, and the only decisive
standpoint, the politics of Moscow, taken as a whole, wholly retain their
reactionary character and remain the chief obstacle on the road to the world
revolution.
Our general appraisal of the Kremlin and Comintern does not, however, alter
the particular fact that the statification of property in the occupied territories
is in itself a progressive measure. We must recognize this openly. Were Hitler
on the morrow to throw his armies against the East, to restore “law and
order” in Eastern Poland, the advanced workers would defend against Hitler
these new property forms established by the Bonapartist Soviet bureaucracy.”
[22]
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“The socialists consider it their principal, perhaps even their only, duty
to promote the growth of this consciousness among the proletariat,
which for short they call its class consciousness. The whole success of
the socialist movement is measured for them in terms of the growth in class
consciousness of the proletariat. Everything that helps this growth they see as useful
to their cause; everything that slows it down as harmful.”
—George Plekhanov
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An old Jewish story tells of a student who visited the great rabbis of the day and asked
each to tell him the entire Torah while standing on one leg. All dismissed him, insisting
the task was impossible, except for Rabbi Hillel, who said, “‘Do not do unto others that
which is hateful to you.’ That is the whole Torah. All the rest is commentary. Now, go and
study.”
With all the necessary qualifications about the differences between a religious text and a
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consciously and independently organized by our class—this is our first principle, our
golden rule, if we have one.
It is this golden rule that underpins the two related but distinct concepts this article
explores: the third camp and socialism from below.
The Third Camp
“Even those of us who consider ourselves partisans of the tradition that bears its name
must admit that the concept of the third camp is not well known beyond some small
corners of the revolutionary left. Even there, it is often considered a relic of the world that
bore it.”
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Revolution, published by Workers’ Liberty. The “minority” perspective came to be
summarized by the slogan, “Neither Washington nor Moscow, but the Third Camp of
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Workers Party, which would become the Independent Socialist League in 1949.
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The roots of the concept of the third camp go deeper. It was not merely an attempt to
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create a theoretical framework to understand developments in Russia, although it
emerged through that, but a reassertion of something integral, even foundational, in
socialist politics: the idea that the working class cannot rule except by and for itself. In his
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reply to Trotsky in the debate that split the SWP, Max Shachtman, the leader of the
“minority,” put it like this:
I repeat, I do not believe in the bureaucratic proletarian (socialist) revolution [that
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is, the ability of the Stalinist bureaucracy to advance the cause of socialism]. … I
reject the concept not out of “sentimental” reasons or a Tolstoyan “faith in the
people” but because I believe it to be scientifically correct to repeat with Marx that
the emancipation of the working class is the task of the working class itself. The
bourgeois revolution … could be made and was made by other classes and social
strata; the bourgeoisie could be liberated from feudal rule and establish its social
dictatorship under the aegis of other social groups. But the proletarian revolution
cannot be made by others than the proletariat acting. … No one else can free it—
not even for a day.1
Shachtman’s conclusion represented a form of return to first principles. In 1853 Marx
and Engels, both of whom emphasized that democratic forms are necessary to workingclass rule, had referred to the revolutionary potential of burgeoning working-class
movements as a “sixth power in Europe,” which could “assert its supremacy over the
whole of the five so-called ‘great’ powers.”2 Trotsky himself had coined the term when, in
1918, he described the revolutionary working class as an independent “third camp” in
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the 1917 February Revolution, opposed to both the first camp of “all the property-owning
and ruling classes,” and the second camp of “the compromising groups.”3
At the end of his life, Trotsky was wrong to argue, against Shachtman and others, that
the gains of the 1917 revolution were still expressed, in however degenerated a form, in
the Stalinist state. But his vital roles in making that revolution and then in defending it
from Stalinist sabotage showed that for Trotsky, the golden rule of revolutionary socialist
politics was precisely that all efforts must be directed toward building up working-class
consciousness and political independence. This was the thread of his politics, which
those who would found the third-camp tradition saw themselves as picking up and
extending.
That tradition today is scattered and semi-submerged.4 But it contains much that could
help reinvigorate and renew socialist politics, and reorient a left in disarray.
Socialism From Below
In 1960 Hal Draper, who emerged as one of the foremost theorists, writers, and
organizers of the third-camp tradition, and who co-founded the journal in which this
article appears, wrote the pamphlet The Two Souls of Socialism. Draper argues that
socialist thought throughout history can be divided between “socialism from above” and
“socialism from below”—the former advocating utopian-elitist conspiracies, or statist
dictatorship, to deliver socialism to the masses, and the latter advocating the masses’
self-activity and self-organization. He describes working-class self-emancipation as the
“First Principle” of revolutionary socialism.5
As a literary device, the concept of socialism from below is useful. But to extrapolate
from these three words a “way of doing politics,” as Dan Swain called socialism from
below in a June 2015 article for rs21, republished by New Politics,6 obscures more than
it clarifies.
The diffuse, loosely networked social movements of the past decade—the Tahrir Square
uprising in Egypt, the Spanish “Indignados,” the global Occupy movements—caught
many leftist imaginations, seeming to express a potential new grass-roots politics from
below that was brushing aside the old orthodoxies and staid structures of parties and
unions.7 But it was in large part precisely because these movements had no adequate,
permanently organized structures, able to impose above—at the level of politics,
government, and society—the demands and aspirations generated below, that the
movements dissipated—or, as in the case of the Arab Spring, were effectively
confiscated by reactionary movements that were organized above.
We require, in other words, a comprehensive perspective for working-class power, from
below and above. To achieve that, our class needs its own political organizations:
democratic revolutionary parties. An overemphasis on socialism from below as the
summarizing concept of revolutionary politics can lead, and, in Draper’s case, perhaps
did lead, to de-emphasizing the vital necessity of permanent political organization. The
idea of socialism from below can serve us as a literary device, but only if it is part of a
more thoroughgoing independent working-class politics.
The Left in Disarray: The Long
Retreat from the First Principle8
These are odd times to be a partisan of class politics and moreover of the idea that
authentic socialist politics are the politics of working-class self-liberation. The economic
crisis of 2008 shook the immense mystique that neoliberal, free-market capitalism had
built up in the minds of millions, and the consequences and sequels of that crisis are still
working themselves through. Looked at from one angle, that crisis provided, and
continues to provide, an epochal opportunity to spread the idea that the working class,
the global social majority, which produces society’s vast wealth, should also control that
wealth.
But 2008 found much of the revolutionary left in the midst of a long-term “retreat from
class.” That was the phrase used by the Marxist writer and historian Ellen Meiksins
Wood in her 1986 book, The Retreat from Class: A New True Socialism. The book was
a polemic against those socialists, mainly but not exclusively from Stalinist or Stalinistinfluenced backgrounds, who were galloping away from class-struggle politics in the
direction of a hodgepodge of post-modernism and barely reformist liberal identity
politics. Some of those criticized remained in the tent of broad leftist or even labor
movements, but largely on their right wings. Yet much of post-Trotsky Trotskyism, without
ever really going over to the right or explicitly abandoning principles, had also
undertaken its own version of the same retreat, a systematic backing away from the idea
of independent working-class politics as the foundational core of socialism, a retreat
from the first principle of working-class self-emancipation.
Utterly disoriented by their Biblicist adherence to the claim that the Stalinist states
somehow represented historical progress, post-Trotsky “orthodox” Trotskyists were able
to substitute a whole variety of locums for the independently organized working class—
other forces and movements that they argued could be unconscious bearers of the
socialist project, or at least potential allies, and whose victories against imperialism
would be beneficial for socialist interests no matter how murderously hostile they were in
practice to actual working-class organization.
The retreat from class has taken a variety of forms, not always in the direction of passive
support for anti-imperialist locums. Elsewhere on the left, other tendencies recoiling from
a low ebb of class struggle and disoriented by changes in capitalism have argued that
automation, atomization, and precarity have rendered the workplace no longer
privileged as a site of anti-capitalist organization, and organized labor no longer
privileged as an agency for socialist change.9 Some eco-socialists, responding to
climate crisis, have also argued that there is no longer any privileged agent of socialist
transformation nor or any privileged role to be played by the international proletariat.10
These arguments deserve a hearing. The socialist movement is not a religion, and no
idea should be sacred in left thought. If the two golden rules for revolutionary socialism
proposed at the beginning of this article no longer stand up to reality, they should be
amended and reshaped or ditched entirely, and our politics should be reassessed. If it is
no longer the case that labor creates wealth, giving the working class a privileged
position as an agent of revolutionary social change, we should indeed move to some
kind of post-class politics. But the evidence does not suggest this.
Far from disappearing from the historical stage, the wage-working proletariat is
expanding. It has become the biggest single class only recently. Capitalist globalization
has led to the creation of vast new working classes, and with them, new labor
movements, throughout the world: in South Korea, in Brazil, in India, in Mexico, in
Nigeria, and elsewhere. It is a profound historic tragedy that, at moments when the
international left should have been seizing the potential for labor-movement growth and
renewal by building movements of internationalist class solidarity, much of it was instead

focusing on cheer-leading the enemies of labor. When an independent labor movement,
an embryonic third camp, began to emerge in Iraq following the U.S.-British overthrow of
the Ba’ath regime, the global far-left largely ignored it, preferring instead to idealize the
so-called resistance to U.S.-British occupation, led by competing factions of Sunnisupremacist sectarians and Shi’a clerical-fascists.
There are certainly challenges inherent in attempting to reverse the retreat from class:
Independent labor organization is still weak throughout much of the world. Neoliberal
ideology has sunk deep and increasingly global roots that organized socialists must
struggle to confront. Debates about tactics, strategies, and forms of organization are all
vital. But is there anything objective, material, in today’s world which suggests that
socialist politics must reassess its foundational principles that class is central and that
our politics must be one of working-class self-emancipation? The evidence suggests
not.
In returning to class, we can learn much by rediscovering the theorizing and practice of
those socialist traditions that have, at times of upheaval and crisis on the left, cleaved to
the idea that the only consistent socialism is socialism as working-class self-liberation.
Renewing the Third Camp,
Reasserting the First Principle
It might seem odd to look to a semi-submerged historical tradition, shaped in and by a
different world, as a source for contemporary socialist renewal. But the third-camp
tradition as it developed was not the product of some obscure quibble over the
theoretical characterization of a particular state. Rather, it was an effort to reorient the
revolutionary socialist movement, undertaken by activists who could see clearly how
Stalinism was deracinating, distorting, and destroying socialist politics.
In attempting to renew socialism as a politics of working-class self-emancipation, the
third campists emphasized both aspects: independent working-class self-activity and
organization, and emancipation and freedom. Kicking back against the bureaucratic
statism, top-down command structures, and enforced, monolithic ideological
homogeneity that Stalinism had made hegemonic in left politics, both as models for the
“socialist” society and the cultures of organizations aspiring to build it, the third campists
sought to reconnect socialism with its libertarian core.
What does it mean, then, to aspire to the renewal of the third-camp tradition today? It
certainly does not mean adopting a religious attitude to tradition, claiming some
unbroken chain of political doctrine from Marx and Engels through Lenin and Trotsky to
Shachtman and Draper. Neither does it mean excluding all that is valuable in workingclass socialist traditions outside this genealogy.

The renewal of the third camp, in a world of left disarray and insurgent populism
(occasionally on the left but largely on the right) fundamentally means reasserting
independent working-class politics. It means reconnecting to the first principle of
revolutionary socialism, that working-class emancipation cannot be won by hitching our
wagon to the parties or politics of other classes, but only on the basis of our class
organizing by and for itself. To renew the third camp today means a return to class as the
key axis for political organization; a return to understanding struggle between classes,
within every country, as the motor of social change; and a re-forging of socialism as a
project of working-class self-liberation.
The literary emphasis that the concept of socialism from below places on mass, grassroots upheaval, with all that this implies in terms of a vibrant, fructifying democracy rather
than systems of command and control, whether in our own organizations or the society
we aspire to build, can aid that renewal. But ultimately it is the concept of the third camp,
of independent working-class politics, that is key.
This first principle of revolutionary socialism goes right back to its conception as a
discrete politics. The work of Marx and Engels was dedicated to helping the working
class understand itself, organize itself, become a class for itself. Class remains the
fundamental social conflict, the relationship that holds the key to unlocking revolutionary
social change. Renewing the third camp, helping our class become a class for itself,
remains the key task of socialists today.
Everything that helps this is useful to our cause; everything that slows it down is
harmful. That is the essence of revolutionary socialism; that is our golden rule.
Everything else is commentary, strategy, and tactics.
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Third Camp Politics in Theory and Practice: An Interview with Joanne
Landy and Thomas Harrison
Kent Worcester, Marymount Manhattan College
Joanne Landy (1941–2017) and Thomas Harrison (1948–) became socialists as
teenagers and have remained involved in the democratic left ever since. They
were active in the student protest movement at the University of California at
Berkeley in the 1960s, where they met and became close friends and collaborators. During the 1970s, they became increasingly interested in the issue of labour
rights in Central and Eastern Europe, and they worked to link democratic and social justice struggles in the Eastern Bloc with social movements in the United
States, the West, and the Third World. Until Joanne Landy’s death in October
2017, they were the co-directors of the Campaign for Peace and Democracy
(CPD), which was founded in 1982. Initially, the organization was called the Campaign for Peace and Democracy/East and West, but with the end of the Cold
War the title was shortened.
The Campaign promoted a policy of “détente from below” and worked
to advance “a new, progressive, and non-militaristic US foreign policy—one that
encourages democracy and social justice by promoting solidarity with activists
and progressive movements throughout the world.”1 During the Cold War, the
Campaign defended independent human rights, labour, and peace activists in Soviet Bloc countries and enlisted support for them among labour, human rights
and anti-war activists in the West. CPD also mounted campaigns in opposition to
US-supported dictatorships in Latin America like Chile and Nicaragua and organized public support for these campaigns by Eastern Bloc dissidents. In the postCold War period, CPD opposed US-led wars in the Middle East and Israel’s
denial of Palestinian rights, and supported movements for democracy and social
justice in Greece, Mexico, and the Middle East, including Iran, Tunisia, Egypt,
Bahrain, and Syria, while opposing Russian intervention in Syria, Ukraine, and
Georgia.2
As young radicals, Landy and Harrison gravitated to the “third camp”
wing of the organized left. Perhaps the most prominent figure in the third camp
tendency was Max Shachtman, a writer and organizer who led a major split out of
the Trotskyist Socialist Workers Party in 1940, and helped launch a succession of
socialist groups and periodicals in the mid-century period. However, by the end
of the 1950s Shachtman had abandoned third camp principles, becoming a defender of United States foreign policy.3 Another key figure on the third camp left
was Hal Draper, who later won acclaim for his five-volume series on the revolutionary ideas of Karl Marx. While Shachtman was based in New York City,
9
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Draper was a longtime Bay Area resident and, along with Joanne Landy, Joel
Geier, Mike Parker, and other “left Shachtmanites,” played a leading part in
Berkeley’s Free Speech movement.4
The term “third camp” implies a rejection of both the Western alliance
(the first camp) and Soviet-style societies (the second camp), in favor of democratic movements in opposition to western capitalism, as well as various forms of
authoritarian statism. Since its inception, the CPD developed and advanced a
third camp perspective on a range of global issues, from dissident movements in
Eastern Europe and the breakup of Yugoslavia, to the rise of the Arab Spring in
2010–2011, and contemporary conflicts in the Near and Middle East. Arguably,
the CPD helped to reorient sections of the peace movement and the left more
generally away from a focus on great power actors to a strategy of building movements from below across national and regional borders.
Joanne Landy joined the Young People’s Socialist League (YPSL), the
youth group of the Socialist Party, in 1958. She became active in the YPSL left
wing, and along with Draper, Geier, and others, helped launch Berkeley’s Independent Socialist Club (ISC) in 1964. During this period, Landy was also heavily
involved in the Free Speech Movement. Thomas Harrison moved to Berkeley in
1966, and joined the ISC in the same year. As the group evolved—changing its
name to the International Socialists (IS) in 1969 and moving toward a “democratic centralist” internal regime—Landy and Harrison found themselves increasingly at odds with the group’s trajectory. They were expelled in 1972 for violating
internal discipline, and remained independent socialist activists afterwards, though
collaborating with like-minded socialist organizations and individuals, including
many who were in the ISC and/or IS. In addition to their work on behalf of the
Campaign, Landy and Harrison contributed to debates over foreign policy, health
care, the two-party system, and third party politics, through public lectures and
contributions to the socialist journal New Politics, along with other magazines and
newspapers such as The Nation, The Progressive, and the New York Times.
In their capacities as co-directors of CPD, Landy and Harrison worked
alongside several prominent figures, such as the Berkeley student radical Mario
Savio, Chilean playwright Ariel Dorman, whistleblower Daniel Ellsberg, actor Ed
Asner, French leftist writer Daniel Singer, then-radical Polish dissident Jacek
Kuron, and the historian and anti-nuclear activist E.P. Thompson. The conversation that follows addresses important theoretical and strategic issues, but it also
touches on these and other larger-than-life personalities. As the conversation
makes clear, Landy and Harrison developed a carefully considered approach to
social activism that combined a firm commitment to political clarity with a willingness to pursue friendships and common activity with people from a broad
range of backgrounds and perspectives.
The interview is organized into eleven sections. The first and second
(Family Backgrounds, and Radical Politics) explore the social milieu in which
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Joanne Landy and Thomas Harrison were radicalized in the late 1950s (Landy)
and mid-1960s (Harrison). The third, fourth, and fifth sections (The Independent
Socialist Club, Socialist Horizons, and The International Socialists) address their
involvement in organized third camp politics from the mid-1960s through the
early 1970s. The history of Shachtmanism is not well documented and these sections may be of particular interest to readers who are curious about the development of radical, small-d democratic leftism in the United States. The sections that
follow (Expulsion and Beyond, Solidarnosc, and Détente from Below) are concerned with the turn Landy and Harrison made in the mid-1970s toward building
solidarity with Soviet bloc activists and dissidents, which led to the formation of
the Campaign for Peace and Democracy in the early 1980s. The final sections
(Liberal Interventionism, and The Near and Middle East) explore the ways in
which Landy and Harrison responded to the collapse of the Soviet Union and allied regimes in Central and Eastern Europe, as well as how they sought to apply
the third camp template to developments in the Near and Middle East in the
wake of the United States’ invasion of Iraq in 2003 and the Arab Spring uprisings
in 2010–2011.
The first half of the interview effectively addresses the question of socialist organization in the U.S. during the midcentury era, while the second is concerned with how two leading third camp activists responded to major
international and global crises and conflicts over the past four decades. While a
certain amount of biographical information is presented in these pages, there is
also a great deal of political analysis that tackles contested issues on the United
States and international left.
In 2014, Left History published my interview with Phyllis and Julius Jacobson, who founded and subsequently co-edited New Politics for four decades.5
That interview focused on the Jacobsons’ journey from party building in the
1930s and 1940s to producing a pluralistic journal of leftist opinion and debate
during the final decades of the twentieth century. The present interview tracks
the ways in which two sixties activists have sought to relate third camp principles
to ever-changing realities throughout their adult lives. In tandem, the two interviews provide an in-depth look at the development of third camp politics from
the 1930s to the present day.
Family Backgrounds

Kent Worcester (KW): Did you come from families that prepared you for the
world of left wing activism?

Joanne Landy (JL): My mother was a liberal activist—active in the Parent-Teacher
Association, fighting for integrated schools in Chicago in the 1950s. She was not
a radical. She supported Planned Parenthood, civil rights, and so on, but she was
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a little like the people today who would argue that you should vote for Hillary
Clinton over Bernie Sanders in the Democratic primary because “she would have
had a better chance to win against the Republican.” (Though perhaps I’m being
unfair—she might well have supported Sanders. Since she’s no longer alive, I can’t
ask her). But she was a real activist. She would spend hours on the phone talking
to allies in the PTA. She was really good at convincing people of her point of
view, taking a lot of time, and both feeling and showing respect for people she
disagreed with. I learned a lot from her about the nuts and bolts of organizing.
I had a younger sister—four years younger. I was born in 1941 and she
was born in 1945. She died at the age of 36 from alcohol and drugs. My dad was
German and Jewish. He left Germany in 1933. He had trained as a lawyer, but the
Nazis did not allow Jews to serve in the professions. I don’t think he saw what
was coming in Germany, but he knew that things were getting bad. Once he left
he lived in France for two years and then came to the US in 1935. He earned a
PhD in library science and later became the director of the library at Chicago
State University (when he started it was Chicago Teachers College and Wilson
Junior College), which is now in the news because it’s being starved of funds. It’s
tragic because it was a kind of avenue of mobility for black youth. My dad wasn’t
a liberal—he tended more toward moderate conservatism—but he was very
proud of the University and the opportunities it offered to people who had few
opportunities.
KW: So when the civil rights movement came along they were both sympathetic.

JL: I wouldn’t say that. My mother was very sympathetic, but my father complained about how disruptive Martin Luther King was. Then later, when Malcolm
X came along, he contrasted him to Martin Luther King. I said, “well, Daddy,
don’t you remember how you used to denounce Martin Luther King?” He would
just mutter something in response. His takeaway from the German experience
was that it was important to maintain order. Over time he became mellower
about the Civil Rights Movement, but his initial reaction was to say that he was
against segregation but that this wasn’t the way to change things.
So it was a mixed marriage in more than one sense. He was Jewish and
she was Unitarian, but they agreed to raise my sister and me in the Jewish tradition. Then again, we always had a Christmas tree. My father would turn ashen
when it went up a few days before Christmas and regained his color when the
tree was taken down in early January. A little tension there.
Thomas Harrison (TH): My father was a career army officer, whereas my
mother’s background was labour liberal. Neither of my parents went to college.
My paternal grandfather was a career army sergeant stationed on one of those
sleepy pre-World War II bases, this one in Washington State—Fort Casey, on an
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island at the entrance to Puget Sound. It had big guns trained seaward that were
meant to defend Seattle from a maritime invasion. I don’t think my dad originally
intended to follow in his father’s footsteps. He worked at the Isaacson steel mill
in Seattle and as a merchant seaman on a Dutch ship before he was drafted after
Pearl Harbor. Dad saw combat at the Battle of Okinawa—one of the worst—
and later in Korea.
My mother came from a working-class family, most of them in the
building trades. Her dad was a house painter and a staunch trade unionist. Seattle
had this fabulous history of militant labour—the IWW [Industrial Workers of
the World], the 1919 General Strike, etc.—of which I was very much aware even
at an early age. I used to do odd jobs for a neighbor lady, an elderly widow named
Betty, who told me how she and her husband would join the mass pickets, thousands of them, in support of the 1934 waterfront strike. My brothers and I were
taught never to cross a picket line, and whenever my mother would drive by one
she would honk and wave. She was a New Deal Democrat and I am sure that had
she lived she would have been an enthusiastic supporter of Bernie Sanders. During the war, she worked at a radio station in Seattle and belonged to a union that
was controlled or heavily influenced by CPers [Communist Party members]. After
she married my father, who had by then become an officer, the FBI came to our
door to ask some questions about that; my parents were extremely upset.
KW: Did she support Henry Wallace?

TH: It’s interesting that you ask me this. I don’t think so, but her brother told me,
not many years ago, that he voted for Wallace in 1948. My father became a Reagan Democrat in 1980, for reasons having to do with foreign policy. He was liberal on social issues but he was a hawk. Dad abhorred Communism, of course,
but he always had a sneaking interest in it. For example, he took me to hear a
speech at an outdoor rally in San Jose by Glen Taylor, a fellow traveler and onetime senator from Idaho who had been Wallace’s running mate in ’48. Anyway, he
and I had terrible fights about the Vietnam War, the New Left, and that sort of
thing.
We moved around a lot but both of my parents had roots in Seattle, and
it’s where I was born, and we sometimes lived there when I was growing up. I was
closest to my maternal grandmother’s side of the family, who were Swedes by
way of Norway. My grandmother migrated from Oslo, with her parents and eight
of her ten siblings, in 1913 or 1914. She was active in a Swedish sect, the Mission
Covenant Church, and I was baptized at the “Swedish Tabernacle” in downtown
Seattle. We also spent time in Germany, Japan, New Orleans, Baltimore, Monterey, Fort Monmouth, New Jersey, and Augusta, Georgia. Never lived in one
place longer than three years. I went to a segregated junior high school in
Metairie, a suburb of New Orleans (and later David Duke’s base—this was the
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early ‘60s), and got in a lot of trouble with my schoolmates for supporting integration, as you might imagine. I really hated that place, hated the whole South.
KW: You both went to Berkeley as undergraduates.

JL: I went to a few schools before I ended up in Berkeley. I started at the University of Chicago just before I turned sixteen. I was there for two years. It was then
that I met my first husband—Sy Landy.6 He lived in New York, so I moved to
New York in the fall of 1959.
KW: How old were you when you got married?

JL: Eighteen. My parents wondered if I was perhaps a little young, but you have
to understand that at the time it was not so very unusual. In general, middle-class
kids who went to college got married at 21 or 22, but not infrequently they were
younger. Things have really changed since then. My parents weren’t too upset by
it. They simply wanted to make sure that I was doing what I wanted to do.
Radical Politics

KW: Was Sy Landy a Marxist at this point?

JL: Oh yeah. We met in the Young Peoples Socialist League (YPSL), pronounced
yipsel, which was the youth group of the Socialist Party. In high school, I had attended workshops organized by the American Friends Service Committee, and I
was a committed pacifist by the age of twelve or thirteen. I made my parents
have a minute of silence before every meal, which is something I’d picked up
from the Quakers. They patiently went along. I joined YPSL in the late 1950s—
1958—which was around the same time that the Shachtman group, the Independent Socialist League (ISL), decided to disband and join the Socialist Party.7
As a result, the Shachtman youth group, the Young Socialist League (YSL) joined
YPSL. In fact, it was Debbie Meier, who had been in the ISL and YSL, who recruited me into YPSL.8 There were other groups at the University of Chicago in
the late 1950s—there were members of the Cochranite group, and the Socialist
Workers Party. George Rawick was teaching at the University of Chicago and he
had been a Shachtmanite and close to YPSL as well.9
I spent a lot of time reading socialist books and magazines. I was reading a lot of George Orwell (Homage to Catalonia and more), of course Trotsky’s
History of the Russian Revolution, and Edmund Wilson’s To the Finland Station—there
were a bunch of things you were supposed to have read if you were in or around
YPSL. Debbie kept pressing me to join YPSL, and I kept telling her, “Well,
there’s so much more I need to read.” She finally said, in an exasperated voice,
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“Joanne, there will always be more to read. If you basically agree with us now you
should help build the organization. If you change your mind later you can always
leave.” “Okay, okay, okay,” I finally said.
Close to when I joined—it might have been just before, or just after—
George Rawick and I had a big argument about pacifism. George used to look at
his fingernails whenever he would have a serious conversation, so as he was intently focusing on his nails, he said to me, “Well, I would really like to be a pacifist, Joanne, but I can’t for moral reasons.” “Moral reasons?” I said, “that’s my
thing!” So he explained to me that you have to look at the consequences of your
actions, and that there are situations in which a pacifist position means that not
only will you die but other people might die as well. We had a furious argument
about this but I quickly recognized that I had been defeated, though it took me a
few days to admit it. Nonetheless, to this day I retain a strong sympathy for nonviolence, even though I’ve had ongoing arguments with pacifists since that time.
TH: In the 1950s the pacifists were some of the only allies that the ISL had because most were opposed to both sides of the Cold War.

JL: Even now the War Resisters League are people we often agree with and work
with. They’re pacifists but we can agree that in a strategic sense it’s more often
smarter to use non-violent means. Non-violent strategies and tactics are often
helpful in terms of exposing the elite causes and sources of violence.

KW: Tom, were you radicalized in high school?

TH: Yes, but in an isolated sort of way. I had one or two friends who I talked
politics with, but when I opposed U.S. involvement in Vietnam in a high school
debate around 1963 or ‘64, I was the only one. During my senior year in San Jose,
I used to spend time with my best friend (who later joined the ISC) at a bookstore that had lots of Marxist and left-wing books and was owned by two friendly
older women who must have been current or former members of the CP. The
high school library happened to have Isaac Deutscher’s anthology of Trotsky’s
writings, which I checked out. As a result of reading Trotsky I started to think of
myself as a Trotskyist. I arrived at Berkeley in the fall of 1966, looking for something to join.
KW: Did you pick Berkeley because of its radical reputation?

TH: I picked Berkeley because it was affordable—I was a California resident, and
it was considered the best of the UC campuses. Even though I had radical ideas,
they were pretty inconsistent. For example, I definitely considered myself a revolutionary socialist, yet I was very excited by Bob Scheer’s anti-war campaign in the
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Democratic primary that summer.

KW: Joanne, you were at Berkeley by 1964. What was the campus like back then?

JL: For various reasons a number of us who had been active in the YPSL left
wing ended up in the Bay Area in the early-to-mid 1960s—Mike Parker,10 Joel
Geier,11 Sam Farber,12 Mike Shute,13 Kit and Lisa Lyons,14 myself and a few others.
KW: Sy Landy?

JL: No, he was still in New York. Sy and I broke up in 1962 or 1963. We remained friendly. Getting divorced was a little difficult—New York State’s laws
were pretty archaic. But I found out that we could get our marriage annulled
under two conditions: first, if we had been married for under three years, which
we were, and second, if someone would testify that before we were married they
had heard Sy promise to support me financially and to have children, and that
later, after we were married, they conveniently had been present when Sy said that
he never intended to do either. The divorce court was lined end to end with
women and a family member or friend who supposedly witnessed such pre-wedding and post-wedding conversations. A real farce.
TH: Sy was a quintessential New Yorker, very much at home in NYC, and very
likeable. Joel Geier used to say that Sy would never leave New York because he’d
miss his delicatessen too much. He had a sly sense of humor; Sy once compared
some pretentious little revolutionary sect to a flea floating down the river on its
back with an erection, shouting “open the drawbridge!”

JL: We weren’t close after the marriage ended, but we were friendly. There’s a
funny story about this. At some point in the 1980s I was one of the main speakers at a public meeting held at the Workmen’s Circle in New York City about
Poland’s Solidarnosc. Sy got up during the question and answer period and said
that Solidarnosc was a bourgeois organization and that no self-respecting socialist
should have anything to do with it. Afterwards he came up to me with his sly
smile and said, “You know, you owe me a debt of gratitude.” And I said, “Why is
that?” And he said, “Well, I didn’t say my name!” That’s an example of his quick
sense of humor.
After Sy and I broke up Mike Shute became my boyfriend. We visited
Berkeley in August 1964 and it was hopping. It had campus radicalism, great
weather. Mike decided to go to graduate school there, and I was really happy
about that.
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TH: There were lots of literature tables that various groups set up on campus,
and people would hang around for hours arguing about politics. It was an incredible scene. Every day people would stand around and argue for hours and hours.
And after the tables were taken down at the end of the day, people would move
to The Terrace, behind Sproul Plaza, and continue discussing things over coffee
for hours more.
The Independent Socialist Club

KW: When did you decide to join the Independent Socialist Club (ISC) in Berkeley?

JL: I helped form it in the fall of 1964, shortly before the Free Speech Movement
was born. Hal Draper,15 Ernie Haberkern,16 David and Mike Friedman, Mike
Parker, Joel Geier, Kit and Lisa Lyons, and a few others, decided to launch the
ISC in the fall of 1964. The YPSL left was defined by its “third camp” politics—
“Neither Washington nor Moscow”—and by its opposition to supporting the
Democratic Party. The YPSL right wing followed Max Shachtman, who had earlier advocated for the third camp and independent political action, but who by
the early 1960s had become pro-West and for entry into the Democratic Party.
The ISC got off the ground pretty quickly, and played an important role
in the Free Speech Movement—Hal Draper and Jack Weinberg,17 for example,
were leading figures in the FSM.
KW: Did the ISC view the Free Speech Movement as a recruiting ground?

JL: That wasn’t the focus or the mentality, though we did recruit dozens of people in those years. The ISC was an organic part of the FSM, and the student
movement in general. We recruited out of the movement but we were also part
of the movement. We probably had 60-70 members in the Bay Area by the mid1960s, many of whom were highly active in student politics.
KW: Was Hal Draper the group’s leader?

TH: He was a central figure because of his writings, and he often gave talks and
spoke at rallies. We always got a good turnout whenever he spoke. He also took
part in a debate with Sociology professor Nathan Glazer about the Free Speech
Movement that attracted hundreds of people.
JL: But he was not the central player from an organizational perspective. Joel
Geier and Mike Parker were key in terms of maintaining the group on a daily
basis. Geier and Draper would often confer.
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KW: Phyllis and Julius Jacobson suggested that Draper was something of a paradox—he could be remote, but he also was a beloved figure among younger radicals.18 Jack Weinberg, for example, famously said, “Don’t trust anyone over
30—except Hal Draper.”

TH: He was just a brilliant guy. And while he was an inspiring speaker, he also
spent time talking with people. I remember going on a hike with him and [his
wife] Anne and a bunch of others on Mount Tamalpais. Once he told me I
should learn German and dedicate myself to the history of the early years of the
Third International. He could be intimidating, and he wasn’t warm and cuddly. I
heard that he greeted people by saying, “and how are you justifying your existence?” He was a big wine aficionado—did you know that? He knew a tremendous amount about California wines.
JL: And he organized square dances! He definitely socialized with people.

TH: But he maintained a certain distance. He and Anne weren’t expansive and
embracing like Phyllis and Julius Jacobson, who would frequently invite us over
for dinner and holidays, invite us to stay at their vacation home upstate, and so
on.

JL: The Drapers were much older than most of us, but they weren’t anti-social. I
wrote my senior thesis at Berkeley on the ideas of Lenin and Luxemburg, and
Hal spent many hours helping me with it. The Drapers were always friendly with
me, but some people may have had different experiences. Whenever I called Hal,
and said, “How are you?” there was silence on the other end. Finally, one day I
said, “Hal, why aren’t you saying anything?” He said, “Well, the question is just a
formality.” And I said, “Hal, it’s a conversation stopper if you don’t say anything.
You need to say ‘fine’ or ‘not bad’ or something.” He said, “Really? OK.” After
that he would always say, “fine” whenever I asked him how he was. Who says you
can’t teach an old dog new tricks?

KW: Mario Savio, the leader of the Free Speech Movement (FSM), seems to have
been the right person at the right time.
JL: Very sweet and very smart. The FSM was much bigger than anything I’d ever
seen before—it was an engulfing moment. It was a revolution, but on a single
campus. It bore a kinship to what I had read about the Russian Revolution, but
on a smaller scale of course. You saw authority crumble, you saw the students
win their demands, you saw different sectors of the students and faculty come
over to our side. There were setbacks and pauses, and times when we vigorously
debated how to respond to one problem or another. In the end, we won. It was
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invigorating and educational.

TH: When I was an undergraduate at Berkeley, there was a student strike almost
every quarter, it seemed. I went to very few classes. I was reading a lot, but not
necessarily what was required for my classes.
Just to give you a sense of the times, there was a sit-in a couple of
months after my arriving on campus, which I rushed to join. It was around a
Naval ROTC table in the Student Union—as a non-student group they were allowed to recruit there while the non-student political groups weren’t. I didn’t get
arrested but a few people, including Mario Savio, did. That led to a strike. Before
that, in September I think, I was attending a rally at Sproul Plaza and a young
woman came up to me with a cardboard that was filled with political buttons.
One of the buttons said, “I wouldn’t vote for [Edmund] Brown even if he ran
against Ronald Reagan.” This was prior to the California gubernatorial election,
which Reagan won.
And this was Joanne. She asked me if I’d like to buy this button, and I
said, “No, but I would like to buy a button with a picture of Karl Marx,” which
she said she had. So we had a conversation that lasted several hours on the steps
of Sproul Plaza.

JL: We went through all the big issues—the Russian Revolution, Stalinism, the
Cold War.
KW: Who were some of your favorite professors?

TH: Carl Schorske, Larry Levine, Reginald Zelnick in History, and Mike Rogin in
the Political Science department.
JL: Mike Rogin was close to the ISC. All of these people Tom named were part
of the pro-student wing of the faculty. They didn’t take part in the sit-ins but
they played an active supporting role. William Kornhauser, Philip Selznick in Sociology, Sheldon Wolin in Political Science.

TH: Right. But there were some real trolls, too—Martin Malia, who was a great
historian but a terrible reactionary. Gerald Feldman was another, a specialist in
German history. He absolutely hated the student movement, and there was a
rumor that he carried a blackjack in his pocket. One night there was a fire at
Wheeler Auditorium, and I was with Joanne, and Feldman was there and accused
Joanne of being to blame.
JL: And I said, “What the hell are you talking about?”
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KW: Nathan Glazer was another critic of the student movement, although his
approach was much more low-key.

JL: There’s a funny story about Hal Draper and Nathan Glazer. We—the ISC
branch—had decided to organize a debate about the Free Speech Movement
after the FSM had won. And we wanted to invite Glazer to represent the liberal
position. Glazer’s view was that FSM use of civil disobedience was illegitimate;
Draper’s position was that the FSM needed radical means and radical leaders to
win even liberal goals—and that without radicals taking the lead the Free Speech
Movement would have never succeeded.
So I phoned Glazer and invited him to participate in this debate. And
Glazer, who was well aware of Draper’s debating prowess, said, “I’ll get slaughtered.” So I said, “Don’t say yes or no right away, but take some time to think it
over. Let me call you back in a couple of days.”
And I called him back a couple of days later, and he said, “Joanne, I’m
not suicidal. I’m not going to do this.” I told him, “If you don’t do it, we’re going
to have to ask Professor William Petersen to do it.” “Oh no!” he said, aghast, because he knew that this would totally discredit his side of the debate. Eventually
he said, “OK, but I’m going to regret this for the rest of my life.” The debate finally happened, and of course he got slaughtered.
KW: Did ISC members listen to rock music? Did the men grow their hair long?

TH: We certainly weren’t hippies, but there was long hair, short hair—there was
no sense whatsoever of a dress code in the ISC. Lots of people smoked dope,
went to rock concerts, and so on. It was all very porous. And Berkeley was a glorious place for popular culture. Bands such as Big Brother and Jefferson Airplane
sometimes played for free in the parks. Janis Joplin was just mind-blowing. During my freshman year there was the “Human Be-In” and afterwards the “Summer
of Love.”
JL: And we were all affected by what was going on around us, including the
music. But there were arguments—we would argue with people over what might
be described as “anti-politics.” We didn’t think that dropping out or building
communes would lead to the revolution. But we were part of the sixties culture.
Socialist Horizons

KW: In the mid-1960s the ISC was growing and the anti-war movement was gaining traction. Did you think that a socialist transformation might be on the horizon?
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TH: No. We never thought that socialist revolution was imminent. Never.

JL: But we were excited about the anti-war movement, and we were also excited
about how the ISC was doing. We had an optimistic and enthusiastic feeling but
we weren’t living under the illusion that socialism was around the corner. We tried
to be sober about these things. But on the other hand, the group gained members
and established new chapters in the late 1960s—there was a definite sense of momentum.
KW: When did your optimism peak?

TH: 1968 of course was the most exciting year. It was worldwide. France,
Czechoslovakia. If you think about what took place in France, it is almost unbelievable—workers and students united, the government shaken to its foundations,
our dream come true.
JL: There was a vibrant if not unproblematic student movement, and anti-war
movement, here in the United States. You didn’t have to believe that we would
soon be following in France’s footsteps to be hopeful. It’s perhaps easier for people who lived through this period to retain a sense of optimism than it might be
for people who didn’t experience the sixties firsthand.

KW: My impression is that the Students for a Democratic Society (SDS) was not
much of a factor at Berkeley.

TH: It was there—it had a presence—but it never amounted to much, mainly because it was so faction-ridden and full of internal bickering.
JL: It wasn’t hegemonic in the way it was on some campuses. Also, by the time
that SDS was on the scene there was already a well-established campus left that
had a strong sense of itself. And to some degree Berkeley was in its own world.
It’s not that we didn’t know about what was going on at Harvard or Columbia,
but Berkeley’s New Left was unique.
KW: And when did you think, “Oh no, this is starting to smell bad.”

TH: 1969. Things started to get a little dire—Weathermen, Progressive Labour…
JL: And SDS split apart.

TH: Maoism in this country really got going around 1969–1970. Bob Avakian is
part of this story of course, and he was in the Bay Area.19
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JL: Bob Avakian’s father, Spurgeon Avakian, was a judge, and in fact he presided
at my second wedding, to Nelson Lichtenstein.20 A while after Mike and I broke
up in the late sixties I began to see Nelson, also a history PhD student at UC
Berkeley. We lived together and then got married. Nelson and I moved to New
York in 1975—he couldn’t find a job in the academy, so he moved here to work
at [publisher] Facts on File. Tom moved to New York a few months after we did.

TH: Nelson is wonderful person, generous and full of enthusiasm, and he’s been
an outstanding labour historian for many years. His first book, which was based
on his dissertation, was profoundly shaped by his time around the ISC. When I
moved to New York to attend grad school at Columbia, Nelson gave me some
writing work at Facts on File, providing a badly needed income to supplement my
measly fellowship.

JL: The ISC changed dramatically in the early 1970s, however. It was larger in
numbers, and had already decided to rename itself the International Socialists in
1969. There was a sharp turn toward industry, which meant placing members in
key industrial sectors such as auto and steel. The group became “harder” as a result—this wouldn’t have necessarily followed, but it did. Draper initially supported the policy of industrialization but didn’t agree with the way in which it was
implemented, and he dropped out of the organization in 1971.

TH: By the way, we very much agreed with Draper about the recklessness with
which the IS tried to turn itself into a workers’ party.

JL: I wasn’t against the general strategy of industrialization—Hal and Anne actually were the ones who convinced me of its merits. But I was not in favor of the
manner in which it was done, and the things that went along with it, such as
shaming people who for whatever reason weren’t ready to take the plunge and
turning away from college campuses, where we could still make gains. And I
didn’t agree that we had become a “pre-party” formation, and that we were on
the way to building the revolutionary party.
TH: What we needed was a few more years to build a healthy tendency.
KW: Tom, you didn’t come out as gay while you were at Berkeley.

TH: Oh no, that was much later. I was very confused—it’s hard to explain. I
didn’t know—or rather I knew but just couldn’t accept it for various reasons.
Plus, this was before Gay Liberation—1969, I mean—the atmosphere in the ISC
did not seem friendly to homosexuality. It was a subtle thing; there was no formal
sanction on being gay, as there was in some of the sects. On the contrary, after
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Stonewall the IS responded quickly to Gay Liberation by adopting an excellent
position on gay rights, and the atmosphere improved a great deal. But before
1969 there were the occasional (private) sneers and jokes about homosexuals,
and, to me at least, there was a sense that gays were merely tolerated. I certainly
felt intimidated, but I can’t blame that for my confusion, which had much more
to do with my own anxieties than anything about the organization.
I think it’s hard now to recall how natural it was in those days for
straights—including socialists—to treat gays as at best neurotic and embarrassing
and at worst disgusting. After all, it wasn’t until 1973 that the American Psychiatric Association declared that homosexuality was not a mental illness. And psychiatric orthodoxy, Freudianism, etc., was widely accepted among the comrades.
JL: I’m horrified to learn that anyone in our movement was making such degrading, coarse jokes and sneers.
The International Socialists

KW: The IS was launched in 1969; Hal Draper joins but leaves in 1971. Were you
part of a factional grouping within the IS during this period?

TH: Joanne, Mike Shute, and Charlie Capper were not quite a faction but they
were…

JL: We were a tendency—with a small t—of like-minded people. We didn’t draw
organizational lines that you could or couldn’t cross.

KW: But your opposition to calling for a National Liberation Front (NLF) victory
in Vietnam helped bring you together.
JL: That was the main issue. We formed a “third camp tendency” a few months
before we were expelled from Berkeley IS in January 1972. Tom was a member
but he wasn’t expelled, because he was living in Seattle at the time.
KW: Is opposition to an NLF victory a policy you support in retrospect? I assume that by this point the radical wing of the anti-war movement actively favored an NLF victory.

JL: The ISC had always maintained a third camp position on the question of the
Vietnam War. After the Tet Offensive, however, Draper argued that the group
should support the military victory of the NLF on the grounds that the NLF had
become the de facto government, so that it had become a question of national
self-determination. Mike Shute and I and others continued to support what we
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believed to be the consistent third camp position, and we made our case in a
leaflet that we distributed at an anti-war demonstration in 1971, which led to our
expulsion in January of the following year.

TH: The “third camp tendency” consisted of a small group of IS members:
Joanne and myself, Mike Shute, Charlie Capper, Lois Weiner,21 Nelson Lichtenstein, Bruce and Cynthia Novack, and one or two others. Draper had written this
long piece on self-determination in which he made his case for military support
to the NLF, and our group coalesced around the third camp position. Joanne
wrote a response to Draper’s piece that was also quite lengthy. Some of the same
questions arise today in relation to, say, Iraq and Syria. We argued that one could
unequivocally call for immediate unilateral U.S. withdrawal from Vietnam without
supporting the NLF; today we oppose U.S. military intervention in the Middle
East but also oppose regimes like those of Saddam Hussein or Bashar al-Assad.

KW: Let’s suppose the organizers of a demonstration issue four demands, one of
which is victory to the NLF. Would you encourage folks to skip the demo?

JL: It’s always a question of degree. Similar questions came up with protests over
the Iraq war. If it was a demonstration organized by ANSWER, then their support for Saddam Hussein became a prominent part of the demonstration, and I
myself wouldn’t attend such a protest.22 But if it’s part of the mix I’m not going
to be happy, but I go. And if I have the time, and courage, and wit to say something or carry an independent sign that conveys my views, then I’ll do that.
TH: People who are involved in ANSWER support all kinds of dictators—not
only Saddam Hussein, but Assad in Syria, Kim Jong-un in North Korea, and so
on. But most people who join a march organized by ANSWER aren’t necessarily
aware of the group’s hideous politics.

JL: An example of this came up last weekend. There was an anti-NATO demonstration where nothing was said about Putin, Assad, Ukraine, and so on. A supporter of the Campaign for Peace and Democracy urged people to attend the
march even though he wasn’t endorsing it. I probably would have gone if I could
have but I’m not completely certain about that. There’s not a simple formula we
can use to decide these things. It’s on a spectrum.

KW: Did some anti-war activists tune you out once they learned about your position on the NLF?
TH: It was an unpopular position, that’s for sure—and still is!
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JL: It seemed to us that the IS people felt relieved that they no longer had to defend this unpopular position. They gave military support to the NLF but not political support, but you didn’t hear much about their political criticisms.

KW: The US Socialist Workers Party also opposed the “victory to the NLF” demand. Their position was, “Bring the Troops Home Now.” Is that where you
ended up?

TH: Of course we supported the demand of Bring the Troops Home Now, but
we also emphasized the question of independent political action. And in practice
this differentiated us from the SWP and their youth group the YSA [Young Socialist Alliance]. The SWP danced around the issue of the Democratic Party and
its role vis-à-vis the anti-war movement. Meanwhile, they would run their own
sectarian electoral campaigns.

JL: Although the SWP had its own speakers advocating a vote for its own candidates, it avoided including non-SWP speakers, such as advocates for the new
Peace and Freedom Party, who advocated independence from and no support to
the Democratic Party at their rallies and demonstrations. I would never insist that
an anti-war demonstration be built around a call for independent political action,
or that liberal politicians be excluded as speakers. But I would want to make sure
that the position was represented on the speakers’ platform.
Expulsion and Beyond

KW: But why were you expelled over the question of support for the NLF? Wasn’t this something that could be debated within the organization?
JL: It could be debated. We were expelled because we passed out a leaflet with
our point of view at an anti-war demonstration, even though the leaflet said
clearly that we were a minority tendency in the IS.

TH: We had “violated discipline.” And this was at a time when the IS was trying
to transform itself into a more disciplined organization.

JL: The leadership said that we could make the case for our position in the
group’s journal, but that we couldn’t pass out our own leaflet at a public event.
They insisted that Lenin and the Bolsheviks would never have allowed it. We responded by pointing out that we weren’t experiencing another 1917, that the
stakes were not quite as high, and that in fact the Bolsheviks were often rather
loose in their approach to discipline. We also predicted that our expulsion was
going to be part of a process of the organization enduring more and more splits
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and expulsions in the future.
On a related point, Mike Shute had an excellent piece of advice, which
we did our best to adhere to—he said, let’s make this the friendliest split in the
history of the left. We realized that despite our expulsion these were the people
that we were closest to politically, so why not try to get along and work together
on the many issues where we agree? In this we succeeded; in fact, we are friendly
to this day with people who voted for or supported our expulsion, and often collaborate with them.
TH: The judge at our “trial” was Sam Farber, a brilliant analyst of the Cuban
regime, a longtime friend of the Campaign for Peace and Democracy, and a personal friend.
JL: For a long time, whenever Sam came in the room we’d say, “Here comes the
judge!”

KW: If your group had said, “we’ve made a mistake,” they would have taken you
back.

JL: Oh yeah. They regretted, as they saw it, having to drive us out. It was… peculiar. And we weren’t at all eager to leave the organization, but we weren’t willing
to remain under the conditions the majority insisted on.

KW: After you left IS you formed a group called “Socialists for Independent Politics.” What did you hope to accomplish?
JL: Just to hold things together. To get some ideas down on paper.
KW: Why didn’t you leave with Draper?

TH: Because we didn’t agree with his organizational proposals—turning the
group into a mere editorial board plus supporters—and we felt that he was soft
on the union bureaucracy.
KW: Nevertheless, Draper’s departure must have been a little discouraging.

TH: Yes, but I think that Draper himself had become discouraged. The fiasco of
the Eldridge Cleaver campaign for president in 1968, on the Peace and Freedom
Party ticket, definitely played a part in this. He had been a big proponent of both
Peace and Freedom, and, at first, the Cleaver ticket. But Cleaver made a farce out
of the entire campaign. With a different candidate and a serious, broader campaign, Peace and Freedom might have picked up a lot of Eugene McCarthy’s sup-
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porters after the Democratic convention, I think, because there were thousands
of angry young McCarthy supporters who hated Humphrey and didn’t know
where to turn, and because the idea of a genuinely anti-war party had a certain
appeal at the time. After that, Draper really became sour on organizational issues.

JL: He reacted correctly, I think, against some of the wild-eyed “struggle group”
ideas—that rank and file militants should leave the existing unions and build new
working class organizations to replace them—that were floating around the IS at
the time. On the other hand, he was skating toward a generalized defense of the
labour bureaucracy. We didn’t really agree with either position.
TH: In addition, the tone of the Draper group was very different from our tone.
We tried to be friendly. Their approach was different. They were much harsher in
their dealings with the IS majority.

JL: But we also tried to maintain good relationships with the folks around
Draper.

KW: Did it take you a few years to adjust to not being part of an organization?

JL: It’s true that ever since then I’ve felt a little sorry not to have an organization
like the ISC was before it changed—radical, democratic, third campish, and
looser than the IS became in the 1970s. A small group of determined people can
make a difference, especially if you have good ideas. As socialist independents,
we’ve worked alongside small socialist groups—Solidarity, for example, as well as
the International Socialist Organization (ISO), and the Democratic Socialists of
America (DSA). We’ve been involved in politics for quite a few years without
being in a formal socialist group, so we’ve gotten used to it. The Campaign for
Peace and Democracy has provided a way of promoting third camp ideas without
having to belong to any particular socialist organization.
KW: Before we talk more about the Campaign, could you both say something
about the shock of moving from the West Coast to the Big Apple in the mid1970s?

TH: There were times when I wondered whether I had made a big mistake. This
was 1975. The city was in terrible shape. It looked bad, and it felt scary. It actually
smelled bad. I arrived in the summer and it was just hideous.
KW: George Orwell here.

TH: I was starting grad school at Columbia, in History. I never finished my PhD,
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however. I received a fellowship to study in Paris in 1978, and ended up staying
longer than I had expected—a year and a half—because I liked it so much. My
advisor was Robert Paxton, whose path breaking book on Vichy France had
come out just three years before I came to Columbia and caused a huge sensation
in France. He was an outstanding scholar, dignified and extremely erudite, and
very principled. I returned to New York in 1980 and found a job at the Brearley
School, a private girl’s school in Manhattan, and I’ve been teaching there ever
since.
KW: When did you join the New Politics editorial board?

JL: My former husband Sy Landy and I had worked on the magazine when we
were living in New York City in the early 1960s. Sy was on the editorial board for
a few years, and I wasn’t. The sexist exclusion wasn’t just about me—Julie [Julius]
was editor, and Phyllis wasn’t. It was completely unconscious.
Even after I moved to Berkeley in 1964 we sold the magazine at ISC tables and events. New Politics was starting to wind down in the mid-1970s but the
magazine revived in 1986, and Tom and I have both been active as contributors
and editors of this second series of the magazine.
We did maintain a Socialists for Independent Politics discussion group
for several years. We met at Cynthia Novack and Dick Bull’s (her second husband) apartment every couple of months or so. Cynthia and Dick were dancers,
and their apartment was also a dance studio. Draper spoke to our group when he
was in town. There were eight or ten of us, and another ten or fifteen people
would turn up. We weren’t a formal organization but it was a way to keep our politics alive. We even published a mimeographed bulletin.
TH: We had an interesting discussion about the 1980 Barry Commoner campaign, as I recall. And some of us were active in the campaign.
Solidarnosc

KW: Solidarnosc, the independent trade union, was launched in 1980, and the
Campaign for Peace and Democracy/East and West was formed a couple of
years later to help promote ties between democratic activists across Cold War
lines.

JL: I remember quite vividly how the group got started. Arthur Lipow was visiting New York, and Solidarnosc had just gotten underway in Poland.23 In his typical manner he said, “Joanne, you must do something about this. This is a historic
opportunity for our politics and you just have to organize something.” I have to
give him credit—he was right.
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A small group of us then met in my apartment—Gail Daneker, Judy
Hempfling, Chris Meagher, Sam Farber, Gabe Gabrielsky, Mel Bienenfeld, and a
couple of others. Gail had come from the world of left-leaning NGOs, and she
was the person who knew that we would need a board of directors, and that we
would need to file the paperwork in order to claim nonprofit status. She also encouraged us to reach out to folks like Ed Asner, Paul Sweezy, Seymour Melman,
Erika Munk, Pete Seeger—people from outside our existing circle of contacts, in
other words. We also got in touch with Mike Harrington, Barbara Garson, and
David McReynolds, whom I had known from past activities. We made a point of
trying to involve people who had been in and around the Communist Party but
who were shaken up by the struggles that were taking place in countries like
Poland. It was easy to attract the support of people who already had third camp
politics, but we worked hard to reach beyond the traditional third camp milieu.

KW: Were you thinking that this was broadly analogous to the crisis within the
Communist world that erupted in 1956–1957, as a result of the revolt in Hungary
and Khrushchev’s revelations about Stalin?
JL: Maybe we should have, but I don’t remember thinking in those terms.

TH: We didn’t anticipate anything quite so cosmic. We just knew that Poland was
in turmoil.

JL: In 1980 it was just Poland. We wanted to get people talking about the importance of independent trade unions in so-called workers’ states, and toward that
end we organized a couple of well-attended public events in New York. And in
fact, we hadn’t expected them to attract as many people as they did. We organized
a public meeting with something like twenty speakers at Washington Irving High
School, and after that there was a big event at the Town Hall that was mainly organized by Ralph Schoenman.
These events helped bring together a core group of people, many of
whom came out of third camp politics. But it wasn’t limited to third camp socialists—Gail, for example, wasn’t a socialist but was a Green. She didn’t like the idea
of nationalizing practically anything. But she was pro-labour and had worked for
a group called Environmentalists for Full Employment, so she came out of a
small-d democratic background. Steve Becker was another pro-labour Green who
worked closely with the Campaign.
KW: Women have played a leadership role in the Campaign from the beginning.
Were you thinking that peace groups had been mostly dominated by men and
that you needed a more feminist approach to these issues?
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JL: I had been a leading member of the ISC, and for a short period the IS, and of
course a woman, but I never thought about the question of leadership from a
feminist perspective until years later. Gail and I were both feminists, and we were
the Campaign’s leading members, but we didn’t think about the Campaign as a
women’s led movement.
TH: I never thought about it either.

JL: But now that you mention it…

KW: Who were the most interesting speakers at your early events?

JL: [Mike] Harrington comes to mind. He quite liked what we were up to, i.e., the
broadness of our approach. We weren’t close friends, and had many disagreements, but he was a friendly kind of person.
TH: Daniel Singer was an inspiring speaker and very close to us.

KW: What made you decide to create an actual organization?

JL: Well, we had organized a couple of big events, and we wanted to capitalize on
our success. We officially launched CPD/EW in 1982 with a dinner at Sardi’s.
Adam Hochschild came to the dinner, and he later joined our board.
KW: You must have spent hours setting up the organization—tax forms, post office forms, and so on. Did any other ISC/IS spin-offs go in this NGO direction?

TH: Labor Notes and Teamsters for a Democratic Union both come to mind. But
our focus on foreign policy was distinctive.
KW: The NGO model of organization offers certain advantages—it’s much easier to raise foundation money if you have a 501C3 status, for example.
JL: Even individuals. If you want gifts to be tax deductible you need that 501C3
status. I never even knew about this until Gail laid it all out. The problem with
the term “NGO” is that it has a bad odor for some people—there are definitely
NGOs out there that exist simply in order to keep themselves afloat.
KW: How would you describe the Campaign?

JL: As an advocacy group—a third camp advocacy organization. We were radical
democrats who opposed the elite-driven foreign policy of the United States and
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supported social justice, democracy and freedom from great power domination
everywhere.
KW: What was it like working with Ed Asner?

JL: “Work with” is a little bit of an exaggeration. He signed our first ad in the
New York Times, “U.S. Peace and Labor activists defend Polish Solidarnosc on
trial,” which appeared on April 10, 1983, and he came with us later when we went
to the Polish Embassy to protest repression against Solidarnosc. We had sent out
a press release, but there didn’t seem to be any press in the vicinity as we gathered
our group outside the embassy, but when Ed showed up suddenly there were
press photographers everywhere, sprouting up like mushrooms after a spring rain.
Another big name was the writer Ariel Dorfman. He also has joined many of our
protests and petitions.
Building the Campaign

TH: In some ways the most important people who worked with us were from
Europe—E.P. Thompson, for example, as well as folks from Eastern Europe.

KW: Were European leftists generally more willing to criticize the Soviet Union,
and Soviet-style states in Eastern Europe, than U.S. leftists, many of whom clung
to the perspective that the enemy of our enemy is our friend?

TH: It certainly seemed that way. There was less interest in the Solidarnosc movement in the United States than there seemed to be in Europe. Also, Europeans
felt under the gun because of the military buildup that was taking place. There
was genuine grassroots concern about what both the Americans and the Soviets
were up to so far as nuclear weapons were concerned.
JL: The Campaign helped encourage the major U.S. peace organizations to reach
out to independent peace activists in the Soviet Bloc. The Fellowship of Reconciliation, the War Resisters League, Sojourners, the nuclear freeze campaign, and
the American Friends Service Committee (AFSC), as well as local peace groups
around the country—they all became more interested in and supportive of independent movements in Eastern Europe as a result of our efforts. This also applied to leading individuals in the peace movement, such as Randy Forsberg and
Pam Solo. To say that we worked closely with them might be an overstatement,
but people from these groups came to our events, and sometimes spoke at them.
That was one of the big accomplishments of the Campaign. The tendency of the
big peace groups had been to avoid having anything to do with independent activists from places like Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union out of concern for
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legitimizing U.S. militarism. This started to change in part as a result of our efforts to show that opposing the U.S. war machine and supporting democratic
rights in the Soviet Bloc could actually strengthen both causes. The U.S. Peace
Council would have nothing to do with us, of course, because they really were
pro-Soviet.
Our position was quite simple. We were not demanding that the peace
movement make a complete break with people who were soft on the Soviet question. So for example, if a group such as the AFSC or the Fellowship of Reconciliation went to Moscow, we would encourage them to meet with independent
people, and we wouldn’t denounce them for meeting the leaders of the official
peace groups, even though we believed and said that these official groups weren’t
genuine anti-war organizations since they condemned only the US and not the
Soviet Union.

TH: E.P. Thompson played a crucial role in all of this. He really encouraged
peace activists in Britain as well as Western Europe and the United States to
search for counterparts in Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union, and to help
them in any way that we could. His writings were critically important in terms of
taking on the theories that were used to justify the Cold War and nuclear deterrence, making the case for a nuclear free world and for building a peace movement that was genuinely independent of both the West and the Soviet Bloc. He
was also an incredibly impressive speaker.

JL: Thompson was the person who developed the intellectual framework for the
idea of “détente from below.” Of course, when we read about his ideas they fit
perfectly with the politics that we had already had, but he put it in new language
and from a fresh perspective. The fact that he was an ex-CP person himself was
also important.
KW: The ice was cracking.

TH: There was a parallel with 1956, in that you could begin to see the possibility
of a real embodiment of the third camp ideal. Here was this peace movement in
the West that was consciously committed to building bridges with independent
peace activists in Eastern Europe. There was a point in the 1980s when it seemed
as if there was a common struggle that united people across the Cold War divide—a struggle that was against US foreign policy, about the placement of missiles on European soil, but that was also against authoritarian rule in the Soviet
Bloc. It was very exciting.
KW: When does Christopher Hitchens enter this story?
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JL: There was a vivid personality! And he really did work closely with the Campaign until he broke with us over Bosnia. He came with a group of us when we
went to Czechoslovakia; he organized a public meeting for the Campaign in
Washington, D.C.; he spoke at many of our events, including the big one-day
conferences. Initially there was no particular political disagreement. The first
inkling that I had that there was an emerging divergence between us was in the
early 1990s, when we were talking about the United Nations. I was making the
point that it is a top-down organization in which the great imperial powers make
the crucial decisions. And he said, “Well, it’s run by the victors of World War Two
and that’s pretty good.”
TH: The big turning point was Yugoslavia, when he came out in favor of a
NATO intervention in Bosnia in 1994.

KW: Whereas the Campaign’s position was that the international embargo against
Bosnia should have been lifted, so that they could defend themselves.

TH: I ended up writing a great deal about Bosnia, and spoke at quite a few events.
At one point I, along with Steve Shalom, took part in a public debate with
Michael Walzer and Bogdan Denitch on the question of US and NATO intervention in Bosnia. It was broadcast on cable TV, on a show called “Perspectives from
the Left,” which was organized by some DSAers, I believe.
Détente from Below

KW: The Campaign initially focused on developments in Eastern Europe. What
made you decide to expand your focus to encompass Latin America, the Near
and Middle East, and so on?

JL: It’s not exactly true that we initially focused on Eastern Europe to the exclusion of other areas of the world. Even at the beginning we were interested in
countries within the Western “camp,” such as Turkey, the Philippines, in Latin
America, etc. One of the most important things we did was to enlist Eastern European intellectuals and trade union activists in signing statements opposing U.S.
policy towards Nicaragua and Chile. International solidarity—independent of the
superpowers—was baked into the Campaign from the beginning.
TH: That was the point. We were trying to break down bipolar, Cold War-type
thinking.

JL: We never imagined that we could address every issue around the world. For a
long time, our focus was on Eastern Europe and Latin America.
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TH: But even at an early all-day conference we included a panel on Tibet. Other
panels I recall were on Kashmir, and the E.U. with John Palmer. We did events
about the Kurds. Our aim was to encourage solidarity from below, and to bring
together democratic, peace, and trade union activists in a way that was genuinely
independent of Cold War thinking.
KW: What was it like to have been involved in Eastern European solidarity activism, and then for the Soviet Bloc to fall apart in a few short years?

TH: It was a big surprise. Everybody says that, and it’s true. Despite all of the
warning signs, none of us expected it. The system may have been disintegrating,
but it seemed like it would never end. When the end came, it was thrilling. We had
high hopes, which sadly were not realized. And so we had to adjust to a new set
of realities. Joanne wrote a series of very effective essays about shock therapy
and so on.

JL: I was in Poland in 1989, and it was clear that things were not moving in a socialist direction. Some of the activists that I knew were still holding onto a radical
sensibility but other people who had come out of left-wing anti-Stalinist politics
were beginning to think and sound like typical Western politicians. I remember
going to a meeting after 1989 at Helsinki Watch in New York where Adam Michnik gave a presentation. He had recently been elected to parliament, and I asked
him why he hadn’t told voters that his party was planning to close many of the
Gdansk shipyards. He said that they hadn’t expected to get elected so that’s why
they hadn’t spelled out their program. I responded, well, once you were elected
and you were going to begin to take action, don’t you think you should have consulted the Polish people again, and asked for some kind of support for your
plans? He didn’t reply.
So you can imagine how devastating it was to see people who had been
grassroots activists suddenly become the shock troops for neoliberalism. I don’t
think that what happened was inevitable. But it was a reflection of the weakness
of the global left that the only thing that seemed like an alternative to the Communist regimes was the capitalist system. Anyway, by the summer of ‘89 I was
very depressed about the pro-capitalist direction developments in Eastern Europe
were taking, even though I of course welcomed the end of Russian domination
and one-party dictatorship.
TH: This was at a time when Reaganism, Thatcherism, and neoliberalism were
absolutely hegemonic. The left was at its very weakest.

JL: And on the whole, the left in the West was very reluctant to extend its support
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to the struggles of dissidents and ordinary people in Eastern Europe in initiatives
such as Solidarnosc in Poland and Charter 77 in Czechoslovakia. The people who
were actually on the ground, offering support, were people from the National
Endowment for Democracy, the AFL-CIO, and others who supported US imperial foreign policy aims. And their support came with all kinds of conditions. It
wasn’t that individual dissidents were corrupt or greedy—most of the people we
knew in Poland, for example, were dedicated small-d democratic activists. Many
had embraced democratic socialist ideals in their youth and were broadly egalitarian in their outlook. But the system they were living under collapsed at a time
when it seemed like the only option on the table was market capitalism. Progressive and left movements in the West were not only weak; they were generally uninterested in offering the East Europeans a different path as they ended the
Communist system.

TH: Many of the people we’re talking about came of age during the 1960s, when
the left was relatively strong and hopes were high. And it went downhill from that
point on. It was tragic.
KW: What are the lessons of the Campaign? What kinds of initiatives worked
and what kinds didn’t?

TH: We got a lot of things right, in my view. For example, the work we did in the
1980s around dissidents and movements from below in Eastern Europe, like the
work we did around Bosnia in the 1990s, was unusual on the radical left for its
emphasis on the issue of democracy, including the democratic right of peoples to
self-determination.

JL: It’s important to emphasize that the Campaign was and is a specific type of
group. It’s not a membership organization. The projects that we undertook were
related to how we were organized. We were always a small, self-organized group
that wrote statements, organized public meetings, conferences, and so forth. We
started with Poland, and a lot of people continued to associate us with the work
we did around Solidarnosc, and Central and Eastern Europe more generally. Our
approach then was to build ties between grassroots activists in the West and dissidents in the East—détente from below, in other words.
And over time we were able to attract support from prominent individuals in the peace movement who proved willing to sign statements of support for
Solidarnosc and other grassroots movements in Eastern Europe. Peace groups
had traditionally stayed away from taking a critical stand on anything having to do
with the Soviet Bloc, and were often willing to meet with official peace groups
from the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe, validating the idea that they were actual counterparts to our own independent peace organizations. Our efforts had
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an impact in terms of helping people move beyond the Cold War framework:
even though some peace groups continued to meet with government-controlled
groups from the Eastern Bloc, they frequently challenged authorities on their repression of independent groups and met with independent groups as well.
My first trip to the region was in 1981, the year of the US Professional
Air Traffic Controllers Organization (PATCO) strike. I recall that vividly. Since I
was respecting the strike by not flying from a US airport, I took a train from New
York to Montreal and flew from there to Warsaw on LOT Polish Airlines. When
I got to Warsaw, I went into the LOT ticket office to arrange details of my return
flight. I was wearing my “Support PATCO Strikers” button, and the staff spontaneously shouted out their approval.
KW: What was it like to visit Warsaw in this period?

JL: It was thrilling. The atmosphere in the building where Solidarnosc was meeting was electric. There were meetings of all sorts going on simultaneously—steelworkers, journalists, academics. People were rushing up and down the stairs with
papers, coffee, etc. It reminded me of the heady days in Berkeley, California,
when I was active in the Free Speech Movement in 1964.
KW: Was your hotel room bugged?

JL: I assumed that it might be, so I was cautious in what I said. When I met with
Solidarnosc people in their homes, if a sensitive topic came up they would point
to the ceiling and twirl their index finger in a circle to indicate that we were likely
being bugged, at which point we would just write down key points of our conversation and show the paper to one another.
KW: Were you followed from the airport?

JL: I don’t know. I wasn’t aware of being followed from the airport, but once, a
few years later, when I was in Gdansk, I met one of the women who had been a
member of the strike committee of the Gdansk shipyard in 1980 which sparked
the birth of Solidarnosc as an independent trade union. As we walked through
the streets she said, “Well, you know, they’re following us”—I hadn’t noticed a
thing—and she took me through a couple of department stores, where we’d go
in one set of doors and leave by another that exited onto another street.

TH: When I visited members of the Trust Group in Moscow in the 1980s they
didn’t even write things down on paper—they used those erasable pads with cellophane, so that anything they wrote down could be immediately erased.
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KW: How did you know whom to work with?

TH: It was usually pretty obvious, because these were the people who were leading members of democratic movements, whether they were organized around issues of peace, labour rights, or whatever.

JL: Helsinki Watch helped us identify some people, but as far back as the early to
mid-1960s we were in touch with various radicals in Eastern Europe. Back in
Berkeley there was a fellow named Witold Jedlicki, a Polish Jew who had been
hidden by the family of Jan Jósef Lipski during World War II. As a result, he was
a close friend of Lipski, who was a leading member of the KOR group of intellectuals that helped advise Solidarnosc in its early phase. The first time I went to
Poland I was able to meet Lipski. There was a Solidarnosc conference going on at
the time and I was able to attend the conference and met a lot of interesting people as a result. At a later point an independent peace group called Freedom and
Peace was organized in Poland and they were particularly keen to establish links
with groups like ours in the west. Their leader, Jacek Czaputowicz, was in and out
of jail in the 1980s, and I visited with him very shortly he had been released from
jail. He was a young guy—maybe twenty—and I remember thinking that he was
the palest person I had ever met. There must have been a long period when he
had no access to sunlight.

KW: Did you carry CPD materials in your suitcases?

JL: Generally, no. I once went to participate in a demonstration in Poland that
called for the release of prisoners who were in jail under martial law. I wore a tshirt that carried a political message—I think I still have the t-shirt—but I had
taken a plain t-shirt and a magic marker with me, and wrote down the message in
the hotel room the night before. I did once bring some materials sent by the London-based Czech human rights activist Jan Kavan to dissidents in Czechoslovakia. I definitely breathed a sigh of relief once I was out of the airport carrying
the books he’d asked me to bring. On one of my early trips to Poland I’d received
a request from women there for books about feminism, and I brought as many as
I could manage.
I didn’t bring lists of names and phone numbers with me on these visits,
of course. I’d usually have the phone number of a key contact person memorized, or partially written out in two or three different places, and it was usually
someone who the authorities were already very familiar with. They were public
dissidents, and presumably known for meeting with people from outside the
country. That person would then make the necessary introductions.

TH: When I met with the Trust Group people in Moscow there was an unmarked
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KGB truck outside the building with listening devices. You could see a couple of
tall poles poking out of the truck.

JL: I remember when I met with the activist Petr Uhl at his home in Prague. He
told me to take a look out the window at the traffic light on the street corner.
There was a camera placed on top of the traffic light that was pointed right at his
apartment.

TH: The repression in the Soviet Union was a lot fiercer than it was in these
other countries. Dissidents were still being shipped off to mental hospitals in the
1980s in the Soviet Union, for example.

KW: The 1991 Yale conference on “Post-Communist Futures” was held in the aftermath of the collapse of the Soviet Union and Soviet-style regimes across Central and Eastern Europe. Did the Campaign have a clear sense of what was
happening, or did you think to yourselves, “Man, we are really paddling in the
dark here.”
TH: Something in-between. We knew that there were certain demands that we
needed to raise—for example, we were strongly opposed to the policy of shock
therapy.
Liberal Interventionism

JL: But we were also experiencing some arguments within the Campaign before
the start of the Gulf War in 1991. Some members of the Campaign’s Board of
Directors were in favor of sending hundreds of thousands of US troops into the
region—not necessarily to start a war, but to send the Iraq government a message. That was also Noam Chomsky’s position, for example. Tom and I were unconvinced, shall we say, and we wrote an article about the impending war that
appeared in The Progressive. On the other hand, everyone on the Board was against
the war once it started, which enabled us to move on. But for a while things were
a little tense.
During the Cold War these kinds of disagreements didn’t surface, since
everyone broadly agreed that they were opposed to both Washington and
Moscow. But as the Cold War ended, these differences emerged. Some were willing to back some forms of US military intervention—not uncritically, and not
consistently, but on occasion.
TH: An early glimmer of this kind of liberal interventionism surfaced around the
issue of Bosnia in 1992–1994. The Campaign took a position in favor of lifting
the arms embargo so that the Bosnians could defend themselves against Serbian
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aggression. But we also argued against any form of U.S. military intervention in
Bosnia, whether through bombing campaigns or troops on the ground or whatever.

KW: Tom, you wrote extensively on foreign policy questions in the 1980s and
1990s, but you were also writing about party politics. Did you feel torn between
writing about domestic and international issues?
TH: Both were interesting to me, and they were interconnected politically.

JL: You’re not going to get a better foreign policy without a powerful movement
independent of the Democratic Party.

TH: Yes. Part of what I tried to argue in my pieces on the Democrats was the importance of formulating a new, democratic foreign policy through independent
politics, by creating a new party of the left. We obviously need to open up the
question of military spending and it’s not possible to do that within the current
two-party system.

JL: Some of the people who have supported the Campaign over the years are also
inclined to vote for Democrats. We did not make the question of the Democratic
Party a make-or-break issue for our supporters. But at the same time, Tom and I
never downplayed or disguised our fundamental critique of the Democrats and
our support for independent political action.
TH: You know who was a big influence on me? Sheldon Wolin (1922–2015),
along with his magazine Democracy (1980–1983). It was in large measure because
of Wolin that I became inspired to write about American politics. He had a very
sophisticated, radical point of view that was opposed to the two-party system and
the status quo. If you look at my articles for New Politics on US politics you’ll see
that the tone was definitely inspired by Wolin’s essays and books. Very sarcastic,
and a little bitter.
KW: Did you take any classes with Wolin at Berkeley?

TH: No, much to my regret. I don’t know why I didn’t. Wolin had a lot to say
about Reagan’s triumph in 1980, not only about the Republicans but about the
complicitous, enabling role of the Democrats and the political system as a whole.
That had a big effect on my thinking. Most people don’t remember now how
thoroughly traditional labour-liberalism collapsed at the end of the 1970s and the
beginning of the 1980s. With Reagan’s election I thought that we had reached the
bottom of the barrel.
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KW: Back to the Campaign: presumably your work attracted criticism from folks
who were favorably disposed toward the Soviet Union. Were you bothered by the
negativity?

JL: We were most definitely disliked by pro-Soviet types, including people around
the U.S. Peace Council. Mainly what we encountered was the secondary effect,
however. We had to deal with activists in the peace movement who were influenced by or at least talking to pro-Soviet types. The occupational hazard of the
peace movement during the Cold War was the reluctance to criticize the “other
side” so as—the thinking went—not to give support to “your side.” They were
not hardline CPers but many people did believe that in order to justify lower military spending you had to argue that the Soviet Union was basically a benign actor
in international affairs. Luckily there were always some people who supported us
and who recognized the importance of reaching out to genuine peace activists in
the Soviet Bloc—and in fact the numbers of such people increased over the years
of our work.
These questions are relevant to this today. Most people in the peace
movement are not pro-Assad, for example, but they are reluctant to strongly criticize the Syrian government on the grounds that if you oppose Assad you must
favor US military intervention. There are some people in the peace movement,
for example, who call for organizing delegations to visit the Russian Embassy in
Washington, DC to thank them for agreeing to a ceasefire, rather than challenging
their intervention in the first place.
KW: Jesus, that’s idiotic.

JL: That’s what was so useful about E.P. Thompson’s role in the 1980s in the
peace movement. He very skillfully articulated a perspective of détente from below.
TH: After the fall of Soviet Communism in the early 1990s things became a little
more difficult. Many human rights and peace activists developed serious illusions
about U.S. imperialism. That was a battle that had to be fought over and over
again.

JL: There were a number of people—not in the Campaign, but in the larger
peace movement—who argued, with the fall of USSR, that NATO had a valuable
role to play in Europe and elsewhere. For some people the idea of being opposed
to U.S. military intervention on principle was a difficult pill to swallow. I remember just after Bill Clinton was elected in 1992, meeting with someone who had
been a Campaign supporter in the past. Jen Scarlott and I met with him to ask for
further support, and he began the conversation by asking eagerly, “Does either of
you have the ear of the Clinton administration?” as if that were the key question.
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I doubt that he would have asked about our influence with an American president
during the Cold War.

KW: Did it become harder to raise money after the fall of the Soviet Union? Was
this one of the reasons why the Campaign was put on hold in the 1990s?

TH: That was the big reason. The Clinton years were the years of the locust so
far as the Campaign was concerned. It was very hard to do anything. None of
our funders were interested in the issue of Bosnia, for example. Many people felt
that Serbian aggression against Bosnia had to do with age-old incorrigible ethnic
hatreds, and that all sides were somehow equally aggressive and bloodthirsty.
Then they looked to the Clinton administration and the UN to figure things out.
They weren’t interested in an independent approach to defending Bosnia’s sovereignty and the lives of ordinary Bosnians.
Near and Middle East

KW: What led you to revive the Campaign in the early twenty-first century? Was
it the build-up to the Iraq War?

JL: That was definitely part of it. In 2002 we drafted a statement that made the
case for opposing both Saddam Hussein and US military intervention. The statement first appeared in the Nation, and then in the New York Times and elsewhere.

KW: It’s striking how a third camp approach can apply to both Eastern Europe in
the 1970s–1980s and the Middle East in the early twenty-first century.

JL: More recently we were inspired by the “Arab Spring” in 2011, but the problem is that pretty much everywhere—not just Syria—serious repression has been
directed toward pro-democratic forces in the region. I reluctantly accept what
Gilbert Achcar has argued, that the “Arab Spring” was the start of what is going
to be a long process, and that we can’t expect sustained immediate victories. But
at the moment the situation is grim—there’s not only repression directed by state
military forces, but also the rise of jihadists of different varieties. As a result, prodemocratic forces face at least two enemies, if not more.
It’s also worth noting that it was much easier for people like ourselves to
meet activists in Eastern Europe and even the Soviet Union than it is in places
like Iraq and Syria. The way we sorted out who was who in Eastern Europe was
by going there and meeting with people. I wouldn’t feel safe visiting Iran, for example, even though at the moment there isn’t the kind of overt military conflict
that’s going on in Libya or Syria.
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KW: Are you beginning to get a sense of who’s who in the Syrian opposition?

TH: It’s murky—we don’t know much about the groups. Unlike a lot of people,
we recognize that there is a civil society in Syria that is very much alive in many
parts of the country. That’s a hopeful sign, but I’m not optimistic about how
things will play out in the coming months and years. The better groups are getting decimated, or have made their peace with the jihadists.

KW: Are you surprised at the scale of quasi-Stalinist support for Bashar al-Assad
and the Russians within sections of the left?

TH: I’m not sure if Stalinism is the best label for this. Certainly, there’s a fear of
radical Islam that pushes some people in the direction of strongmen like Assad—
that you need a strong leader to keep the forces of Islamic extremism from gaining power.

JL: I also think that it reflects US leftists’ terrible sense of weakness—they don’t
feel as if they can influence events, so they look to someone like Assad who can
stand up against the Americans and the jihadists.

TH: The collapse of the “Arab Spring” has paved the way for a profound sense
of pessimism. So many people refuse to believe that there was anything good
about the Syrian revolution. There’s a lot of cynicism about this, and people just
refuse to be convinced that there are people on the ground in places like Syria
who are neither pro-regime, nor pro-US, nor jihadist.

JL: From the outset there have been important voices on the left who have argued that Assad is an anti-imperialist leader who stands up against the United
States and therefore deserves our support. And their attitude toward Syrian opponents of Assad is that these people are objectively helping US imperialism. Beneath that is a larger sense of cynicism and pessimism that is very pervasive on
the US left.
TH: Even before the Arab Spring, there were people on the left who refused to
believe that there could be movements from below in the Middle East. Quite a
few people, for example, argued that the Green Movement in Iran was something
that the State Department had somehow organized, and this was a couple of
years before the Arab Spring. The same arguments that people made against the
reform movement in Iran are now being used to prop up Assad’s regime in Syria.
JL: It was easier to make the argument, however, that the Green Movement was a
mass, democratic movement—the evidence in terms of photographs of hun-
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dreds of thousands of people marching in Tehran and so forth was very difficult
to overlook. The initial movement in Syria was so quickly repressed that it’s easier
for these people to deny that it ever took place. The situation became militarized
very quickly, which placed democratic activists in an almost impossible position.
The pro-Assad forces are receiving an enormous amount of support from the
Russians, whose leaders are keen to restore Russia’s status as a world power.
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